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ENRICO'S LAST CLIMB
The world of the heights spoke to you,
and you responded:
The stars danced in your mind,
more clearly than we ever hoped to see.
You clothed the crystal sweep of the mountains
in a beauty not always there for us.
You exclaimed your awe one night
from our small suspended ledge,
as the aurora writhed and the orange glow of far-off lightning clouds
pulsed throuqh the frost of our sky,
and I shared your wonder.
Still, when cloud and biting snow obscured these sights,
and our world became a hard ballet of points on 1ce
along a poorly glimpsed path,
you kept the mountain as your friend.
So perhaps we should wonder not
that when this journey drew so near its end,
those pinnacles and endless heights came to crave
so devout a son,
and you were taken from us.
But the stars still wheel
and the mountains still soar,
and your vision will be with us always.
Richard Howes, early August 1987

Enrico Kindl was an active and popular member of the Varsity Outdoor Club
and a member of the Executive in 1986 and 1987. Enrico's other passion
was astronomy, a subject which he was studylnq towards the degree Doctor
of Philosophy. On the first of August 1987, Enrico was tragically killed
during the final section of a descent from Ht. Robson, in the Canadian
Rockies, following a successful climb of the North Face.
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The President's Message

Richard Howes

Leaving a Leqacy.
My involvement with the Club Executive has exposed me to a very
special qroup of people. Their commitment to making our members' time
with the Club an enjoyable experience has needed little encouragement, and
their concern for all aspects of the outdoor experience has meant that
their work has not been limited merely to the scope of their
constitutional duties. Without regret I can say that my most difficult
task as President has been that of steering the sometimes boisterous
enthusiasm of the Executive members through the often tortuous course of
the agendas for our weekly meetings.
My gratitude thus goes to my
Executive, and also to the many other members who devoted their time and
energy to the Club.
Our major short-term qoals this past year have been to cater to the
beginner with a variety of easier trips and instructional courses and
increase the approachability of the nucleus of experienced members, yet
our greatest concern has been to create something which will endure.
The flurry of activity which the Club experienced durlnq Its hut
building period is several years qone, and we are now initiating a timely
and affordable program for the two-phase construction of climbing walls on
the UBC campus in memorial to Enrico Kindl. Nineteen eighty-eight should
see the installation of one climbing wall within an existing building,
while the Club's long term goal is the eventual construction of a major
facility as ^art of the capital acquisition project of the UBC Athletic
programs.
The most valued legacies we can leave, however, are not those
constructed in stone and mortar, wood and nails, but are rather the
memories that members take away with them of experiences in the mountains
they have come to love, and of the people with whom these experiences have
been shared.
Huts, climbing walls, and other special places are
important, but only insofar as they help to make possible memorable times,
and these memories are the maaic from which dreams and inspiration may
arise.
Paradoxically, perhaps the most, long-lasting legacy which we can
leave as a club is Important not by its relevance to our club members but
by its Intrinsic worth: this is the preservation of natural areas. We
are in particular makinq some small effort to prevent the despoliation of
the Smoke Bluffs at Squamish and the Stein Valley. While part of our
motivation to do this comes from anticipated enjoyment of these areas, we
are doing this chiefly because there would be somethinq profoundly
disturbing in their loss, regardless of human involvement.
Our strength as a club has always been the hiqh level of activity of
our members. That so many people have so often been inspired to venture
forth and create memorable experiences for themselves and others is the
aspect of our entity as a club which is the least subject to any effort at
stimulation, and yet is to be cherished the most. Occasionally one person
stands out in this respect, as did the late Enrico Kindl.
Tragically,
Enrico has gone, but his enthusiasm and love for the mountains continues
to infect us all. In this way is the enduring importance of the leaacy of
memories and ideas to be most clearly seen.
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Journal Editor's Message

Jeff Greenwood

I am not here to blow any trumpets, toot any recorders, or make
unmusical sounds on other assorted Instruments, hut I think that the VOC
has been happy and prosperous this last year.

I hope that the 1987

Journal gives this Impression.
Having lots of work commitments coinciding with the production of the
Journal this year, I decided that setting and sticking to deadlines with
military precision was the only way to go.

Unfortunately, a few of the

general membership weren't prepared for these brutal tactics and greeted
them with horror and disbelief.
however, many
articles.

of

them

rose

Once a pen was forced into their hands,

to

the occasion

and produced

some

fine

Even as I write this, I believe that our Illustrious President

1s Immortalising his words of wisdom on paper for all of us to read.
he Isn't, then I'll just have to .

If

...

Many thanks to Johan, Laurie, Richard, Nick, Lisa, and others for
their help and support, and most of all to the writers who made this
Journal what it Is.
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Grad Mews

Jeff Greenwood

Markus Kellerhals has gone to Montreal, and will be back In March.
T1m Booth Is working at Oxford University and Is returning In April/May.
Bernl Claus and Steve Grant are both on the Board, of Directors for the
Mountain Equipment Coop.

Peter Jordan, Anders Ourom, and Jacques BHInskl

are running In the current election.

Anders 1s living and working In

Squamlsh, and recently took part In the Hawaii Iron Man.
Darlene Anderson Is working In Nelson, New Zealand.
Denlse Hart has graduated In Forestry.

She 1s currently

cycling and

hiking 1n New Zealand and Australia.
Peter C e l H e r s has also been travelling 1n New Zealand, and Is off to
Munich 1n March for a post-doc.
Betsy Fletcher and Brian Haddington are off to New Zealand 1n February to
travel for a few months.
Dave Will lams Is at the University of Hawaii for a two-year post-doc
(becoming a beach bum).
Dave Robinson Is on a world tour.
Jay Page and Sharon McDonald are getting married this spring.
Paula Burgerjon and Graham Underhill are engaged.
Kevin Haberl 1s serving as a director for the FMCBC and 1s the Alpine
Club's Regional Representative.

Bruce Blackwell 1s also heavily involved

in the FMCBC.
Audrey Pearson has returned from travels and study In France and has
started her Masters In Forestry at UBC.
Ann Rahme is studying at SFU

....

Rein Raudsepp and Wlestke have a daughter, Maija, born last May.
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Leisbet Croockewit and Pierre Beaudry are getting married

(or so we

believe).
Brad Boyle is recently back from doing zoology work in California and
Baja.
John Pringle is still in Squamish, presumably working on his book.
Rob Driscoll is plugging away at med school . . . so 1s Erika Kellerhals.
Andy Pacheco and Muriel are still in Vancouver.

Andy is. starting his

Ph.D. in Chemistry at UBC.
Jim Chesko is looking for the meaning of life by taking arts courses at
UBC.
Paul Kao 1s doing first year graduate studies in Chemistry at UBC.
Trevor Norman is working for a pharmaceutical company In Calgary.
Kobus Barnard and Emily Butler are living in Burnaby; Kohus is working and
studying computer science at SFU, and Emily is working as a freelance
artist.
Chris Lague is happily married and awaiting his first child.
Bill Durtler has a good job in Enqineerina, a fancy sports car, and Is
living in Richmond.
Paul Philips is married to Julie Ourom, and 1s hack at UBC. doing research.
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The Social Scene

Hike Hayden

Sumner Reunion Party.

September 1987

This year we held a potluck dinner 1n the garden room at the Graduate
Student Centre.

Apart from the tofu and alfalfa muffin scare the night

went off without a hitch.

The huge turnout

(Including

lots of new

members) got the year off to a great start.
Longhike.

3-4 October 1987

Once again Longhike was a huge success (in spite of everything that Mother
Nature could lay her hands upon).

Brad Nixon 1s now thinking of quitting

school to open up a catering business.
Halloween Party.

See his story for the details.

31 October 1987

The Halloween party was held at John Pringle's house In Squamlsh.

John's

neighbor put on the firework show and also oicked a stranger off the
streets to judge the costumes.
Death).

First prize went to Martin Johnson (alias

Meanwhile out back about 20 VOC'ers carved up a storm.

pulp stopped flying the team of Andy and Muriel
Konoval

Pacheco

came out on top with the best Jack 0'Lantern.

After the

and Brandon
An honorable

mention goes to Chris Laurln and Bruce Falrley for the most mutilated
pumpkin (Leroy).

The big question 1s, "Why are there always lots of

apples left over after VOC Halloween parties?"
Skating Party.

13 November 1987

A smashing success (literally)! About. 70 people showed up to play hockey,
British Bulldog, Red Rover, and probably half a dozen other things I won't
mention.

The usual beer and pizza session lasted late into the evening.

Down Under Party. November 1987
A farewell party at Anita Miettunen's house.

Every other person in that

livlngroom was on his/her way to visit Darlene Anderson in New Zealand.
Why am I still 1n Vancouver?
Christmas Party.

11 December 1987

A quiet party held at Bill Durtler's house in Richmond.
time to get away from the books for a while.

Santa even found
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Skating Party.

14 January 1988

Forty people playing soccer with a puck?
score was zip-all.
Winter Longhike.

On skates?

Enough said!

Final

Rematch next y e a r — b e there!

30-31 January 1988

A whole troupe of VOC'ers soent the weekend up on Cypress Mountain.

Food

and Scruples seemed to be the order of the day up at the Scout cabin on
Saturday evening.

See the article, "It's Chili

At Cypress" by Nick

Folkard for details.

Banquet 1987

Jeff Greenwood

The Broken Board Award went to Peter Stone for his cornice-jumping
(or should I say falling) exploits on The Sphinx and for skiing on a
broken ankle at McGillivray Pass.

Rich Lechleitner was presented with the

Loving Cup, just so he knows there's life and love after doing a Ph.D. on
"bug butts."

Peter Celliers, Darlene Anderson, Chris Lague, Tim Booth,

and Peter Stone earned a Goon Award for leaving a club rope behind on the
East Lion.

Muriel Pacheco presented a Flashy Pants Award to Andy Pacheco

and Jeff Greenwood for displays made (due to defective clothing) on the
James Turner trip and at the Smoke Bluffs.

Andy Pacheco presented Rob

Driscoll with a Golden Jumar Award to remind Rob of his climbing escapades
in Yosemite with Peter Croft.

The most active new member was Jeff

Greenwood, who received a topo map of the Mt. Loqan area.
Denlse Hart presented a number of journal prizes.

Terry Jarvis won

the prize for best journal article for the second year running, and again
received a half case of Coke for his efforts.

Tim Booth won a pen for

being the most prolific writer, with six articles to his credit.

The

"Epic Close to Home" prize was shared by Enrico Kind! and Muriel Pacheco
for their tales of climbing the East Lion by headlamps.
headlamp batteries.

They each won

For the "Epic Far from Home," Darlene Anderson was

the winner for her story on mountaineering adventures in Mexico.

As

Darlene was not present, the prize (a box of band-aids) was awarded to
Dave Hill jams, the hero of the epic.
Jim Haherl was the judge of the VOC Photo Competition.

Richard Howes

won first prize overal1, and Anita Miettunen and Chris Lague were second
and third.
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Paul Starr was 'the quest speaker for the banquet.
show were entitled "Climbing in the Stlklne."

His talk and slide

Paul

related several

mountaineering trips that he did with D1ck Culbert and Fred Douglas to the
Stlkine Valley In Northwestern B.C., and showed a number of slides of the
area.

It was an entertaining and Informative slide show, and all those

present 1n the audience could appreciate the rewards and difficulties of
climbing 1n such a rugged and remote place. No one .will forget the slides
of the precipitous knife-edged ridge on the Devil's Thumb.
much Paul for a great presentation.

Thank you very
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WINTER 1986-87
HT. JAMES TURNER
Muriel Pacheco

February 19-22, 1987

Mt. James Turner had been an objective Andy had long considered. To
anyone who has climbed Wedge, in fact, I'm sure the thought may have
occurred as well, as James Turner's shoulder and ridge are clearly visible
fropi the summit.

The only deterrent to more frequent ascents, I believe,

is its remoteness.

It took us two days skiing to reach the shoulder, a

strenuous objective for three beginning skiers.
rates with

I have no idea how it

the more experienced winter mountaineer

(Andy

and

I are

admitted "rock" fanatics and summer mountaineers, while Jeff is new to
mountaineerinq himself).
After intense scrutiny of the map, we decided on an approach route up
the ridge just south of Rethel Creek, knowinq the Wedgemount trail to be
steep and bushy, and preferring the shallow contours of the ridge.

Quite

aware of our tendency for late starts, we decided that this time we would
sleep in the parking lot Wednesday evening to make sure of an early
start.

We drove in that eveninq after dinner and set up our tent, aetting

to bed at a reasonable hour.

Unfortunately, I would advise others not to

follow this plan, as several times during the night we were aiven the
impression that we had set up camp on the train tracks and were about to
be flattened.

Needless to say, we woke up early the next morninq (6:0(1),

cooked up some oatmeal, and set off up the logging road (7:30), exhausted
before the work was to begin.

The weather was not encouraging; snow began

to fall as we trudqed up the logging road.

I had been keeping track of

the weather reports for the past week and maintained that it. was sure to
improve (luckily I was rinht).

Jeff was not so convinced, as the weather

had been anythinq but good in Vancouver.

I don't think Andy even noticed

the weather.
Climbino

the

ridge went uneventfully.

We did, however, end up

walking in snow up to our knees for a lot of the way (at least it wasn't
breakable crust).

After ascending 5000 ft. we stopped just 100 ft. below

the Wedge/Parkhurst col and began digging our snow cave (we had decided to
save on weight by leaving the tent behind).

The snow cave was finally

finished in the darkness, I made a quick dinner, and we went directly to
sleep.
The next morninn we gained the col and traversed up to the next col,
just below the north ridge of Wedae.

We had decided to take It easy that
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day and save the climbing of the peak for the following day.

Fortunately,

there was not much elevation to gain and it was a beautiful sunny day.
The snow was great.

We lazily admired and took photos of Wedge and the

surroundino peaks (we might have broken a world record for the most
pictures of Wedge, from all angles and all times of the day).

By the
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afternoon we had rounded some smaller peaks and J.T. came Into view.

From

there we made a bee-line for the peak, each of us breaking our own trail
to get an unobstructed view of the north face, like pilgrims drawn to
Mecca.

Nothing could stop us now!! . . . and then, the inevitable map

interpretation error.

What we had envisioned as a shallow traverse to the

wide shoulder before the oeak was in fact a 300 ft. descent Into a valley
followed by a steep ascent of 700 ft. on an unconsolidated snow slope
shadowed by a couple of impressive cornices.

We were not enthusiastic,

but decided it would be best to gain the shoulder to get a view of route
possibilities for the following day.

We floundered up the slope and were

much relieved to leave that part of the approach behind us.
found a snow drift and began digging our cave.

We quickly

Dinner and tea were made

usina Jeff's headlamp for illumination as both Andy's and mine seemed
unable to work in the cold. We soon settled in to sleep in the comfort of
our snow cave.
The niaht turned out to be very windy.

Even though Jeff had built a

wall to protect us, the wind came in, brinnino with it a layer of snow.

I

don't think I slept at all that night, imagining a fearful scenario of us
trying to find our way hack in a raging storm. Finally, we couldn't stand
it. any longer and decided to get moving at 4:30 a.m..

We looked out to

see swirling clouds around us but natches of stars above.

As we brewed

tea and forced our feet into our boots, the sky began to clear above us.
We weren't sure that the weather would hold, but we'd be damned if we had
come all that way to give up without a fight.

We chose to do a route up

the southeast face of the mountain as the map contours indicated that this
was likely to be the easiest way to the top.

We ski-traversed through a

notch leading to the base of the southeast, side, and from there we kicked
steps in soft snow up a wide gully.

Before the gully narrowed, we

traversed left over mixed rock and snow to another narrower gully.

At

this point the snow was less consolidated and a crust had formed over it
in places, making life a little unpleasant for those behind the leader, as
showers of snow chunks were common (one move on rock added a little
variety).

Ry the time I reached the knife-edged crest, it had been

snowinq for about half an hour and we were getting a bit anxious about
starting back.

Andy called up, "How does It look from there?" All that I

could see from my belay stance was a bump to my right, so I replied, "Easy
for a while!"

When Andy got to me, he scrambled up to the bump and

happily reported he couldn't see anything higher—the couloir had led
almost directly to the summit!

Jeff and I joined him joyously, and spent

just enough time there to get our "hero" shots taken.
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We quickly descended to camp, the actual climb having taken no more
than two hours return.

We were glad It was such a straightforward climb

as 1t was the first winter summit for all three of us.
quickly packed, and again the weather began to clear.
straight for the Wedgemount Lake cabin.

Our things were

We decided to head

There was a lot of distance to

cover 1n the time remaining but with little elevation to gain; besides, we
were

determined

not

to build

another

snow

cave- (snow

caves may

fantastic to sleep In but they take a lot of energy to build).

be

The sun

came out and visibility was excel 1 ent—one couldn't have asked for more.
We made It to the cabin just as the light was waning and ate what was left
of our food.

Andy refused a bagel with cream cheese, preferring Instead

to fry himself some cheese for supper.

I recall him mumbling something

about a craving for a pizza, so I guess that was the closest thing he
could get to It.

I went to bed, content that all we had In front of us

was a marked trail and snowy logglnq road to the car.
The next morning we got out of the cabin at around 9:00.
was not well marked.

The trail

In some places one could see neon markers every

three feet, and 1n others we wandered around searching for what would be
either faded marking tape or brown dots of paint on tree trunks.
glad when we get to the logging road," I thought to myself.
can just ski down to the car."

"I'll be

"From there I

Well, I've learned never to forget the

phrase, "It's never over till It's over."

When we finally reached the

logging road we found it to be Impossible to ski, as a substantial creek
weaving through forced us to remove our skis every 40 ft., In order to
cross the exposed rockbed.

Not only was It Impossible to ski on but also

Impossible to walk on; every step on snow would sink throuqh to the stream
beneath.

Thoroughly

miserable

by

the

end

but

overjoyed

at

finally

reaching the car, we chanqed into dry clothing and comfortable shoes.

By

3:30 we were on the road home, only then allowing ourselves to feel the
battering our bodies had taken over the last few days.
It??" you ask.

"Of course!

"Was it worth

It was a great trip!"

Participants
Jeff Greenwood

Andy Pacheco

Muriel Pacheco
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THE ASSAULT ON ATWELL
Jim Chesko

February 19-22, 1987

The pressures of school had overstepped the boundaries of reasonable
demands.

Working on a project over the Christmas holidays had only left

me with two days of skiinq (for the entire season up to February), so it
was high time to take the mid-term break off and head for some mountains.
As an executive member (whose standing was in ill-repute) I needed to lead
a trip somewhere, and observing that previous trips had hitherto been to
objectives of a somewhat less than technically demanding nature, I decided
that Atwell Peak provided a challenge that would combine some potentially
great skiinq with climbing.

But would anyone come with me?

I put up a

trip notice describing a ski traverse of the nev§ with an attempt at
Atwell (which I considered to be a C5 venture) but received no response
until a few days before the scheduled date (rumors of a garbage baq
descent of Rainier may have had somethinq to do with this).

The weather

was being predictably uncooperative, yet I was determined to go ahead with
the trip, for it would certainly be the last chance at an outing until the
school year ended.
The original

plan was

to meet at my house at 6:30

morning, then proceed up to Diamond Head and Black Tusk.

on Thursday

At 6:15 good ol

1

Trevor phoned me up and explained that he had slept in (he had been up the
previous 'night studying for a biochemistry midterm), but would be by in
less than an hour.

So when the other four party members arrived I invited

them into the kitchen.
cookies
crampons.

baked

the

There we polished off two dozen chocolate chip

previous

evening

and

disassembled

and

adjusted

You may wonder why I include details such as this in my story.

In fact, I also wonder why I do.

All I can say is that I am continually

amazed by how plans get altered in the course of human events, and how it
rarely seems to matter what in fact actually occurs.
left West Vancouver by 7:30

In any event, we

and headed up to the Diamond Head road.

Richard's vehicle and the third car got a 10-minute headstart on Trevor
and myself, yet somehow we made it (part way) up the Diamond Head road and
waited at the steeoest section (which the Rabbit could not ascend) for
about half an hour until we met the other cars coming up (Trevor was
drivino, not me). We dumoed the equipment off and drove the cars to Black
r

Tusk, leaving two vehicles at the entrance o
returned to Diamond Head.

the parking lot, and then

After quickly sorting gear we headed up the

trail, the time being a little after noon.
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The ski up the Diamond Head trail was slow.
and we had to break trail.

Snow was falling heavily

On the way up we met a woman who kindly

offered us advice (warnings) in a Delphic manner.

The first vision was of

vast amounts of snow that treacherously stood ready to avalanche.

When

she asked us our destination and we told her Atwell she reminded us of her
close friend who had been killed on the mountain's
previous summer.

south

ridge

the

Despite the late start, slow going, and prophesied doom,

we pressed on. We reached the Elfin Lake shelter at 5:00 p.m., way behind
schedule.

The decision was made to continue on, skiing by headlamp, but

two party members opted to stay at the shelter.
Debbie did a great job breakinq trail up to camp 1, located just
above the Gargoyles.

A warm dinner was kindly received by all, and we all

agreed that a 5:00 a.m. start would be essential If we were to make any
serious attempt on the mountain.

I was feeling rather lanauid as a result

of a recent back injury and an extremely overweight pack, but when Richard
mentioned that even Andy made it to the base of the ridge on his first
attempt, my life flashed before my eyes and I knew that I must go on.
We awoke the next morning to darkness that brightened to fifteen to
twenty feet visibility.

After several hours of ploddinq, the cloud began

to clear as we climbed up the slope to Little Diamond Head.

Atwell loomed

large against, the sky as we dropped our packs and skis and continued along
the thin, exposed south ridge.

Dropping down twice to skirt prominent

rock bands, we knew that we were racina against time (daylight).

We

continued uo, and emerged at. the base of the summit tower at 4:00 p.m.
After traversing an extremely sharp and exposed ridge (the notch near the
top), the wind began to howl and bite as a truly impressive sight stood
before us:

ice encrusted rotten rock covered with a dusting of snow,

varying from 45 to 75 degrees, with the final pitch unprotectable.
would have to wait for another day.
rapid but not easy.

But 1t

The descent down the mountain was

The sun quickly set and light dimmed as two of the

four headlamps in the party failed.

Richard scared Debbie when he stepped

one leg off the ridge, and I scared Trevor by my stream of consciousness
mumblinqs.

We camped on the ridge just off Little Diamond Head, making

sure that our tents were snugly nested away from the steep drop-off.
The next day Richard had to ski out.

Trevor and Debbie were to

continue across the neve", and I decided to accompany Richard so that I
could spend one day doing the homework that had been postponed earlier.
As we approached the Gargoyles, the clouds finally cleared and the sun
shone hriqht and warm upon the aUstenlng snow.

It was just like spring

skiing, and the snowscape and rock features that were hidden by cloud on
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the way In became brilliant and visible.

The slopes behind the Elfin

shelter offered some beautiful telemarklng (If one Is careful to avoid
skiing off the leeward side of ridges).

The trail down from the Heather

cabin was much like a bobsled run, however:
rut-grooved to turn 1n.

1cy, fast, and too narrow and

Richard and myself made It out In aood time,

stopping at the Klahanle for dinner before returning to the city that
Saturday evening.
Trevor and Debbie continued on through the neve", arriving at the
cold, empty Burton Hut just as darkness fell.

They skied out across Lake

Garibaldi and down the Barrier Trail the next day.

Despite the fact that

little of the trip went as planned, 1t was still probably the best way
Imaginable of spending the mid-term break.

The subsequent days at school

brought many a sleepless night of work and anxiety, but the trip remained
a rejuvenating "spot of time," whose power and meaning may be understood
by those who were there and requires no further expatlatlon.
Participants
01m Chesko
Richard Howes

Trevor Norman
.

Debbie Phillips

two others
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SPRING 1987
BIRKENHEAD MOUNTAIN
Tim Booth

March 1987

We drove up the road towards the microwave tower.

Brian's vehicle

made it up to about 3000 ft. elevation, but not mine!

Sunny weather,

wind, and thawinq snow saw us skiinq to camo in a areat spot, by a gully
with 500-1000 ft. runs.

After skiing down this bowl below the north face,

I took some photos of the Mt. Taillefer area.

I decided to bivvy outside

and the night was clear and cold.
Next day, we had to ski down to get to the base of the glacier
draining the north side of Birkenhead Mountain.

The mountain itself is a

huge bowl surrounded by steep ridges and pinnacles.

It was great to warm

up by starting the morning with a downhill ski for a change, dipping 1n
and

out

of

the

trees

1n

light

powder,

occasionally

breaking

Into

unexpected patches of crust.
Birkenhead Mountain has a terrific 30° slope on it but we took a less
steep way up, being wary of avalanche conditions (we had to cross many old
slides).
slooe.

Once on the summit, several

of us decided to try the steep

I went first, trying to telemark on the hard sastrugi.

I fell

after the second turn and slid to the bottom, a flat spot 300 ft. below.
Then Brian showed how it's done, jump oarallel, falls on his butt, but
bounces back onto his skis—and they are turns.

I'm taking photos, Brian

silhouetted, billowing snow behind him and loose blocks falling ahead.

We

tighten our boots for the next bit, 1500 ft. of 25°, windcrusted powder,
heavy turning, but once you're going It's great—keep your speed up!
Unsure of avalanche potential, I watch Steve while he tries the first
few turns on the steepest part—stayinq on the rib he finds the best
line.

The lower part is fun, t o o — a long cruising schuss to the snout and

then another steep slope of moraine.
are tired.

The snow is getting heavier; my legs

We collapse at the bottom and climb back to our camp.

My pack

is loaded up with a wet, heavy tent and then we cruise back down the road,
just wide enough for telemark swings, crossing from powder to f1rn, side
to side.

Finally, the smooth drive along the d'Arcy road to Pemberton.

Participants
Brian Waddinpton

Betsy Fletcher

Judy Needham

Dave Williams

Peter Celliers

Steve Sheffield

Tim Booth
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We Never Found the Cabin!—DICKSON RANGE
Tim Booth

April 1987

Following the ridge upwards, billowing spindrift plays hide and seek
with passing clouds, giving glimpses of endless peaks.

The rocky flank

scoured bare and packed deep on the lee; leaving our skis, we plod onwards
leaning into the gale.

A cold summit snack, exclamations, superlatives.

We've climbed a mountain, Sherle Peak, named for a pilot who died here,
and this lonely spot would serve to be as qrand an epitaph as anyone would
want in such a spectacular place.

We lie and feel ourselves melting Into

the snow, gaining brief shelter.

Soon, with chilled bones, we hasten

downwards, stumbling along the rime-covered rocky ridge.
Anticipation:

strapping on our skis with numb fingers, pole straps

looped, the first turn, jumpinq sastrugi, down into the soft, deep powder,
mist rolling, gyroscope turns on autopilot, no contours visible.
jump turns:
and pants.

whump, whump, whump, pure magic.

Pierre's

Flying, dancing, he stops

I follow suit. It's been said that a pair of skis is a good

substitute for a pair of wings; in this dream-like snow, that saying was
near to the truth.

The three of us swooping down; exhilaration flowing.

Following Pierre, Alex darts in front of me.
wave

of

snow

creeps

silently.

Surely

sliding—it must have released from above.
on the beach.

I feel movement—behind me a

this

I'm trying to stay on my skis.

shout a warnina.

gentle

slope

cannot

be

It overtakes me like a breaker
It gathers momentum, I

I panic, I'm falling, swirling, caught 1n the flow,

being swept downward by my skis, poles, and sack.
concrete with six-foot planks on your feet!

Try swimming in wet

The force is incredible, I'm

fighting to survive with all my strength, but still I'm choking, being
dragged under.

The movement slows and stops; with a last effort my hand

reaches the air.
pressing on me.

Silence.

I'm frozen rigid, petrified, a huge weight

Frantically tunneling with my free hand, I clear my face.

Air bursts into my lungs.

Coughing, breathing hard, shouting for help,

I'm relieved when the others answer back.

We're O.K.!

Alex frees himself

and digs out Pierre and I, his shovel bites into my legs, I'm free.
cheated fate this time; I've got many more days of skiing left.

I've

It's good

to be alive!
P.S.
hollows!

Watch

out

for

small

pockets

of

wlndslab,

especially

in

Also, cable bindings release in a slide, but pin bindings stay

on and drag you under; if you can get rid of your equipment and stay on
top, then you have a good chance of survival.

Another thing:

the ski

terrain in the Southern Chilcotln 1s AMAZING; I'm going back for more!
Participants
Tim Booth

Pierre Frlele

Alex Frid
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MT. SIR RICHARD
Dave Robinson

Nay 5-12, 1987

May 4th:

We were thinking of going to the Tchaickazan area until one

of our two drivers decided not to go.
car to the Bridge Glacier.

We then planned to cram into Andy's

At least until Andy arrived from Courtenay

without his car, having had the impression It wouldn't be needed!

Without

too much fuss we decided to hitchhike to Whistler and head Into the Mt.
Sir Richard area via Singing Pass, and return over the Spearhead Range.
Finally, after weeks of uncertainty, we had a destination and a group.
The weather was even beginning to look good.
May 5th:

In brilliant sun we bused to Horseshoe Bay, and got an

excellent ride, reaching Whistler at about 2:00 in the afternoon.
lunch

we

shouldered

our

enormous

packs.

ridiculous since it seemed bigger than her!

Erika's

was

After

particularly

With her skis strapped on, it

towered far above her head.
After a while the trail began tantalizing us with bits of snow that
we could

ski

inconvenient

on for a few minutes before
situation

continued

for

some

it vanished.
time

before

This
we

rather

eventually

reached continuous snow.
Our conversation was minimal

since the main thought in our minds

concerned the weight on our backs, which was best not to discuss much.
We packed up to the Russet Lake Hut (6150 ft.), pushinq for the cabin
rather than camp 1n Singing Pass.

We arrived at 10:00 p.m. 1n moonlight,

having seen fresh grizzly tracks on the ridge after Singing Pass.
The pack

in had exhausted us to the point that food wasn't very

welcome, so dinner was just a snack.
May 6th:

A rest day; perfect weather.

The view was great, the dark

peaks of the Spearhead Range soared far above Fitzsimmons Creek, and the
sun was incredibly brilliant.
We ate all day to get lighter packs, and practised crevasse rescues.
We roped up, then one of us would run off in some direction.
would

stop him and set up a pulley

"crevasse."

system

to pull

The others

him out

of

We practised till we had all tried "every" situation.

the
A

rather novel idea for the VOC it seems.
May 7th:

Sunny and warm again, what luck!

Our plan was to traverse into the Diavolo Creek Valley, which we did,
but not as easily as we had hoped.

We started by going south around

Fissile Peak to the Fissile-Whirlwind col

(7600 ft.).

The previously

sun-softened snow had frozen to the consistency of concrete overnight.

We
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ended up carryinq our skis to the col since they were of little use.
Once over the col, the snow was much softer since it had been in the
sun all morning.

While we had a snack at the col, one of Jill's cables

sneaked off on the ice into a large wind-cirque, but after some puzzlement
it was recovered.

We continued across the Overlord Glacier, dodging a few

crevasses, then ascended around the north shoulder of Overlord Mountain.
We crossed a relatively fresh slide, just before reaching the OverlordBenvolio col.

We continued on between the two summits of Mt. Benvolio

(8500 ft.) for lunch.

The view was excellent—fami 1 iar territory we'd

just been in, and unfamiliar, which we were about to explore.
dropped down the Diavolo Glacier.

We then

Just before the flat part there was a

steep bit that we walked down so as to keep near some rocks in case It
slid.

Erika and Andy rolled their packs down this.

the tent poles might have been broken.
crevasses.

J111 would've except

I didn't want to risk any hidden

Erika even tried to slide her skis, but fortunately they

didn't and she thought better of trying again.
We scrambled around looking for a way past an irritating knob onto
the well-named Detour Ridge.
traversing the north side.
the winter
slide.

ski

Eventually we considered dropping down and
Erika, our avalanche expert from having spent

patrolling, decided that the snow probably would

not

Because of the mushy snow, we dug a fair number of snow pits on

this trip, another rather un-VOC-like activity.
down and traversed

One-by-one we dropped

a nasty couloir with slushy snow and quite fresh

slides, which was overhung by cornices, onto the north slopes of the ridge
(also overhung by cornices). When Erika reached me we agreed it was about
the scariest place either of us had been in the mountains.

Also, when I

crossed the couloir I'd noticed that our planned descent route had a cliff
at the bottom of it!

We continued to the end of the ridge, and dropped to

the north down some ridges and benches that eventually led to the valley
floor.

We cruised down the valley to tree line (5100 ft.) and camped.

It

had been a fairly long day (12 hours) and we were pretty tired, but
satisfied with the feeling of remoteness 1n this valley.

Good visibility

had been necessary for navigating, especially on Detour Ridge.
May 8th:

Perfectly clear again!

Richard while the weather held.

We got up early to climb Mt. Sir

Crossed a 5300 ft. ridge and descended

into the rarely-visited, upper Cheakamus River Valley.

We ascended this on

the north side of the river to the McBride Glacier, and then south up the
glacier.
everything!

Fantastic

scenery,

remoteness,

What an excellent day!

weather,

wind,

company,

At 6700 ft. we turned east and

climbed to the large flat col at 7300 ft.

We found a refreshing trickle
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of water just before ascending the gentle slopes east of the northeast
ridge.

Jill felt the heat at about 8000 ft. and stopped by the northeast

ridge where there was a cooling wind.

The rest of us skied to the summit

ridge at 8500 ft. and walked up It to the summit (8900 ft.).
What a feeling!

We were on the highest summit for miles, could see

south to Mt. Baker, north to unknown ranges, west to"Vancouver Island, and
east to the high, dry peaks west of the Fraser Canyon. Awesome!
We retraced our tracks, and found Jill
excellent skiing on the steeper slopes.

much rested.

Had some

Only one slope just below the

McBride Glacier was dubious enough that we went one at a time.

The

Cheakamus River Valley wasn't too bad a shooting gallery when we passed
through, but we crossed some large piles of
debris.

(mostly

old)

avalanche

Saw a few clouds that afternoon—the first on the trip. Reached

camp at dusk again.

A twenty-two km. round trip with an ascent of 5200

ft. made for four tired skiers!
May 9th:

Some high cloud for a change.

We rested all day and

suntanned (burned) and read Helnleln's "Stranaer 1n a Strange Land" to
each other. A pretty slothful day.
May 10th:
Mountain

or

Spearheads.

Unfortunately, we didn't have the time to climb Veeocee

the

Lecture

Cutters,

so

we

began

our

exit

over

the

We climbed the Naden Glacier, avoiding the lower part to the

north, where we experienced some avalanche danger.

The heat, still air,

high cloud, and risk had us all 1n a weird mood, which lasted till we
reached the upper part of the glacier.

We saw tracks of someone's fairly

recent Spearhead traverse. Jill talked us out of Mt. MacBeth (lucky since
we would've gone up 1t the wrong way) and we climbed The Ripsaw (8700 ft.)
via its east ridge instead.

It was a pleasant scramble on loose rock.

We

returned to the col connecting Naden and Ripsaw Glaciers where our skis
were.

We then crossed the Ripsaw Glacier to Platform Glacier, and climbed

Quiver Peak (8800 ft.) from there (scramble to ridge between the two
summits and walk south to highest one).
Next, we crossed Platform Glacier to the col east of Mt. Tremor and
camped just below the peak on Tremor Glacier.

Erika and Jill cooked up

yet another excellent meal while Andy and I dug a platform for the tents
and built a wall against the wind, which was gettina stronger.

The

weather was getting cloudy; a storm appeared to be approaching.
The night was very windy, Erika and Jill got no sleep, I not some,
and Andy slept like a log despite the tent being pressed flat against his
face quite often!
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May 11th:

We decided to try and get down Blackcomb today since the

weather was getting worsen it whited out shortly after we "woke up."

Had

gorp for breakfast, roped up, and followed tracks down and across Tremor
Glacier

to where

they

went over

the

ridge

north

of Mt. Pattison.

According to the map, the other side was quite steep, so we ascended the
glacier and went over the south shoulder of Mt. Pattison.

The wind there

was strong enough to throw us off balance now and then, and a little mixed
snow and rain was "falling."
the clouds.

Descended the Trorey Glacier and got below

By luck, we found the tracks again, but couldn't see hiqh

enough to tell whether the slope was steep or not. We weren't feeling too
bad about the weather since we'd had so much sun, but it would've been
nice to have gotten out more quickly.

We followed the tracks across the

Trorey Glacier until they vanished, then continued below Mt. Trorey to the
col west of it.

The wind coming up the opposite slope was very strong,

and it pelted sleet at us.

We ascended toward the col above the Decker

Glacier, still roped, in the fog.

We were getting very damp.

The first col we tried had a cliff on the other side, so we continued
on.

A glance at the compass

Mountain.

showed we were

now

ascending

Decker

When we turned around, Erika discovered that her legs were

barely flexible enough to do a kickturn, due to the cold.

There was

nowhere to get out of the wind on this slope, the snow wasn't deep enough
for a useful snow cave, and it was doubtful whether the tent would stand
up to the wind for long.
dome just over it.

Shortly, we found the right col and set up the

We had some hot chocolate, and lunch, put on all our

clothes, and considered the situation.

Meanwhile, gusts tried to blow us

off the edge or, at least, collapse the tent.

Lulls let us breathe

easier.
None of us had become seriously hypothermic, but continuing in that
wind and sleet would sooner or later have killed us.

We abandoned the

route and headed down to the trees.

We walked down since a roped ski

descent would've been rather chaotic.

The descent of Decker Glacier was

straightforward once we got below the clouds and could see.

We continued

down to treeline (about 5300 ft.) where we found a perfect grove of dense
trees encircling a clearing.

When we pitched the tents, the dome's poles

broke. . . we'd been lucky higher up!

We got a fire going, had a decent

meal, and "dried" ourselves by the fire in pissing rain.

All of us slept

in the caddis, which was damn cramped, but warmer than having just two In
a tent.
May 12th:
unstable weather.

We woke to find clear but hazy sky, probably meaning
Finished up our last breakfast food and dried more
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stuff In the sun.

Our lack of toilet paper caused us to experiment with

some tree lichens, which proved to be most luxurious!
We debated goinq down Wedge Creek or over the Blackcomb-Spearhead
col.

The first option would be a long bushwhack, the

second would

probably be easier, but put us at greater risk If bad weather developed.
We decided to go down Wedge Creek, which was probably best since black
clouds began engulflno the peaks as we left camp.
The route was simple enough, down the west side of "Decker Creek,"
then down the south side of Wedge Creek.

We had the last of our food for

lunch, some grain stuff which apparently 1s unusual to have with peanut
butter, jam, and honey mixed in the way we did.

It was O.K.

He had

easier travelling than I'd expected because the snow went down quite low
(3800 ft.).

Despite that, 1t still took 12 hours to reach the powerline

road, which we reached in the dark.

We all felt incredible relief at

reaching some sign of civilization.
This road was supposed to cross Wedge Creek but the bridge was washed
out!

Luckily another small road led down to the railroad tracks which we

followed till they came near the highway.

A large freight train went by

just after we'd crossed the bridge near the highway.
A car stopped for us, but could only take two.

Oill had to aet to a

dentist appointment, and Erika had to phone her parents so they wouldn't
send a search party.

No other car stopped that night, so Andy and I

crawled into the trees for the night, and hitchhiked back the next day.
Participants
Erika Kellerhals

Dave Robinson

Oill MacDonald

Andy Clark

YOSEHITE VALLEY
Jeff Greenwood

May 8-19, 1987

Eleven hundred miles is a long way.
Yes folks, we drove the length of my native country to reach our
destination, Yosemite Valley.
(Muriel's parents' car):

There were six of us in "the monster"

Andy, Muriel, Kwon, Enrico, Laurie, and I.

We

drove 1n shifts for 27 hours, with occasional food breaks and stons to fix
the muffler.

We played crux charades; someone would mime the crux moves

of a well-known climb 1n Squamish (sound effects were allowed) and the
others had to guess what it was called.

This wasn't as stupid as it

sounds; quite of few of the guesses were correct.

Climbs with stemming
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moves were difficult as there was not much leq room, either in the back or
the front.
We arrived late on Saturday night, hut all the campgrounds were full,
so we drove out of the park and slept on the side of the road.

On Sunday

morning

Sunnyside

we

drove

Campqround.

in early

and reserved two

sites

in the

Sunnyside is where all the climbers hang out.

guy was re-soling shoes.

Next door, a

Over there was Midnight Lightning, a boulder

problem that only a handful of people had successfully climbed.

Werner

Braun cycled past on his mountain bike; he had climbed Astro Man over 25
times.

We all felt immediately at home as climbers.

On Sunday we played tourist, walking around and taking
photos.

I have at least five shots of Yosemite Falls alone.

lots of

As there was

only one car, shuttle bus and feet were the major means of transport.

I

bought lots of postcards and started to write to my friends.
On Monday the climbinq beqan 1n earnest.

Andy and Muriel went to

Middle Cathedral Rock, while the rest of us headed for the Manure Pile
Buttress on the Lower Brother.

We had to take a lono detour via El

Capitan, as a huqe rockslide near Rixon's Pinnacle had closed the road.
To be found in the cordoned-off area would result 1n a $500 fine.
As we walked alonq the base of El Capitan we tried to pick out
climbers on some of the routes.
but they

were still

backdrop of granite.

The zoom lens of my camera helped a bit,

extremely tiny against the massive

dusty-yellow

Once at the buttress, Laurie and Kwon teamed un to

do After Six and After Seven, while Enrico and I set our sights on
Nutcracker, a five pitch 5.8 classic.
the Valley.

This was a great introduction to

We suffered dehydration, leader falls (one each), route

finding difficulties, and darkness on the descent.

Great fun, thouah; we

both felt broken in and ready for anything.
We had fantastic weather on Wednesday for an attempt on Half Dome via
the 5.7 Snake Dike route.
two magnificent waterfalls

It was a long hike in to the mountain but the
(Vernal

Falls and Nevada Falls) and other

spectacular views made the walking part most enjoyable.
VOC expedition, with three groups of two climbers.

This was a real

We turned off the

trail at the campground, and walked past a pretty lake en route to the
base of the climb.

Andy and Muriel led off first, followed by Enrico and

Kwon, with Laurie and me bringing up the rear.

We took four hours *or the

climb, belaying all eight pitches and then third classlnq the low angle
slabs to the summit.

Great climb, great exposure!

The route goes up a

knobbly dike on what would otherwise be a steep and difficult slab climb.
The first two pitches are 5.7

and the rest is easier.

The

others
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sunbathed on the sunlit while they waited for us.
scampering among the summit rocks.

We found a chipmunk

It must have lived off crumbs supplied

by the tourists.
We descended via the tourist route, which was even steeper than our
climb, but had wire cable handrails, and wooden slats to walk on.

We

arrived back at the campground, burnt and bagged after a 14-hour day.
Paul, Jim, Theresa, and Chris had arrived.
After a rest day, Laurie and I made an assault on the Royal Arches.
This proved to be a moderate epic, as the forecast for scattered thundershowers changed from an exaggeration

to an understatement as the day

progressed.
The Royal Arches 1s a good beginner's climb; 15 pitches rated 5.7 A2,
and although not particularly aesthetic, 1t has varied climbing and is a
good exercise

in route-finding.

The ninth pendulum pitch adds

excitement also, but free climbers beware the" 5.9 rating.

some

The climb is

one of the busiest in the valley, but we had It completely to ourselves.
We reached the top of pitch 11 by 3:30 p.m., and a nearby thundercloud
deposited some rain.

Only four pitches to go, but we thought we'd sit it

out and wait for the rock to dry.

Well, it got worse and worse., until we.

were sitting 1n the middle of a severe thunderstorm.

A real feeling of

security, watching the fork lightning striking Half Dome, and then looking
up at the tall tree to which we were anchored.

Soon, the whole face was a

waterfall, and the epic rating was rising fairly fast.

We had fortunately

chosen the most sheltered pitch for our damp vigil and were reasonably
comfortable on a wide ledge, but the rain continued for several hours, and
things started to look a b i t grim.

Well, after exhausting possibilities

like tellinq jokes, singing, wondering what the others were doing, and
commenting on the fine view, we decided that a night out was Inevitable.
We sat on my pack, with snow foam at pur backs (recommended) and Enrico's
space blanket over the front.

I took my knee pads off and sat on them,

making things more comfortable.

Nevertheless, there was very little sleep

for anyone that night.
Next morning, the rock was dry enough to continue, and we rattled off
the last few pitches by mid-morning.

North Dome, via the south face, was

next on the cards, so we foolishly ignored the quidebook and approached
the climb diagonally instead of across and up.

This resulted in more bush

bashing and cursing than should have been necessary, and put us on the
wrong ledge, above and to the west of the start of the climb.

We were

attacked by ants while we contemplated our situation, gazing across at the
third pitch of the climb, only about 20 metres away, but with a steep

Rappelling from Arrowhead Spire, Yosemite Valley,
California.
photo: Jeff Greenwood
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unprotected face to cross to get there.

Rapidly approaching thunderclouds

(and the ants) finally made up our minds for us.

Having already been

caught out In one thunderstorm, we decided that the experience was not to
be repeated, so we commenced bushwhacking round the west side of North Dome
to gain the North Dome trail.

Once on the trail, we looked across the

valley at Half Dome In time to see a bolt of lightning strike Its summit.
I looked across at Half Dome, then at the summit of North Dome only 50-100
metres away, and then at Laurie.

I started walking briskly down the trail

away from the summit, having decided that this climb was epic enough
without being struck by lightning as well.

Back in the forest the hall

started to fall, lots of 1t. We were both quite drenched and weary and it
was a long walk out.

Incidentally, this particular thunderstorm was

responsible

off power to the Ahwahnee Hotel

hours.

for cutting

for

several

Shock horror.

Back at the campground we had a warm reception and were congratulated
on the successful completion of our first Yosemlte epic.
occurred on Sunday:

The next epic

namely, the Sunday brunch at the Ahwahnee Hotel.

Donning our best clothes we arrived at 8:30 a.m. and paid our $10.

We ate

until

glazed

1:30

p.m., by which

expression on his face.

time

even

Enrico

had

a slightly

When it came time to leave, some of us (myself

included) elected to remain a few minutes lonqer as we felt 1t unsafe to
attempt to move from our chairs.

The rest of the day was soent recovering

and planning our next climb.
On Monday, Enrico, Kwon, Laurie, and I set off for Arrowhead Ar^te
and Spire.

Despite the others havlno checked out the approach, we s t m

managed to get lost, or should I say confused, on the way up.

Finally, we

located the West Arrowhead Chimney, from which we could see both the are^e
and spire.

The spire looked much more mellow to me.

Laurie and I were climbing it.

I was glad that

We experienced some difficulty in finding

the start of the climb, but settled on a wet, dirty, mossy, and generally
organic-looking broken face with a chimney at the top.

Laurie led off,

and found it tough going, probably because of the low coefficient of
friction between rock shoes and slime.

She confirmed it as the correct

route, however, finding a fixed pin half way up.

I found the pitch

equally awkward, but was consoled by a hummingbird which hovered by my
helmet as I scrabbled around, looking inquisitively at me as though I was
some new type of flower.
The chimney led out onto the face proper, and the second pitch was
delightful face climbing, easy but very exposed.

Soon I was on top and

Laurie joined me. We turned and looked across at Arrowhead Arete towering
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up above us.

Enrico and Kwon were visible on the third pitch, and we

hurled abuse at each other for a few minutes before it was time to
descend.

Gettinq off the spire required three rappels, the first of which

was completely overhung.

I can remember Laurie's startled exclamation as

her feet parted company with the rock and she started to spin round 1n
circles.

After a few problems with locating the final rappel station, we

were down and headinq back to Sunnyside.
it back that evening!

We were the only ones who made

Enrico and Kwon had a T-shirt, shorts, and rope

sweater bivy on a ledqe on the descent of the artte, and Andy and Muriel
bivied at the top of North Dome after having a major epic on North Dome's
south face.

They got seriously off route and ended up climbing 5.9-5.10

slabs in the failina light, with no protection, and a belay anchor of two
small chicken heads!

Paul and Jim arrived back at 3 a.m., having taken

six hours to rappel off the Royal Arches 1n the dark.

Wow, what a day!

On Tuesday, which was my last day, Laurie and I returned to the
Manure Pile Buttress to do Nutcracker.

This was fun; we were both

climhinq more confidently now, and I had done the route before.

I led the

pitch which I had fallen on the week before and made a good job of 1t this
time, despite a few tense moments.

Laurie had some excitement on the

final pitch, popping off the mantle move.

We decided to yo-yo the pitch

(as I had done with Enrico) as she was a bit intimidated.

Not surprlsinq

when you're five feet and not very much, and trying to reach a high ledge
on tip-toes.

As we were chanainn over, a very rude Portuguese climber and

his apologetic German partner barged through.

This spoiled the day

somewhat, but we forqot them once they had passed and finished the climb
at a more relaxed pace.

After returning to the campground, I was informed

that my ride home was leaving that evening.

I only just had time to throw

together all my stuff and grab a bite to eat before we had to leave.
really

I

felt that I was being torn away from the Valley prematurely.

Yosemite is a maoical place, whether or not you are a climber, and the
qreat company that I had made it one of the most memorable trips of my
life.

Thanks, everybody!

Participants
Jeff Greenwood

Kwon Kim

Andy Pacheco

Enrico Kindl

Muriel Pacheco

Laurie Newell

Chris Laurin

Paul Kao
Jim Chesko
Theresa Duynstee
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MARBLE CANYON
Dave Robinson

May 16-18, 1987

May 16th:

Trevor picked Andy, Erika, and me up from the Kellerhals'

Pt. Grey house.

Somehow we stuffed all our gear and ourselves Into his

car and decided to head up via the Fraser Canyon.
It was quite a change to go from the coast Into the dry semi-desert
around Cache Creek.

The desert ended quite abruptly as we headed west

again toward Marble Canyon, midway between LUlooet and Cache Creek.
We stopped for a while at the Marble Canyon campsite, then had a look
at the rock.

We decided to do a climb on the "Lower Wall," which Trevor

led and the rest of us followed up.

This was Andy's first time, and he

decided it was a sport he could really get into.

The rock (limestone) is

good; holds are generally solid, though there is some loose rock around.
It was a real pleasure to be the only ones climbing, Instead of lining up
with the long weekend crowds at Squamish.

There must be a reasonable

amount of climbing though; there were several bolts, some sh1ny-new.
May 17th:
climbing.

I wanted to try some leading, never having led while rock

Trevor wanted to try getting to the top of the Lower Wall.

Andy went with him and they got near the top, where they met up with two
guys, one who had written a guidebook for the area about eight years ago.
They were trying to put up a new route before Kevin McLane wrote up the
area in his new guide.

Erika and I stayed near the bottom.

I led part of

what we had climbed before, then we tried to find other routes, without
much success.
bolts, and

Later Trevor led a steep 5.8 slab, very well-protected by

the

rest

of

us

tried

to

follow.

non-existent and I was surprised to get up it.

Holds were

generally

There seem to be rather a

lot of bolts going in around here, which is fine for mediocre climbers
wanting to do some leading, but not the most aesthetic way up a rock.
May 18th:

We awoke to find snow only 500 ft. above us, at the height

of the cliffs, and sleet coming down.

Quite a change from the balmy,

shorts-and-T-shirt weather we'd enjoyed so far.
We'd planned to climb Chimney Rock, a wild-looking tower north of the
canyon, but this idea was quickly scrapped.
After packing

and playing

hacky-sack

Vancouver via the Duffey Lake Road.

for a while we headed

for

This is quite a high road; as we

climbed into the fresh snow, Trevor had plenty of fun in the slush and
mud.

We nearly crashed at one point, but as it was, merely snaked from

near one ditch to the other, eventually regaining control.
rodeo

We noticed a

near Pemberton, and stopped to see some bronc riding and calf
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roping.

We also stopped at Brandywine Falls, before heading to Vancouver

in time for dinner.
Participants
Trevor Norman

Erika Kellerhals

Andy Clark

Dave Robinson

,
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SUMMER 1987
ANDERSON RIVER VALLEY-YAK PEAK
Muriel Pacheco

June 27-28, 1987

Andy and I were recently back from Yosemlte, where we had got some
climbing done despite near-freezing temperatures and thunderstorms almost,
every afternoon.

Vancouver, on the other hand, was having a heat wave.

Fairley's Guidebook to Southwestern B.C. had recently come out and we were
looking for some new areas to explore.

It was my turn to choose the

weekend destination and the idea of going into the Anderson River Valley
was appealina.

Yak Crack sounded like the ideal objective for getting a

feel of the area.

It was close to the road and was an easy multi-pitch

climb with an appealing line.
After spendina two weeks in Yosemlte surrounded by people, we were
feeling like doing a trip by ourselves.

We had sold our car before the

trip to California but were lucky to have access to my parents' Omni that
weekend.

We decided to drive out on Saturday afternoon, camp near the

road, and climb the peak on Sunday.
We drove up the newly-built Cogulhalla Highway and stopped to camp
just before the toll booth (Yak Peak being in full view).

We had brought

our own water from Vancouver in case we weren't able to find a good
source.

It was fortunate that we did bring it as the only source of water

was a shallow stream near the hiqhway.

The bugs were thriving, as warned

in the guidebook for that time of year.

I beat a hasty retreat to the car

after a jumping, swinging dance around the table at dinnertime to keep the
beasties from eating me alive.

I decided the only way I could get some

sleep would be to stay in the car.

Andy, who is somehow able to Ignore

the bugs, thought sleeping in the car would be hot and uncomfortable,
which it was, but I was determined, as we hadn't brought a tent.
After a very uncomfortable night we got up early the next morning to
hike to the base of the peak.

We walked along the highway looking for a

good place to cross a swampy area, which we found without any difficulty.
There seemed to be a gully that led to the base from the road so we aimed
for that.

In fact, the gully was quite unpleasant at the bottom as 1t was

choked with dead trees (from winter snow avalanches).

We decided to go

along the ridge which turned out to be very easy as there seemed to be a
trail goino all the way up.

It was unusual that there was a trail 1n the

area already as there had been very little mountaineering activity until
recently.

Soon after entering the trail we realised that we were not
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following a trail but a bear track, so some singing and general noisemaking was in order.

We reached the base of the route without any bear

encounters and stopped to have a drink as the day was very hot already.
The climb started on some easy slabs so we roped up and 3rd-4th
classed it up to the base of a larqe flake.

The route in the guidebook

went to the right of the flake, but there was a beautiful crack golna
straight up the flake which we couldn't resist.
pin in the crack!

to rely only on the pin.
cleaned the pitch.

Andy led up and found a

He placed a tri-cam next to it because he didn't want
I took the pin out without much trouble as I

(We were later to read in the '87 Alpine Journal that

someone had left a "fixed pin" 1n their variation on the route—Oops!)
Farther up the crack, Andy found a hex someone must have rappel led
off, which he removed. The rock was granitic but nowhere near as solid as
that in Squamish—it tended to crumble a bit underfoot on the slabs.

We

also found the protection quite scarce so it was fortunate the cllmbino
was fairly easy.
The route was facing directly into the noonday sun and the heat was
almost unbearable.

There was nothing wrong with the cllmbinq but all I

could think of were cold drinks and air-conditioning.
had almost run out of water.

By the 7th pitch we

At this point we were only halfway up.the

climb and had yet to figure out the descent, so I voiced my concerns about
the amount of water left.
today," was my rationale.

"Let's go down.

I don't feel like an epic

Andy didn't offer any resistance as he was just

as dehydrated as I was. From that point it was not difficult to rappel on
double ropes and we left no other aear than the hex which was In place in
our climb up the flake.
Soon we were back at the base and succumbed to drinking some water
from a melting snow patch. Although our throats were parched, we sang all
the way down the trail.

We got back to the car and drove off to the

nearest town to buy a cold soft drink.
Ah, so now you think the story is done!

(We thought so, too!) . . .

On the drive back the sun began to sink on the horizon in front of us.
Visibility on the road was awful as the sun was just below the sunvisor of
the car and we had no sunglasses.

Just after the Grandview exit to

Burnaby a car in front of us pulled to the right lane (we were travellina
1n the fast lane) and before we knew it we were faced with another car
PARKED in the middle of the lane (not an easy thing to avoid when you are
going 80 kph). Andy was able to swerve around it just in time but our car
began to fishtail because of the sudden turn.

We made an S-turn on the

highway, the wheels got caught off the pavement, we spun around backwards,
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and flipped the car over completely to land back on the wheels.
to say the car that was parked took off.

Needless

We did, however, have several

witnesses and we were fortunately unscathed (the car was totalled!).

We

made the report and statements to the police and waited for a drive home.
So much for avoidinq an epic—we would have been safer on the rock!
Participants
Muriel Pacheco

Andy Pacheco

FORBIDDEN MOUNTAIN
Cynthia Hamilton

June 1987
I touch the rock and sparks fly
clouds gather in the howling wind,
scattering child-Uke innocence.
Swirling snow chills me
as I spy the menacing bluff.
Small hope pushes terror-frozen limbs,
resigned to the storm
I dare not linger,
yet every inch gained
costs ebbing strength.
I trudge through fields
riddled with crevasses;
a grim maze
minutes, hours, and struggle
accede to darkness.
What now?
I am swallowed in a moist moat
and voluntary motion ceases.
Melted snow 1n boots and gloves
bathe me with a frigid ointment,
which I shiver off.
I bargain, should I survive,
never to tempt the bluff again.
We both know a H e .
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SIMPLETONS ON SLESSE
Richard Howes

June 27-July 1, 1987

Richard:

Slesse Mountain, close by the Canada-U.S.A. border near

ChilHwack, has no trivial way to Its summit.

The regular route on the

south side requires a 1600-metre grunt up a hiking.trail before making a
surprisingly easy traverse from left to right across an otherwise Imposing
rock face. Two straightforward roped pitches then lead towards the summit
at 2375 m. (7800 ft.).
The climbing on the north side of the mountain, 1n contrast, starts
very low.
faces.

Stupendous sweeps of granitic rock rise as steep ribs and sheer

The northeast buttress climbs out of the scree at the very base of

Slesse Mountain and, ever steepening, terminates 1n the summit about 1000
m. (over 3000 ft.) above.
Jeff:

Richard mentioned the possibility of climbing Slesse Mountain

when we were out climbing at Squamish one afternoon with Enrico Kindl and
Rich Lechleitner.
weekend

It turned out that I was the only one free that

in June, and although I didn't have much experience at rock

climbing in the mountains, I figured that Richard was a pretty reliable
partner.

He had attempted the route before and estimated that we would

need the weekend and maybe Monday morning to complete it.
The plan was:

drive up Slesse Creek and deposit Bruce, the bike, at

the road end, then return to the main road and drive to the buttress side
(up the Nesakwatch Creek valley) and leave Cecil, the car, there.

This

would enable us to climb the buttress and descend via the standard route,
finishing with a 10 km. cycle to recover Cecil.

This sounded a bit H k e a

triathlon course description, but It seemed the best way at the time.
Richard:
with Kwon Kim.

My previous encounter with the buttress had been in 1986
I arrived back in Canada at the end of August after some

cold winter climbing on the icy mountain faces of the Mount Cook area in
New Zealand.

I was more than ready for a little of the summer I had

missed, and there seemed just enough time to fit in a nice long rock climb
before classes started.

Enrico, who was not free to come with us, and I

had had our hearts set on the route for some time, and as Kwon and I
walked in we agreed that Enrico would be sorry to have missed such a great
excursion.
Vancouver had enjoyed 53 consecutive days without rain, and Kwon and
I had sweated freely as we lost time finding our way around a highly
decayed but broad pocket glacier which plugged the approach to the start
of the route.

After this we made good time, but became a little worried
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as clouds began to stream over and around the summit from the other side.
Rather than commit ourselves to the final steep section and a descent
through mist down the unknown regular route, we had stopped to bivouac for
the night. What a spot! We were on a comfortable ledge two-thirds of the
way up the buttress, and peering down the east face was H k e leaning over
the edge of a skyscraper.
Kwon:

The exposure exerted a magnetic attraction upon

at his first heart-stopping look over the edge he said, "Oh, my

god, it makes me feel sick!"

Ten minutes later, he just had to have

another look.
The descent the next day in snow, sleet, rain, and fog had been an
epic.

As we rappelled, mud would be squeezed out of the ropes and sprayed

over our faces.

Safety rigging the many anchors had been tedious, and by

the time we had staggered back through wet bush by the rapidly failing
light of our headlamps, and had neqotiated the river crossing, it was
midniqht.

After the three-hour drive back to Vancouver, I.crashed at four

in the morning, only to have to get up three hours later to qo to the
first Tuesday lectures of the term.

I made a terrible Impression on my

lecturers, as I nodded off in the small classrooms.

Kwon and I agreed

that Enrico would have been glad to have missed out on such an epic
excursion!
Jeff:

Saturday was very hot, hot enough to congeal

chocolate macaroons into one big glob.

our bag of

While we were sorting our rack by

the car, a big guy walked past with a huge, double-headed axe and asked us
the way to the stream.

Maybe he was going fishing.

The trail up Nesakwatch Creek had changed greatly since Richard had
been there last.

The creek itself had altered its course to the logging

road and further up there was a scary crossing over a partly submerged
log.

1 found this very frightening and needed the assistance of Richard's

ice-axe, which he placed midway along the log.

From there the trail was

somewhat overgrown but seemed to be marked with several continuous strands
of white sewing thread. This thread went for ages; goodness knows who put
it there or what they were trying to achieve.
there were bears around.

I can't whistle

Richard whistled in case
In 30-degree heat, with a

30-pound pack on.
Richard:

The view of the northeast buttress is obscured until one

gets quite close to it.

After an uphill grunt there is a bend 1n the

trail, and then there it 1s!

I said nothing to Jeff as we approached this

point, and as he came up I grinned expectantly, watching his face.
Jeff:

I had been forewarned of the impressive stature of Slesse

Mountain when first seen from the trail, but it still was quite breath-

Jeff Greenwood contemplates the Rexford/'Illusion Group,
Nesakwatch Valley, Southwestern B.C.
photo: Richard Howes
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takinq when 1t came Into view.

The mountain filled the afternoon sky

above us and towered over subsidiary peaks on either side.

During the

scramble up through the logging slash my qaze was often diverted to the
line of the northeast buttress and the imposing east face.

Would that

face ever be climbed?
Richard:

It 1s intriguing to wander over the slabs at the base of

the mountain where a qlacier so recently lay.

There are fresh scratches

on the otherwise polished rock where stones embedded in the base of the
ice scoured away.

Everywhere there are little ball-bearing fragments of

gravel to watch out for, and occasionally the twisted and torn fragments
of aircraft alloy sheets and pipes turn up from the terrible crash of a
large passenger plane in the 1950's.
Jeff:

We had to traverse over slabs to the base of the east face

proper, and this Included crossing a notch with snow down one side.
Choosing not. to rappel, we picked our way down, frequently discussing
which was the best way, and wasting lots of time.

At one point we had to

jump about, five feet backwards off a snow ledge. This may sound easy, but
I was quite scared, as usual.
Richard:

The pocket glacier which had given Kwon and I so much

trouble two years before had completely changed its appearance, for 1t can
scarcely claim the title of a true glacier and is more aptly described as
an ice remnant which persists in one form or another from one season to
the next.

Now, the glacier was 1n two sections:

a lower, easily

traversed section, and an upper mass of 1ce nestled up aqalnst the base of
the east face. Unfortunately, this higher ice blocked the way to the ramp
which gives access to the crest of the buttress, and what Is more,
presented a face to us of unciimbable, crazy teetering seracs.

There was

no choice hut to climb steep, glacier-polished rock to gain the ramp
higher up.
Jeff:

I didn't like crossing under the pocket glacier, and judging

from the speed at which Richard was movinq ahead of me, he didn't like it
either.

A piece could have dropped off at any moment.

I was particularly

scared here.
Richard:

Although we were only under the ice-wall for something H k e

a minute, it was great to be perched in a crack 1n the rock to one side,
out of the line of fire.

By the fading light, I picked out a likely

route, roped up, and set off up rudimentary cracks and wet faces.

The

protection became more and more imaginary, and I remember being totally
gripped above some manky placement, not wanting to do the next moves, but
thinking, "Well, I'm just going to have to do 1t."

By this stage I had
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hung my pack for Je'f to tie 1n to one of the ropes.

By stretching the

ropes I finally managed to reach the ramp.
Jeff:

While I belayed Richard up the slabs I had an unrestricted

view of the menacing ice-wall above.
would do if a piece dropped off.

I can remember wondering what I

I felt sure I was out of the line of

fire, but there 1s always that doubt. Following up.the slabs to the ledge
1n the dark with a pack on was particularly difficult and quite scary.
Richard had to pull me up some of 1t.
on the other.
over.

I was on one rope and his pack was

He would tie me off and pull up the pack and then switch

When the pack and I finally made it up we were both knackered,

Richard and I that 1s; his pack didn't seem to care less.
Richard:

Jeff had a hard job coming up, for he had to keep freeing

my dangling pack.

I would tie the pack off and pull up Jeff and then

switch over.
We climbed on a short way over easy ground until we could wedge
ourselves 1n behind a couple of small trees on the ramp.

We had lost a

lot of time and it was late, and getting up early the next morning after
our less than satisfactory accommodation would be difficult. Thus was the
pattern for the next few days set.
Jeff:

The salad I had made for dinner turned out to be most

unappetizing.

The avocado had gone a horrid brown colour and I had put

too much vinegar in the dressing.
bring dinner for Sunday night.

What was worse, I had forgotten to

A big mistake that, not bringing enough

food on a trip with one of the truly awesome eaters of our time.

I was

scared tht Richard would start nibbling at my feet later in the climb.
I woke up the next morning to the sound of Ice crashing off the
pocket glacier below, and the horrible sight of Richard's smiling face
covered in one day's worth of dirt, stubble, and sweat. This was possibly
the scariest part of the trip.
Richard:

We completed our traverse to the buttress before battling

our way up through bush and rock to where the clean climbing resumes. The
sun was scorching and we became keen to find some snow with which to
replenish our supply of water, for there are about 15 pitches from here to
the summit.
Jeff:
of snow.

We filled our water bottles from a trickle coming off a patch
This took a while and as soon as we left, the snow-bridoe

collapsed with a loud crunch.
should have been.

Surprisingly, I wasn't scared at this.

I

What concerned me more was my huge helmet which was

crushing my glasses Into the bridge of my nose.
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Richard:

Our packs were far too heavy.

We had thrown out everythlna

which we felt was superfluous, including sleeping bags of course, but we
still felt that the things were dragginq us down as we climbed.

The

problem is that once the decision is taken to spend a night out, Instead
of moving quickly with a day pack and a great deal of commitment, the
extra gear makes an even slower trip Inevitable.
Jeff:

My first lead was scary.

I found the heavy pack difficult to

climb with and I went off-route onto steep ground with few holds.

Rather

than retreat I pushed on, eventually running out of strength and parting
company with the rock.

It was only a short fall, but my pack created an

added dimension to the experience by flipping me upside down so I could
see Richard down below.

Need I say I was scared on this bit?

the stupid helmet stopped my head getting scratched.

At least

Too tired to extract

the chock that I fell on, I retreated to the correct route and completed
the pitch without too much trouble.

Richard must have cursed me, as he

took ages to get the piece of protection out.
We had lunch just before the traverse to "Becky's Ramps."

A harder,

more direct route goes straight up the crest from here to the

large

bivouac ledqe which Richard and Kwon had reached on their first day.
Richard:

I am never to take Becky's Ramps again as a substitute for

the more aesthetic route up the ridge crest.
mossy,

run-out,

and

wet.

The

This variation 1s cold,

route-finding

is made

unnecessarily

complicated and Jeff, unfamiliar with picking a line on new ground in the
mountains, led up at one stage only to have to retreat some time later. I
took over the lead, but we had used up a crucial portion of our time.
Jeff:

The lower part of the Ramps was fairly straightforward, but we

were still climbing too slowly and placing too much protection.
never think
brought.

I used more than a third of the monstrous

Even so I

rack

This was like big wall climbing without the big wall.

getting tired as this was our second long day.

we had
I was

I backed off a lead as I

was about fifteen feet out of the belay with no protection and none 1n
sight.

This cost us time, and when Richard found an easier way up to a

small, damp grotto, neither of us realised that the epic rating for the
trip had been signed and sealed, so to speak.

We were now off-route, as

we found out later, although this was the way that Richard and Kwon had
gone before.

If I had led up a steep gully further to the left, we would

have gained the bivvy ledge before dark and saved ourselves at least half
a day.
grotto.

It was starting to get dark as

Richard climbed up from the

By about 10 p.m. I was starting to nod off at the belay.

a lot of concentration to stay awake.

It took

Richard's muffled voice shouted
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down that there was no bivvy ledqe and that he was going to rappel back
down.

"Back down to what?", I thought.

"gross".

The grotto was wet, sloping, and

However, I was too tired to be scared.

Richard:

I led out above the grotto, keen to make the bivvy ledge

where Kwon and I had had to stop after our first day on the buttress.
Where had the time gone, and why were we now climbing so slowly?
Rivulets made their way down the cracks I had to climb, so that as I
reached up water ran down my arms. Climbing on this slippery stuff by the
light of my headlamp was hardly fun, but eventually I was able to traverse
to a point where I seemed to recall Kwon and I had gone straight up to
reach the level of the ledge.

Mow there was a waterfall, the way up

didn't look at all obvious, and 1t was late.
made an awkward rappel back to the grotto.

I anchored the ropes and

From unpleasant experience I

knew that on such a sloping ledge it was not enough just to tie 1n; 1n
order to get a reasonable night's rest there also had to be something to
stop us from sliding forward as we nodded off.

While I was doing this,

Jeff's I.Q. plummeted into the single digit range!

At last we could let

go of the rock and sleep.

Jeff:
night.

I stood there while Richard set up our safety anchors for the

He seemed to be taking ages and I just wanted to go to sleep.

I

helped when told to do so but was Incapable of thinking at this staae.
Richard devised an ingenious scheme for the bivvy:

we anchored our packs

and slept In a semi-sitting position with our legs draped over them.

It

was about 1 a.m. when we qot to bed and we planned a 4 a.m. start the next
day.

I was unbelievably tired, and a bit scared as well.
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Richard must have been glad he led the pitch above the grotto in the
dark as the exposure was phenomenal:
couloir.

way down to the Heart of Darkness

The rock was also wet from a big snowpatch up above.

would have been a better month to do this climb.
climbing, or should I say, slithering.
Richard:
work.

August

This was difficult

I was scared.

Prusiking back up the ropes the next morning was hard, slow

Now our lost time was belna compounded, and it began to look

unlikely that we would make the summit that day, for some of the hardest
climbing lay ahead.
Jeff:

It was a great relief to regain the crest of the buttress and

have lunch in the sun, even though this was when we had planned to be back
in Vancouver.
We

spent

a

while

melting

continuing on easier ground.
do

some leading.

The final

impressive and very steep.

snow

into

our

water

bottles

before

My confidence was restored sufficiently to
headwall

of the buttress

looked pretty

There was one rock band that appeared to be

vertical or overhanging and I wondered how we would get around it.
Richard:
slower.

The lack of sleep began to tell on us, and we moved ever

Just before the final, steep nillar we stopped early at a great

ledge, at least happy with the knowledge that we would be off the mountain
the next day.
ever done.

For the height gained, this was the slowest climb I had
At the close of each day on the route, I found myself

incredulous that we were still not up!
great view, was a nice interlude.

Sitting in the sun, soaklnq up the

Jeff kept his feet well tucked In as we

ate our meagre dinner.
Jeff:

The bivvy ledge was fantastic, wide enough for two people and

directly alongside the precipitous east face.

As I was on the outside I

checked the rocks at the edge of the ledge with my hand before rolling
over during the night. We had almost no food left and we still weren't at
the top. This was an epic.
Richard:

After a shivery night, we breakfasted on just about the

last of our food, a 2 cm. cube of cheese and half a chocolate bar each,
and some revolting peanut butter.

The climbing up the seven pitches of

the final third of the buttress made it all worthwhile!

The exposure was

tremendous, with thousands of feet of air beneath our boots, firm rock,
and varied moves.

We were starting to get a little shaky from lack of

food, but were still finding the humour for the occasional joke.

As Jeff

came up to the belay above the crux, he spied a particularly gnarly nubbin
on the rock and, hamming 1t up for the camera, bent forward to H c k It.
Perhaps our hunger was affecting more than our energy levels!

Jeff's
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sense of humour fed ;;vfne, and was an Indispensable Ingredient 1n our trip.
Jeff:

The climbing was wonderful from here on, steep but with lots

of holds, and never harder than 5.8.

The route past the rock band I had

seen earlier was Incredible; up a near-vertical slot through the middle of
It.

Richard took off his pack to lead this, probably the best pitch of

the climb.
Richard:

When I heard a helicopter far down the ChllHwack Valley, I

began to feel uneasy.

When 1t later returned and hovered out from the

face, I was overwhelmed with embarrassment.

Back

non-climbing

friend Geoff

and had contacted

authorities

to be on the

had grown
safe

concerned

side.

In Vancouver, my

Fortunately,

the

the flight from

ChllHwack was a short one.
Jeff:

A helicopter was buzzing around below, but it didn't connect

with my tired brain that they were looking for us.
remains

below

They were probably

checking

for our

the pocket glacier.

thought!

Some time later the helicopter found us, probably by spotting my

massive helmet, which seemed to get bigger every day.
shrinking Inside 1t?

What a horrid
Maybe my head was

The helicopter hovered close by and someone spoke to

us through a loudspeaker.
"Are you Richard Howes and Jeff Greenwood?"
"Are you O.K.?"

We nodded again.

We both nodded.

They could have asked 1f we were

crazy, and I would have nodded a third time, but instead they flew off.
There was some loose rock near the summit which required care, but
the cllmbinq was easier and by late afternoon we stood on top, completely
tired, starving, and already a day and a half overdue.

I had carried this

ridiculous can of light beer all the way to the summit, so summoning all
my strength I opened 1t and we had half each.

Just as well it was light

beer or we might have found ourselves rappelHng off the wrong side in a
state of drunkenness.

The view was spectacular; the weather had stayed

fine for the whole climb, and was probably the only thing left in our
favour.
Richard:

Our descent by the regular route on the other side of the

mountain was mostly uneventful, as Enrico and I had led a Club trip up it
specifically to familiarize ourselves with any future return from the
northeast buttress.
Jeff:

The descent had two frightening rappels, one of which I took a

pendulum on.

It would have been worse 1f Richard had not been holding the

end of the rope from below to stop my swing.

We moved quickly (probably

quite slowly, 1n actual fact) to get off the mountain before dark, hut
again needed our headlamps.
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Richard:

Once off the mountain, we made our way down the steep trail

on wobbly knees by the light of our headlamps.
slower but continued on gamely nonetheless.

Jeff became slower and

At last we were able to crash

on a large, grassy area, dinnerless but free of the need to tie in.
With no food to fuel my inner fires I got up at first light and
wandered around collecting wood for a fire, padding about in the lovely
soft grass.

With an armful of wood, I came up to the motionless cocoon of

Jeff's bivvy bag, and at the sound of my footfall

the bag

suddenly

stretched out, absolutely rigid, in a terror which communicated itself
through the taught fabric.

It took me a moment to realize that Jeff must

have awaken to the apparent sound of a bear beside his bag, and even 1n my
spaced-out state I was able to laugh at such a strange and absurd sight,
as I spoke up.
Jeff:

After the "bear attack" Richard made a fire and we had a cup

of tea. Wonderful stuff, but I felt sick with hunger.

A deer stood about

40 feet away and watched us, probably fascinated by our appearance.

If I

looked as bad as Richard did, we must have made a hideous pair.
The descent of the trail was an epic in itself.

All the bones 1n my

legs had disappeared sometime the night before and I shuffled, swerved,
and stumbled my way down.
lot.

Richard took some of my gear, which helped a

He was waving this stick in front of him to stop the cobwebs getting

in his face.

I thought it looked funny at the time, although probably not

half as funny as I looked.
The psychological crux of the trip came when Richard remembered that
the keys

for Bruce's lock were

in Cecil, on the other

mountain, so we faced a 10 km. road walk.

side of the

However, I demonstrated my

mental toughness and reserve by easily coping with this crux:

I decided

that Richard would be the one to retrieve Cecil while I stayed and looked
after Bruce.

The age of chivalry is dead.

The cable car crossing of Slesse Creek was fun.

I was concerned that

we wouldn't have enough strength to pull ourselves across but there was no
problem.

When we reached the road end, as if by miracle, a Toyota

Landcruiser appeared.

It was Don Serl and family, there to have a picnic

and to check out possible future climbs (and us as well, I suspect). They
went for a walk up the creek and I capitalized on the situation by falling
asleep in the back seat of the Landcruiser.

Richard meanwhile used his

pocket knife to saw through the tree that Bruce was locked to, and woke me
up to help place Bruce on the roof.

The others returned and very kindly

drove us around to Cecil, thus saving Richard from a long and tiring
walk.

They even gave us a bread roll each.

What saints!

I was full
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after eating mine;
Richard:
thirties.

« stomach had shrunk to nothing.

We were back at our car and once again It was In the

I had put some beer on the floor of the car and Instead of

being warm and undrinkahle, as we Imagined it would be, it was cool and
soothing!
Jeff:
all.

Cecil was O.K., the guy with the axe had been fishing after

Wow, what a trip!

Dare I say I'd H k e to climb the buttress again

(Fast and light.)

next summer?

Who knows, maybe Richard would like to

come alona for the ride.
Participants
Richard Howes

Jeff Greenwood

MOUNT HOZOMEEN
Greg Statter

July 1987

The last time this trip was done as a VOC trip seems to have been
October 1983 when Tony Webb and company climbed the western buttress of
the north face, gaining access via the border swath.

Nearly four years

later we found ourselves swathing and swearing along the same but four
years more overgrown route.
midday

and

parallel.

encountered

some

We left the Hozomeen Ranger station around
difficulty

finding

the

overgrown

49th

Once we had located it, however, the lower sections of the

parallel proved easy and we made good time until the terrain steepened and
it became difficult deciding on whether we were better off in the swath or
in the forest on either side of it.

The situation became

along the swath near the higher creek valley.

intolerable

Here there was an extreme

prevalence of devils club and swamp gooseberry densely covering a hidden
battlefield of fallen trees.

Since we probably would have died whilst

attempting to pass through it, we opted for the vegetated cliffs of rotten
rock to the south of the parallel and then joined the creek higher up to
obtain our last water of the day.

We then began ascending the steep and

straggly wooded slopes that lead up to hill "5976 to the west of Poley.
Until we gained an altitude of about 6000 ft. the bush was unrelentless in
impeding and impaling.
us to enjoy it.

It was unfortunate that Dave Williams was not with

The open ridge top between hill 5976 and Poley afforded

some spectacular views of the Hozomeen group.

We camped to the west of

Poley later that day, under still and cloudless weather.
The next day Sharon and I headed up towards Poley makinq good time in
the open meadows.

We quickly reached the north basin and crossed the
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pocket glaciers, some of which had collapsed, en route to the eastern
ridge of the mountain's north face.

Not being equipped with ropes and

climbing gear, we were of the opinion that the western buttress was too
steep, difficult, and exposed for our capacity.

As it was, the eastern

ridge, rated an easy class 3 scramble by Bruce Fairley, was imposing
enough, considering we had no rope.
became

nearly

vertical

On several occasions the scrambling

and was often exposed.

Since the trail

was

somewhat ill-defined, it was possible to miss an easier route and become
engaged in some class 4 climbing.
keep to the west of the ridge.

The best thing to do, I think, is to

Once on top we had some magnificent views

of the mountains surrounding Ross Lake.

Mts. Cheam, Baker, and Shuksan

could be distinguished easily to the west and southwest, while Glacier
Peak

pierced the horizon to the east.

South of us lay the massive

vertical wall of the south peak, a very threatening sight to say the
least.
We picked up Julie 1n the meadows nearby Poley and continued north
alonq the ridge until we were about a half-mile from the 49th parallel.
We frightened a black bear before descending scree to embark on a massive
bushbash.

It was a mistake not to have gone back the way we came, for we

had to spend another night out in the bush, camping in the tree well of a
fallen fir.

We were off the next morning and soon regained the 49th

parallel, the only impediment to our exit being about 12 wasp

stlnns

sustained by the author after a nest was inadvertently disturbed.

It was

a good, tough trip and I recommend it highly.

It might, however, be

worthwhile to consider the longer skyline traverse which starts near the
Lightning Lakes in Manning Park.

The trail along this route is initially

well marked until the open ridges are gained.

No doubt there would be

little time lost on this long but less overgrown route.
Participants
Greg Statter

Sharon Folkes

MOUNT BAKER:

NORTH RIDGE

Andy Pacheco
Good old Baker!

Julie Rezler

July 11-12, 1987
It was one of my first mountaineering trips with the

VOC, and I still remember shivering at the summit wearing only a T-shirt,
jeans, and a windbreaker.

It had been one of the hottest days in July in

the city, and I thought it would be warm up there too!

Later with various

VOC'ers, especially Kobus Barnard, I spent countless weekends of poor
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weather seracina end generally learning glacier travel techniques.

On one

such occasion the weather cleared and Kobus and I managed to do the
Coleman Headwall; my first north wall!

Baker holds good memories for me,

and this weekend was to be no exception.
The trip was to be a combination of glacier school and an attempt to
do some climbing.

Chand, Dan, and Jerry were all comparatively new to the

mountaineering game, and Muriel, Enrico, and I figured we could use a bit
of review.
Kurt.

We all figured we could learn a thing or two from Richard and

We headed out at a reasonable hour without too much hurry, and even

had time to stop at Graham's for some coffee.

Eventually we ambled our

way up the Al trail toward the alpine meadows.
We set up camp low down by the Coleman Glacier to avoid some of the
crowds and headed off to do some crevasse rescue.

Enrico volunteered to

be hauled out of a crevasse, and then waited patiently at Its bottom for
the next two hours while a pulley system was set up and each person took
his turn giving a yank at the rope . . .
sun!

at least we were warm in the

All in all, the day was quite productive; Muriel, Chand, and I got

1n some 1ce axe arrest practice, and later reconnoltered the north ridge
approach.

It was Chand's first real mountaineering experience,, and he was

keen to learn as much as he could. He got to see one of the disadvantages
of packing light when dinner came around—cold sandwiches don't seem as
appealing when everyone around 1s cooking up a hot meal.
Enrico

offered

him

some

food

from

their

enormous

Richard and

cauldron; he

was

reluctant to take any until he learned that 1t was only the first half of
their meal!
We all got a good night's sleep and were up at the crack of dawn
(well, more or less!) to do our respective routes.

Kurt, Chand, Dan, and

Jerry would head up and do the regular route, while Enrico, Richard,
Muriel, and I went and attempted the north ridge.
Routeflndlng

through

the

lower

Coleman

Glacier

was

tricky

but

enjoyable; the ice was generally bare (although Muriel did stumble into
one hidden crevasse) and photo opportunities were abundant.

Enrico and

Richard had insisted on carrying their skis up so that they could ski from
the summit, and Muriel and I delighted in taking pictures of them with the
wild glacier 1n the background; they looked like such hard men!

As we

passed under the Coleman Headwall we all marvelled at. the way ice faces
change over the years.

When Kobus and I had done it some years ago, it

had looked appealing enough that two relative novices hadn't thought twice
about tackling it.

Now as we looked up at the unstable mass of tottering

seracs and huge avalanche fans, all we could think of was how much nicer

Enrico Kindl on the north ridge of Mt. Baker.
Washington State.
photo: Andy Pacheco
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the north ridge looked.
The first few hundred feet of the ridge were fairly straightforward,
and soon we were at the headwall where the ridge steepened.

At this

point, Muriel was leading with one ice tool, but the ice was getting
pretty steep and rotten, and finally she decided to set up a belay and
allow us all to get our second 1ce tool out.

I now led out.

The pitch

traversed left towards what we hoped would be easier ground. Muriel and I
were wearing our lightweight boots and so had to rely on French crampon
technique to avoid severe calf fatigue.

This worked fine, but we had to

scrape all the rotten 1ce off the surface so that the crampon points
wouldn't shear out.

I did manage to get two reasonable 1ce screws 1n, and

eventually rounded the corner onto "easier terrain."

Well, the angle

eased off alright (at least momentarily), but now we were In the sun, and
the 1ce got infinitely worse!

In fact, the ice was now burled under about

six inches to a foot of rotten snow.

I pondered this for a second, then

decided that Richard should lead the next bit.

It took a while to dig out

a good belay stance, but eventually I got Muriel and Richard over.

Since

the»»e was limited space available, poor Enrico got to stay in the shade
down below (again), while Richard worked on the problem ahead.

Well,

fortunately the steeper bits ended up having reasonably good 1ce; all the
worst stuff was confined to the lower angle stretches.
Once up, Richard belayed us all on a top rope.

This time it looked

like we were really past the difficulties—the snow slope above was about
20-30°

almost

to

the

top, although

there

discontinuity just under the summit plateau.

appeared
Well

to

be

a

minor

the discontinuity

turned out to be a rather large bergschrund whose opposite side overhung
ours about fifteen feet above our heads.

Very frustrating—here we were,

literally fifteen feet from the summit, but we couldn't reach it!

It

wasn't clear which way would be the best to try to go around. There were
footprints going left, but the right looked a lot easier from our vantage
point.

In the end we decided to try both ways—Enrico and Richard went

right, Muriel and I went left.

Well, the guys who had left the footprints

had obviously read their guidebook better than we had and knew where they
were going.

Although we had to do some climbing on quite spectacular

terrain, the left-hand route turned out to be easy technically, and soon
we found that the two sides of the bergschrund became level with each
other and even formed a snow bridge.

Not a very strong snow bridqe (we

sort of had to crawl over it on our bellies in order to apply minimum
pressure to it), but it was enough to get us to the summit plateau.
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The summit of Baker hasn't gotten any warmer over the years (even
though my clothes have), and we quickly decided we would rather wait for
Richard and Enrico below the Roman Headwall on the descent route.
after an hour they were still not down.

Well,

It was getting late and we began

to get a bit worried, but finally we saw them appear at the ton of the
wall.

It was clear that they wouldn't make it back to camD before dark,

and we were worried about what the other half of our party might be
thinking at this point, so we made a mad dash to try and make camp before
nightfall.

We got there at twiliqht, but the rest of the party had

already left.

Muriel's and my bivi gear was still there, but Richard's

and Enrico's was gone!

We couldn't fioure this out, but just crawled Into

our bivi sac to wait for Enrico and Richard.

Our food was gone, so we

snacked on "Turns" from the first aid kit (amazing how much sugar those
things have!), until the two showed up sometime before midnight.

Needless

to say, their route turned out to be very exciting, Involving some of the
trickiest climbing of the day; they did enjoy it though, which is the
Important part.
Since -their gear was gone, Enrico and Richard decided to push on down
to the car.

Muriel and I were comfortably settled in and opted to wait

until morning.

It turned out that the other guys decided to carry the

gear down for Enrico and Richard to save them the trouble, but Chand had
vetoed suggestions that our gear be brought down on the grounds that 1
came back after dark we would definitely want to stay.

f

we

We haven't climbed

much together, but we work in the same lab, so he knows my philosophies!
The next morning was a mad dash to get Muriel to work by nine in West
Vancouver, which Richard managed to do 1n spite of rush hour traffic. Our
trip ended across the street from the West Vancouver Community Center with
a pigout on omelettes and hash browns and a filHng-in of our respective
adventures.

Old Baker's supplied some qood ones!

Participants
Andy Pacheco
Chand Sishta

Muriel Pacheco
Oan Hurley

Richard Howes
Jerry

Kurt

JAWES TURNER
Judy Needham

August 1-3, 19B7

Those of you who know Terry Jarvis and enjoy reading his articles
will remember the words "I hate camping!"—now read on.
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Phil and Terry had been lazy all summer so we thought we'd drag them
along on a trip and James Turner sounded like an excellent objective.
The first day we hiked up the Wedgemount trail past the lake and onto
the glacier.

The glacier was

1n a sorry

state, with

lots of open

crevasses.

A party coming down told us that one of them had fallen Into a

crevasse.

We made camp at the col between Wedge and Weart at around 8200

ft., only 600 ft. below James Turner.
It is quite a walk over to James Turner; you have to drop onto the
Weart Glacier

(7600 ft.), walk across the Needles Glacier, the Berna

Glacier, and onto the Turner Glacier.

Perhaps this would have been a

better ski trip. The peak was reached by climbing up the southeast face—
a nice scramble.

Phil managed to have a nap on the top while the rest of

us ate and took photos.
Later, back at camp, while we were sitting around after dinner, Terry
(Mr. "I hate camping" Jarvis) actually said, wait for it, "I think I'm
quite enjoying myself."

That was before he felt ill and before the major

frost that night.
We climbed Mt. Weart the next day before heading back to the car.
Terry and Dave raced down the Wedgemount trail followed by Peter and I.
We had all had a dip 1n the river before Phil turned up half an hour
later, totally knackered.

Phil was ill (exhausted) for a week after the

tri p.
A great trip, with great people and fantastic weather.
Participants
Peter Celliers

Philip Gunning

Judy Needham

Dave Williams

Terry Jarvis

MOUNT ROBIE REIP
Muriel Pacheco

August 1-2, 1987

Well, it was the first week of August and the good weather was still
holding, quite atypically for Northwest summers.

We had planned to do a

reconnaissance trip with Enrico to an unexplored area but he had decided
instead to go on a trip to the Rockies with Richard.
to

call

Kobus

and

see

if he

had

any

alternate

Andy and I decided
ideas.

After much

deliberation we decided to go for an ascent of Mt. Robie Reid.
Now, this area is very familiar to both Andy and Kobus as they made
names for themselves for their epic attempts on Mt. Judqe Howay.

I was

lucky enough to be on the trip where the summit was reached (VOC Journal,
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1184) but I'd seen enough to know how bad the bush could be 1n that neck
of the woods.
Kobus had also attempted Roble Re1d in the winter with Keith Cover a
couple of years ago and, as was to be expected, had another epic.

They

had taken an inflatable boat with a very feeble motor to the end of
Alouette Lake, wandered around in the forest until it started to snow, at
which

point they

decided

to

full-blown storm on the lake.

return.

The

snow then

turned

into a

With the temperature at -10° C and waves

about three feet high, they headed back on their raft, nursing the motor
along.

Unfortunately, they had not anticipated a problem with the valves

on the raft—apparently they had frozen and were letting all the air out.
Keith worked on the valves while Kobus tried to keep the motor running and
steered the boat as close to shore as was possible in case of a necessary
abandon-ship.

"It was fortunate," said Kobus in a tone one might expect

from a physicist, "that the waves were goinn 1n the right direction."
With the history of the area in mind we were ready for anything.

It

was a long weekend but Andy had some work to finish up on Saturday so we
decided to leave on Sunday.

To make sure we would set off early, we

decided to sleep over at Kobus and Emily's place 1n Port Moody on Saturday
night.

Well, for whatever reason—the anticipation of yet another epic or

perhaps plain laziness—we didn't leave Kobus's place until 8:30

a.m.

(after breakfast and coffee). By 10:00 a.m. we were at the launching dock
for our canoe (we had decided against an Inflatable vessel). We piled in
our packs and ourselves and set off on our paddle to the other end of the
lake.

This was actually the first time I had ever been in a canoe and I

was thoroughly enjoying myself.
steered at the back.

Andy and I paddled in the front and Kobus

We got a great view of our objective and we stopped

in the middle of the lake to take photos.

It was obvious we were not

highly motivated.
When we reached the other end of the lake we were forced to drag the
boat over a log boom which held numerous logs at that end of the lake.
Fortunately

the wind

had

shifted

them

all

aside

so

we

had

little

difficulty landing the canoe to the right of the mouth of Alouette Creek.
We secured the canoe on shore and set about changing to our hiking boots,
eating, remarking on how mellow we felt, and basically avoiding entering
the woods for as long as possible.

Finally, we set off sometime after

1:00 p.m. fully expecting a bushwhack similar to the approach of Judge
Howay.

To our surprise we came upon an Al trail leading in the direction

of Robie Reid!

We followed this for about 5-10 minutes, at which point

Kobus mentioned that this was the trail that he and Keith had followed and
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which unfortunately didn't lead to the mountain.

The original trail had

apparently been washed out and followed the stream to our left, and we
would probably now be able to meet 1t If we bushwhacked through towards
the stream.

No problem!

The bush here was probably no worse than off the

trails In the Endowment Lands.
again.

We reached the old trail and set off

It wasn't much worse than the other one, things were looking up!

I never expected to find a trail, especially one this good.
We continued up the trail marvelling at our fortune.

It was now

conceivable that we would reach the summit even at the pace we had set.
Not far from treellne the trail became slightly overgrown and Involved a
push through some tall ferns and over logs.

I parted the ferns and to my

astonishment came face to face with a hiker!

"Where are you coming from?"

I queried, in my least astonished voice.

"Oh, we were climbing the

mountain," he said (or something to that effect).

I couldn't believe it.

We were in an area we had thought was remote and untravelled, on a trail
and face to face with weekend hikers. On further questioning he explained
that they had come up on the Friday and were on their way down, after not
quite reaching the summit.

I was relieved.

True, I was feeling mellow,

but I felt like having a bit of a challenge after all my psychological
preparation.
We

were

streamlets.

soon

above

treellne,

wandering

through

heather

and

There were great views of the mountains, especially Judge

Howay, so we couldn't resist stooping for some scenery shots. To gain the
false summit we had to cross a fast melting snow tongue over a stream and
avoid a small icefall to get to the east face.

We started scrambling up

the obvious fault line to the col and were further surprised by the
presence of orange marking tape at regular intervals up the rock face!
(There is such a thing as too much of a good thing.)
Camp was set on top of the false summit before sunset even though we
probably would have made the summit.

Photographs took the priority as

there were so many great views of the mountains, especially Howay (at this
point Kobus discovered he had shot 36 exposures with no film in his
camera).

Andy and I set up our new tent and cooked up our supper under

the stars with a view of the city lights 1n the distance.

We all talked

until fairly late and went to bed with no specific time set for gettlno
up.
The next mornlna dawned clear and we got up at around 7:30 a.m.,
breakfasted, and left most of our things at camp at around 8:00 a.m.

It

was a pleasant ridge walk to the summit (with the exception of a microwave
tower and discarded cement bags mid-way). Just before the summit we roped
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up for a 40-foot section of rock, which was easy enough to downcHmb
unroped on the way back.

By 10:00 a.m. we were on the summit, taking the

hero shots and reading the countless names on the register.

It seemed too

early to start heading back so we decided we would try for the other
peak.

Vie started scrambling down the 400 ft. to the col between the two

peaks.
up.

The rock was somewhat loose and was getting steeper, so we roped

In contrast, the face of the other peak looked ouite featureless from

our viewpoint.

By 12:30 p.m. we were almost at the col.

We stopped and

after some discussion decided we didn't have enough time to do the other
peak as we were not properly equipped to climb it anyway.

So, we climbed

back up, thus getting our dose of moderately technical climbing in for the
weekend.

We headed back to pack up camp and were soon on our way down the

trail.

On the way down I spotted a Boar's Head mushroom which 1s

relatively rare and apparently delicious; I bemoaned the fact that there
was nowhere I could put it without crushing it!

Once the angle of the

trail decreased we broke into a jog to the stream and were soon at the
canoe.
Unfortunately, the wind had blown all the logs back into shore so we
had to do some manouvering to get out and over the log boom.

Once out we

were faced with waning light and sped up our pace on the paddle back for
fear we would not be able to see the dock when we got there.
well and we arrived at the dock just as night was falling.

All went

We dragged the

boat out of the water and soon had it strapped to the car to the sounds
of, "Hey, have you got any beer?!" echoing across the lake from the
weekend campers.

Certainly not one of our more epic trips.

Participants
Andy Pacheco

Muriel Pacheco

Kobus Barnard

SHATTERED DREAHS
Richard Howes

July 25-August 3, 1987

It is a Friday night in late July and a laughing, talking crowd of
people are gathered outside around two charcoal
laden with food.

barbeques and a table

Everyone is gaily trying everybody else's offerings,

enjoyinq themselves at this coming together of friends.

Somewhere is

Enrico, and the two of us are not giving too much thought to the long
drive we have ahead of us tomorrow, to Mt. Robson Provincial Park.

We are

here to say farewell to Geoff, who leaves to return to Australia soon, and
as the party eventually dissolves in the fondness of parting words, no one
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can realize that they are also saying good-bye to Enrico for the last
time.
Our main goal is a route of Imposing beauty, the Icy sweep of the
north face of Mt. Robson (3954 m./12972 ft.).

"With Its purity of line

and directness of purpose, this elegant face may fairly, claim to offer one
of the finest 1ce-routes in the Canadian Rockies" (The Rocky Mountains of
Canada, North, Kruszyna and Putnam).

We have dreamt of this climb for

some time, yet also feel Its seriousness and will not commit ourselves If
conditions are not favourable.
Late on Saturday night we pull into the campground with gentle rain
falling, yet by morning the sun Is beaming down from a clear sky and we
are packing, In our shorts, by the car.

We have taken the precaution of

telephoning a weather forecaster at Environment Canada 1n Oasper, and the
outlook for the next few days 1s good.
The 20 k a hike into Berg Lake beneath the north face 1s a grunt, but
towards the end we are rewarded as, little by little, both the Emperor and
north faces edge into view.

Our Intended route is an ethereal white silk

sheet suspended 1n the sky, turning to red as the sun favours it with the
last of Its light.
The recommended routes to the base of the north face look unpleasant,
so we opt, on Monday, for an approach up the gentle Robson Glacier to
sidle under Mt. Waffl.

The intense sunshine has rendered the surface of

the lower glacier nice and crunchy, giving an excellent grip for Vibram
soles.

The glacier at. this elevation is old and has no secrets, all of

the crevasses being in plain view.

Crampons and rope are thus much more

of a hindrance than a hel.p, yet we pass two parties who have religiously
put them on.

I have long ago learned that the only rule to follow when in

the mountains 1s that "there are no rules."

This is to say that there 1s

no substitute for an intelligent and continuing appraisal of conditions
and behaviour in order to find the safest options.
At one point we hike up beside a perfect half catenary arch of ice; a
free-standing curve which balances all tensions and allows the pillar of
1ce to be self-supporting.

As we go up, Enrico and I are continually

marvelling at all that is around us, for this is a special place.
We closely examine the way by which we will be descendina:
Face route.

The normal

the Kain

line through ice-falls below the face looks

unusually difficult and dangerous, and our discussion with one of the
other climbers who has done the Kain route before confirms that this is
so.

Fortunately, we see that an easier, safer way has become feasible,

and we plan to come down this alternative route after our descent of the
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Kain Face.
We step off the Robson Glacier onto the grassy benches below Waffl
Peak, and discover an enchanting place.

A waterfall

tumbles Into a

beautiful tarn, and pikas or marmots pop in and out of burrows 1n the rock
outcrops.

I discover a trilobite 1n a piece of the scree lying about, and

realize that this scene is a patina of the very recent over the Incredibly
old.

In our scratchlngs on the surfaces of mountains we are very small,

very transient, indeed.

Perhaps for that very

reason we are always

seeking to enrich our experiences in this way.
Enrico and I stop for the night here after going up to where we could
get our first close-up view of the north face.

As far as we can tell,

conditions on the face are good, and the access looks alright.
once again impressed by its beauty and scale.

We are

One 1s always measuring

current experiences by the yardstick of those which have come before, and
I cannot help thinking of the steeper ice climbing on a higher face which
I did in the dark cold of a winter in New Zealand. Then, my partner and I
took a day and a half to go up and down. The very view of the north face
of Robson, however, ensures that in no way will I take this route lightly.
As we cook dinner, a thunderstorm darkens the sky and soon passes
over us. We know that the forecast has predicted the possibility of weak
disturbances moving through the area, and we go to sleep expectinq to find
that, these are worse than predicted and we will have to leave the route
for another time.

The next morning is instead gloriously fine, and some

time after starting we are putting suncream on as we find our way, roped,
through the glacier below the face.

At last, a tricky pull up in soft

snow over the bergschrund gets us onto the north face!
firmer

and

at

first we

ice-screws between us.

move

together, always

a

couple

of

Soon, however, harder Ice forces us onto our

front-points and we begin fixed belaying.
becomes more and more difficult:
ice.

The snow becomes

keeping

As we gain height, the ice

an unstable, rotten layer over hard

We are now high enough to be committed, though, and must continue

on.
Every ice-screw placement is hard work, for a great hole must be
excavated to get down to solid ice, and several swings of our Ice tools
must

do without

this

protection, for the surface crud makes a secure footing Impossible.

be made

before

they bite.

Our

climbing becomes nerve-wracking.

We cannot

safely

It is difficult to believe to what

extent these bad conditions are slowing us down.

To compensate, a rich

and spectacular view is unfolding below us. We are hanging up amongst the
blue of the sky, looking down on Berg Lake and the elegant, intricate

The north face of Mt. Robson, Northern Rockies, B.C.
photo: Richard Howes
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lines of the lateral moraines left by the last ice advances.
Finally, the unthinkable happens.

Sixteen pitches of rotten 1ce is a

lot to climb in one day; we are not vet up the face, and so we must
bivouac on it! We had planned to spend one night on the mountain, and had
a stove and a little extra food, but to have to stop on the inhospitable
steepness of the face 1s daunting.
I reach a spot where there is deeper snow, and we work for a while to
cut out a ledge with our axes.

As we sit in our nylon bivouac bags and

brew up, we are treated to the most magical sight that either Enrico or I
have seen. On the very edge of the horizon, over the Prairies, a line of
cumulo-nimbus clouds flashes orange with the energy of lightning.

Above

us, the stars are partly veiled by the eery, writhing tendrils of the
Aurora Boreal is.

This is my first view of the Northern Lights.

We

discuss the sky, the climb, and other things, until the need for sleep
quietens us.
The next morning we continue up a seemingly endless succession of
pitches and at last reach our much hoped-for goal, the summit ridge.

We

have dreamed of climbing relatively quickly along this to the summit,
before going down at least part way today, but as I climb up through soft
snow to the crest I am cruelly disappointed.

The ridge is made up of a

barely balanced, wildly contorted roosters comb of double cornices built
of the softest snow imaginable.

All this fresh, weak snow must be the

consequence of a storm a week before.

I can poke my. hand through the

ridge beside me to a drop on the other side just as steep as the way we
have come.

I barely notice the great view.

Continuing along these pinnacles is out of the question, so with a
heavy heart I glnoerly climb back down to Enrico with the bad news that we
must traverse the entire north face to the left of us.
The ice conditions are worse than ever, but we set off nonetheless,
and instead of descending from the summit, night finds us half way along
the traverse.

Another ledge is excavated, and we settle wearily down.

The next morning we are shrouded in cloud. There is little wind, but
we cannot even see each other after half the rope has been led out.
climbing is grim.

The

I experience the helplessness of wanting very much to

be off this face, off the mountain, yet we are locked in our prison and
must go on enduring the pain in order to free ourselves.

Enrico and I say

little to each other as we meet at each belay, for all of our energies are
going to the climbing.

I want to whimper, to give up, as I start leading

out on each pitch, but do not because I cannot.

We are drawing on those

deep wells of determination we never knew were there.

Our calves are
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screaming from pitch after pitch of traversing, and we waste time getting
lost amongst the 1ce-cl1ffs at the top left-hand side of the face:

I go

up a couloir of 1ce and, misjudging the steepness in the murk, find myself
suddenly doing some of the most desperate -ice-climbing of my H f e , a long
way out from my last screw, only to find that the gully does not lead to
the summit but terminates in a massive 1ce-cl1ff face.

I lower off an

Ice-screw, and after another traversing pitch we at last gain a rib of
soft snow and need only pigeon-hole our way u p — o f f our front points after
more than 25 pitches.
Being on the flat snow of the summit plateau 1s such a relief!

In

the mist the scale 1s all wrong, and the actual summit pyramid seems to be
a hundred metres high.

As Enrico comes up, the cloud clears and we see

that 1t is actually just a bump 10 metres up.
We take turns to climb this and photograph each other, and are
treated to a view of the land 2.5 kilometres below.

Enrico 1s happy and

proud; I am glad we are off the face at last, but we are still not down.
It 1s windy now, and we quickly head part way along the southeast
ridge to scout out a way down.

It is only an hour from darkness and we do

not wish to begin the descent now and be compelled to make a windswept
open bivouac.

There 1s a crevasse just below the summit, and we instead

rappel down into this 1cy cavern to spend the night. With the last of our
food we make a thin soup and settle down to a cold but sheltered night.
The next day we emerge to a blustery, snowy white-out.

A storm has

set in; the stable weather has come to an end.
We retrace our exploratory steps of yesterday and descend until we
must rappel through the summit ice-bulges.

Below this we continue to make

a descending rightwards traverse, aiming to reach the southeast ridge.

We

can see little, but when we finally beain down the rldae, we get glimpses
of the col from which the Kain Face drops.

We are both very tired, and

when we reach the level snow of the col we have a brief rest.
It Is critically Important that we choose the right spot from which
to begin our descent of the Kain Face, in order to avoid the ice-cliffs
which abound on one side of the face.
routeflndlng

1s the white-out.

Our enemy in all our efforts at

It slows our progress

and makes our

climbing hesitant.
Snow 1s falling thickly as I fearfully reverse down over the eversteepenlnq curve of the face.

I am afraid that this part of the slope

might avalanche, so until I have run out the full length of the rope,
Enrico sits on the col and belays me.
and we continue down.

I stop once to excavate an anchor,

Further down we gain the firm, safe snow in the
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base of an avalanche runnel, and so can dispense with placing runners.
Small sluffs periodically pour down the gully over our legs and hands as
the slope rids itself of the new snow, and as long as these remain
frequent and regular we are in the safest place.
Each of us 1s in his own world. We are connected hy the rope, but we
each have to deal on our own with the never-ending grind of the descent.
At one point the runnel goes over steep, bare ice and I moan Inwardly but
place an ice screw there for Enrico.

Each step has been reguiring two or

three kicks to get to firm ice, and this must be repeated hundreds of
times.
By now we are in a real corridor of snow and the volume of the sluffs
has Increased, so I exit Into a smaller runnel.

Eventually we are perched

above the bergschrund, pounding in our last snow stake to leave as a
rappel anchor, and after sliding down the rope Into the whiteness we are
free of the Kain Face and steep ground!
We now must race to reach that sanctuary below Waffl Peak, where we
have cached some extra food and clothing, before darkness catches us. We
are exhausted and weak from lack of food, but we have made it this far and
have done all the correct things to stay on the right side of safety.
Roped up for glacier travel, we stumble away from the steep slopes of the
mountain and search our memories to fit the line of the descent route,
which we picked out days earlier, with our map and compass and the little
of the terrain that we can see now.

How trivial this would be in clear

weather!
Occasionally we come up against obstacles:
crevasses which must be avoided.

a drop-off below us or

In the lead, I steer us around these

obstacles and we are rewarded with more gentle terrain and the realization
that our route is working.

We put on our headlamos and soon come to an

area Uttered with ice-blocks.

Enrico's energy and headlamp both begin to

fade, hut we must hurry through this spot, and I gently cajole him back to
his feet after each rest.

Stumbling like drunks we weave our way through

the uneven ground, but soon we are free of it. We draw strength from each
other and we will come away from this ordeal with a sneclal bond which
permits no pretenses or facades, for we have had to rely on each other in
the worst possible circumstances.
The last obstacle, a steeper broken-up

section of

the

glacier,

swallows us up and requires us to meander around crevasses and sheer
drop-offs, left and right, and even backtracking, 1n order to make any
progress.

The wind is picking up, snow 1s falling more heavily and

eventually we just cannot see where to no.

Damn this wh1te-out, damn this
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weather,

and

curse

the

darkness

which

has

come

to

compound

their

Impenetrability and seeming hostility when we are so close to easy ground!
We are sparks of warmth and H f e In a cold world which heats at us
without rest. For the moment we are defeated:

long past mere exhaustion,

we must wait for tomorrow before we search for the right route.

We hope

-

to find a sheltered spot where we can seek solace 1n our bivvy bags, but
our search of nearby partly-filled crevasses yields nothing useable and we
must enlarge a wrinkle 1n the slope in which to huddle from the wind.
Our little hole rapidly fills with snow, and the night goes by 1n
unsatisfactory efforts to keep warm.

There are times when I have come

back from a trip in the mountains thinking how desperate It would have
been to spend a night, or another night, out. This 1s such a night.
In the morning the wind has reached storm force.

It roars down the

slope at us, bringing a constant blast of snow and Ice crystals, and
rising in strength at intervals to batter us so that we must crouch on the
1ce with our Ice-tools and crampon front-points dug In to avoid being
picked up and blown away.

It is futile to even try to look up-slope, and

the only way out is to rig a rappel down the steep ice-wall which bars our
way.
With the rope doubled through the eye of an 1ce-screw anchor I clip
in and walk down to the edge to find that the rope hangs free of the
overhanging ice.

I cannot see the end, only 25 metres below, but the rope

is swinging around in a way which suqgests that 1t may not reach the
bottom.

I might not have the energy to prusik back up, so we must remove

the anchor and move our way to the right where the slooe promises to be
shorter.

We crab our way across the ice above the drop off, flattening

ourselves for really strong gusts.

Enrico is just to my right in the

screaming maelstrom.
Of

what

happened

1n

the

next

seconds,

I

have

absolutely

no

recollection.
I am confused.

I do not know where I am, and my limbs are being held

awkwardly by something.

I feel the emotions of being brutalized, a sense

of great violence having just passed, but there are no images.

An uroe to

panic comes, and I struggle to free myself, although for some reason I do
not have the capacity to form thoughts about what may be holding me.

I

search my mind for something I can hold onto, and my name comes slowly.
At first everything 1s dark.

I have no sense of Identity to retreat into,

nothing.
Perhaps I pass out again.

After another frantic struggle my limbs

are free, and I begin to see.

I have been held by a shallow layer of
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snow.

Down the slope there 1s the suggestion of a dark shape. Out of all

my confusion there comes an insistent message:

"that is important!"

My

mind is slowly coming together, and I know that Enrico must be down there,
although at first I cannot remember what we had been doing.

There 1s an

overwhelming sense of finality to everything, and dazed, I stagger down to
Enrico who is also partly buried.
Enrico has already gone and all that I try is of no help.

Enrico was

right beside me on the ice above, and later I am able to become certain
that he must have lost consciousness with no realization of what was
happening, much as I just have.
awakening.

With Enrico, however, there is to be no

One of the greatest events of his life has ended traqically.

We have safely gone through so much where others might have succumbed, and
have, so close to easy ground, been overwhelmed.
Now I cannot even stand up.

My mind is dulled, and the will to

survive which burns deep within me does not allow me to let go of my
emotions.

For days we have had to steel

ourselves

to

endure

the

unendurable and, still on the mountain, I stay clenched tight like a fist.
The amount of snow which burled us Is small, and it was the fall
which did the damage.

We must have been knocked off the 1ce by the last

part of an avalanche from the steep slopes of the mountain far away, and
it would have been a very larqe avalanche to have travelled so far.

The

very strong winds and heavy snowfall of the previous day would have caused
these unusually dangerous conditions, although the place where we are 1s a
fairly "safe" area, a lona way from dangerous slopes.

I do not yet know

that

rise

the

unstable

weather

conditions

have

given

to

another

destructive agent out on the prairies at Edmonton, where a tornado has
just left a trail of destruction.
I slide the thin nylon of my bivouac bag over myself to shelter from
the storm, and spend three more days without food, lying on my pack not
far from Enrico.

To avoid the worst effects of dehydration, I eat snow

whenever I feel I can spare the warmth, but mostly I succumb to the strong
pull of sleep.
We are covered in snow during the first day and night, but after this
the storm eases a little and I begin to hope for the rescue which I know
will be instigated now that we are overdue.

I have always thought 1n

terms of self-rescue, but now I cannot even walk.

I blow series of three

shrill blasts on my whistle whenever I think of It, 1n case a foot party
is out there In the gloom.
On the second day the fog breaks up a little and for a short time I
hear a helicopter coming and going 1n the distance, high above me where
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the clouds must be absent.
1s uncertain.

The clouds return and the next day the weather

I begin to realize that 1f the bad weather sets In again I

may be here forever.

I can accept this, with great sadness, but I am

almost overwhelmed by the thought of Catherine, my family, and the others
whom I will leave behind.
Later on, the clouds swirl, coming and going, but at last I can see
the snow-covered terrain about me.
sun

warm

my

weak

body.

For a time I am even able to let the

Finally

there

Is

helicopter, still unseen, somewhere below me.

the

thud-thudding

of

a

It works Its way in my

general direction, when, too far away for the occupants to see me, it
suddenly starts towards me.

I find out later that the crew have seen a

wolverine making its way up the flat Robson Glacier towards us, something
has clicked in their minds, and they are now following 1t up.
after this that they see me sitting up, waving my jacket.

It is only
Perhaps the

wolverine has mistaken the sound of my whistle for the distress calls of
an animal.
On the second visit of the helicopter the rescue mountaineers come in
on a strop under the aircraft and I am soon being loaded onto a stretcher
for the flight out.

Swinging slowly beneath the helicopter with my face

covered, I am aware of little of our passage until the sound of the rotors
change and I am set down with a thud on firm oround, before being loaded
Into the helicopter itself.

On this and many other occasions during the

rescue I am at last able to let myself go.
I weep for my dear friend Enrico.
face, have gone.

I am overcome with grief, and

His Incredible enthusiasm, his lauqhing

Soon his family will know.

After being transferred to an ambulance at the roadhead I am in
MacBride hospital.

On my left side, the cartilage of my rib cage has been

broken in numerous places, three ribs at the back have also been broken
and my lung has been punctured (a pneumo thorax).

My pelvis 1s broken on

my right side, and my lower back is very painful.

I am emaciated, and

soon my mind 1s clouded by the morphine which is the first of a series of
drugs which I must take for my pain.
reflection.

In spite of this I begin a period of

I am deeply affected by the concern and support of friends

who talk to me from Vancouver and who help me so much later on.
During the days when I was waiting on the glacier, when the noise of
the storm eased, I was able to hear the waterfall
pleasant bivouac.

by our first, very

Enrico had been really touched by that place, and it

may mean something to those who loved and knew him that he Dassed away so
near to there.
Participants
Enrico Kindl

Richard Howes
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VIEW FROM A HOSPITAL WINDOW
Richard Howes

early August 1987

(MacBride and District Hospital)
Watching the rain falling straight down
from white and grey clouds aloft,
feels good.
Somewhere it is snowing:
somewhere high, and cold,
and the wind will be blowing the flakes hard.
Watching the rain, a soaking curtain,
fall across dark wooded hills,
is good.

MOUNT REXFORD
Judy Needham

August 8-9, 1987

After the first attempt when we were rained/snowed off, most of us
decided to try again.
The trek up Nesakwatch Creek valley had changed quite a bit from the
year before, there had been quite a washout, a bridge had vanished, and
water now ran down the remains of the old road.
The hike up the steep trail to the basin was quite uneventful.
was hot and water was scarce.

It

This year we went 1n the right direction

and headed across the basin to the west ridge.

Last year we went to the

wrong side of the basin, crossing a boulder field, but we'll blame that
one on the weather.

The rest of the day was spent lazing 1n the sun on a

huge rock.
The next day we set off towards the west ridge to find an "easy
route" (class 3) up to the peak.

We scrambled up the ridge for quite a

way, then Dave and I roped up and climbed towards the false summit; Greg
and Sharon followed.

I think we should have stayed in the bushes for an

easier route but this one was fun.
a rock wall—help!

Once around the false summit we faced

This looked difficult; actually it was O.K. and we

made it up yet another peak.
It was gettinq dark by the time we reached "the Hilton," a wooden
shack by the river.

The walk down the valley was done by headlamp, and by
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the time we reached the washed-out bridqe, we all waded across the creek
with our boots on.
A wet finish, but a weekend of fun.
Participants
Judy Needham

Sharon Folkes

Dave w m i a m s

Greg Statter

VIENNESE—EAST RIDGE
Muriel Pacheco

August 15-16, 1987

This trio started with the usual discussion on the phone with Kobus.
Which objective was most appealing and attainable In a weekend?

We

decided to go for a ridge traverse of Viennese, Recourse, and Clarke Peaks
in the Chehalis.

In case this plan proved too ambitious, we would settle

for the south face of Viennese (12 pitches 5.7).

We planned to arrive at

Kobus's place in Port Moody at 6:00 a.m., and from there drive out to the
Chehalis (1n the Ahbotsford area).

As 1t turned out, we got delayed and

didn't arrive there until about 9:00 a.m.

Already the idea of doing the

traverse seemed questionable as we had a long drive before our starting
point.

We decided Viennese would be a more realistic objective and headed

up the logging road to the Statlu Lake trail.

We got to the lake and

picked up some water while admiring the views of various peaks.

A short

hike around the lake's- edge brought us to the "obvious gully" which we
scrambled up, again admiring the view and taking pictures.

Andy and I had

unfortunately left our camera in the car, so we had to rely on Kobus to
take the pictures.

Once at the top of the gully we again took a break.

Kobus was just recovering from a cold and didn't want to over-exert
himself, as it would no doubt prolong the agony.
another mellow trip.)

(It seemed this would be

We were actually not doing badly for time as we

began on our pleasant ridge walk/scramble.

We had just reached the second

peak on the ridge when we decided to stoo for some more pictures—but
where was the camera?

Kobus thought he may have left 1t on the first peak

so back we went to see if we could recover it.

It wasn't there.

There

were only two other places 1t could b e — a t the top of the gully or the
bottom of the gully.

As 1t was getting late already, we decided we would

have to leave the camera there and take the same route on the way back.
We continued onward, bemoaning the fact that we didn't have a camera and
observing all the fantastic shots we COULD have had.
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By the time we got to the flat area before the ridge of Viennese we
decided 1t would not be feasible to climb the south face 1n the time
remaining, and Andy and I didn't remember any good bivi spots closer to
the face. We decided to stop early and explore the east ridge. We thirdclassed half way up, trying all the more challenging cracks for fun.
The sun began to set and the colours were spectacular.

There was

even a large full moon adding to our regret at not having a camera.

We

descended and went about cooking dinner as the sun set in its glory, only
to leave the full moon and brilliant stars.

Kobus had carried his tripod

up for this very p h o t o — s o b — b u t no camera!
We agreed the trip was spoiled without photo documentation so we
decided to do the east ridqe and get hack while 1t was still light so
Kobus could look for his camera.

The next morninq we got up at 8:00

scrambled up to the final "fifth class" section to the summit.
headed off to lead this pitch in hiking boots.

and
Kobus

He was a bit shaky on the

lead and thought maybe he had taken the wrong route so tried another way
which was just as bad, if not worse.
though!

It would have made a great picture

There was very little protection and some technical moves on very

loose rock.

We all made It up without pulling off any huge blocks and

commented how it seemed quite difficult for Don S e r V s "5th class."
had

an

early

lunch and enjoyed

the view of the

We

surrounding peaks.

Eventually we set up the rappel, descended the loose rock, and "jogged"
down to our camp.

Soon we were on our way up and over the two ridge peaks

to the top of the gully.

Still no camera 1n sight.

We descended the

gully, which proved a lot worse going down, and after some searchlnq in
the boulders found Kobus's camera, which fortunately had some bright pink
webbing on it. We were soon at the car which we had managed to get a fair
ways up the washed-out logging road.
once," I remarked.
road.

"Maybe we'll be home early for

Just to prove me wrong we found a truck blocking the

Apparently, the truck had just "stopped" and wouldn't start again.

The man's wife and children had started hiking down the road in search of
some help.

We managed to get our car around by driving through some

bushes, and jump-started his truck.

It worked!

By now it was 8:30 and

dark but we made it over the washouts without too much damage to the car.
After driving along what seemed an endless logging road we reached the
paved road and headed in the direction of home, making several wrong turns
along the way.

At last we arrived in Port Moody and were soon home, after

another relatively easy weekend in the mountains.
We were later to find in the '87 Alpine Journal that Don Serl had
actually used a point of aid on the last pitch. Thanks a lot, Don!
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Participants
Andy Pacheco

Muriel Pacheco

Kobus Barnard

AROUND THE YUKON IN 14 DAYS
(or, "If this Is Tuesday, this aust be Skagway")
Steve Dods

August 1987

This trip was an enjoyable and leisurely tour of the Yukon and
provided a good mix of sightseeing and backcountry travel.

This 1s very

big country, so big that points of interest tend to be very far apart. We
wanted to see them all and we found the only practical way to do this was
to rent a car out of Whltehorse.

Our route took us down the Klondike

Highway to Skagway 1n Alaska, then the Alaska ferry to Haines, which has a
road leading Into Kluane Park.

From here one can reach the so-called "Top

of the World Highway" to Dawson City, and then the Klondike Highway back
to Whltehorse.

This is a popular circuit, and It has the advantage that

many of the Interesting sites are along the way.
The first point of interest is the famous C h U k o o t Pass, starting
near Skagway and crossing the border Into Canada.

This was the route the

stampeders of the gold rush of 1898 used to get to the headwaters of the
Yukon River.

The trail is very well marked and It took us only three and

a half days to hike it.

In fact the trail has sions with photographs, so

even if you don't know the history before you start, you'll surely know it
by the time you finish.

Many artifacts of the gold rush remain, such as

clothing, boots, sleds, and steam machinery for a tram that was set un on
the steepest section of the trail.

I was struck by the number of cast

iron stoves that can be found in unlikely places (e.g. in the bushes, with
grass growing out of the vents).

Apparently entrepreneurs used to set up

makeshift "restaurants" along the trail where hungry travellers could buy
a hot meal.
To get to Haines you must take the Alaska Coast ferry.

We had good

weather for this, and sitting on the deck chairs in the sun, the trip
began to seem more like a Caribbean cruise; it was a nice contrast to
scaling the pass only a few days before.
range of passengers:

This ferrv had aulte a broad

everything from the retired couples who had come up

from Seattle to the climbers and hikers setting up their tents on the deck
and cooking glue stew on their stoves.
Our next stop was Kluane Park, and our objective was to get a qood
view of the Kaskawulsh Glacier.

This can be reached by hiking about 30
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km. up the SI 1ms River, and then hiklnq up Observation Mountain.

The

banks of the river are quite steep, but the water level is very low and
there are large mud flats exposed.

This provides the quickest route but

we soon discovered that sometimes the mud has quicksand underneath.

One

of our party went in up to her waist and had to be rescued, as she was
unable to extricate herself.
completely covered in mud.
some comic relief.

In the process everyone (and everything) got
This slowed us down somewhat but did provide

Observation Mountain is a fair climb (c. 4000 ft.) and

so we got an early start. The weather was clear but after an hour or so I
noticed a single innocent-looking cloud in the distance. Knowing mountain
weather I assumed this meant we would have complete wh1te-out within the
hour so I started racing for the top as quickly as possible, much to the
chagrin of the rest of my party who didn't understand why I was climbing
as if possessed.

At the top we got a great view (see photo) and ray

prediction came true:

about an hour later it was foqqy and it rained for

the next three days!
The Top of the World Highway winds through the tundra and leaves one
impressed with the vast scale of the country.

Don't miss the town of

Boarder, Alaska, population one (by the name of Action Jackson).
a gas station by the side of the road.

miles away so he likes to keep the prices even:
Cdn/gal.

He runs

The nearest bank is hundreds of
$2.00 US/gal. and $2.50

He has a roll of Canadian cash in his left pocket and a roll of

American cash in his right.

I gathered the bulge in his rear pocket was

his revolver.
Dawson City 1s an interesting site.

Parks Canada has restored some

of the original buildings from the gold rush days, including a theatre
called the "Gaslight Follies."

A group from Victoria does a vaudeville-

style performance there every night.
gambling

hall

There are numerous bars and a

named "Diamond Tooth Gertie's."

Dressed in my hiking

clothes with ten days growth of beard on my face I felt like I could have
been a miner myself (or at least mistaken for one).
I highly recommend this route, particularly for those interested In
the history of the area.

Don't forget to read Pierre Berton's "Klondike"

before you go!
Participants
Steve Dods
Will Drennan

Cell a Greenwood
Margaret Smith

Kaskawulsh Glacier from the top of Observation Mountain,
Kluane Park, Yukon Territory.
photo: Steve Dods
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A WEEKEND IH HIP-AUGUST: A SIGH OF DECLINING TIMES
Jim Chesko

August 1987

It. was a perfectly lazy Friday afternoon when the idea of getting
away from the city for the weekend hecame an actualizable reality.

Trevor

Norman and myself agreed that some alpine rock climbing would be much more
appropriate than the ever-increasinqly-fashionahle Smoke Bluffs or Apron
Climbs.

Mount. Habrich seemed like a qood choice, for we could spend the

first day climbing up Sky Pilot and take the second for Habrich (if the
weather would co-operate!).

I signed out the usual mass of qear that is

required to boost my pack over the 72 litre, circa 40 pound threshold of
comfort (this took a little more effort than typically required, for we
had decided to go without a stove, fuel, and pots and live on gorp, peanut
butter, and sausage like real climbers for the weekend).
When Trevor phoned me up on Friday night and kindly invited me to a
small party that, spontaneously erupted when some friends from the Island
came over, I knew a demanding weekend lay ahead (Trevor often is not
satisfied with just two days of adventure and excitement).

"Fuzzy navels"

were the beverage of choice that evening, and they greatly assisted other
non-climbing participants in maintaining an air of interest and excitement
as we watched a video of an ascent of El Cap (seeing three guys spend
three days scramhlinq up a hunk of granite somehow doesn't make a lot of
sense to a rational, critical

mind).

As you may have guessed, come

Saturday morning we didn't make the scheduled six a.m. start as originally
planned.

Nevertheless, it wasn't much past noon when we turned down the

Stawamus River Road, welcomed by its "drive here at your own risk, for the
loqginq vehicles don't care if they run you down" sign.

After waiting

nearly an hour for a truck to tail behind, we finally ran into some
loggers that assured us nothing would be coming down for another half an
hour.

Trevor's Rabbit made it all the way to the last bio hill, where the

clutch became fire-polished and the hike began.
Following the hill lay about five miles of rather flat, pleasant
road.

By 3:30 we made it to the junction where the trail

branches left and Sky Pilot lies ahead then to the right.

to Habrich

Realizing that

there would be no hope of climbing Habrich that day, we continued on up a
creek to the Stadium Glacier and met a party that was coming down from Sky
Pilot.

It didn't matter too much that it was about six when we headed off

towards Ledge and Sky Pilot, for it was a beauteous evening.

No difficul-

ties were encountered until we got close enough to see that the 45 degree
snow up Gunsiqht Gap was the only expedient way to get onto the rock.

You
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see Trevor had been ribbing me about my perpetually heavy, over-equipped
pack, so I decided that 1f he wasn't taking up an axe and crampons then I
wouldn't be needing them unless I went soloing.
in the car.

So the equipment stayed

When it came time to start kicking steps up some shallower

snow Trevor's lighter, ill-fitting

(borrowed) boots left him having to

follow my lead as we traversed around some 30-40 ft. moats between the
rock and the receding snow.

The rock that we could access had a thin,

slippery stream of water covering it.

Trevor fearlessly led a pitch over

a soaked ledge, under a receding tonque of snow, and out onto rotten
slab.

The sun had disappeared by this time, affordinq a rich pattern of

hues in the western sky, and also remindinq of the approaching darkness.
Trevor reluctantly agreed to finish climbing for the day.

I seconded

up the grimy rock, retrieved the pro and rapped down off one chock that we
left.

We hiked back to the start of Stadium Glacier and decided to spend

the night under the myriad of stars that had come out.

We both were

awoken by the cool, gentle pulse of raindrops pattering on our faces, and
decided to put to use the tent that I had carried up.

The rain did not

stop until noon the next day, and a sign of clearing convinced us to
follow the steep trail up to Habrich.

From the road (where any four wheel

drive vehicle could reach) it was a forty-five minute hike at a vigorous
pace, yet the poor weather and late start put us at. the base of the
"Initial Route" (5.6) with less than five hours of daylight left.

Trevor

led the first pitch quite comfortably, and I took the second pitch, yet
with much more difficulty.

The cracks were not very clean, and it was

very easy to dislodge or pull out rocks when climbing.

We found ourselves

three pitches up by 7:30, and we had to make a decision.

Although we had

made sure to bring a (heavy) well-equipped oack with us, the uncertain
status of the car and call of work the next morning forced us down like
bad weather (one day I hope to be self-employed).

Fifty minutes and three

raps later we were at the base of Habrich, and by 9:15 (just as it became
very dark) we were on the road.
The hike- back along the road was, in my estimation, the most pleasant
part of the outing.

The mornina rain had cleansed the earth and instilled

a certain freshness in the evening air which brought forth the fraqrance
of the

trees

and

shrubs.

The temperature

was warm

enough to walk

comfortably, wearing a T-shirt and shorts, yet cool enough to keep you
from sweating.

And it was peaceful

and quiet, save for the rhythmic

scrunchinq sound of one's boots on the gravel.
lights of Squamish
impressive.

and the dark, looming

back

The view down into the
side of the Chief was
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When we reached the car Trevor's fear had come true:
slipped miserably.

the clutch

Luckily, it was all downhill into Squamish, so we

coasted all the way to the 24-hour donut shop (the only thing open at
11:45 p.m.).

The prospects of thumbing back at this hour were not good,

and I luckily managed to convince a brother to come out and give us a
lift.

We waited at the donut shop and ate some "day-old" donuts (which

tasted about a month old).

We got back into Vancouver a little before

two, very pleased with the weekend's events and ready to face another week
of work.
Afterword:

Trevor's Rabbit was mysteriously transported back

to

Vancouver the next evening, with the aid of a four wheel drive vehicle, a
deforming bumper, and two pieces of tubular webbing.

Replacing the clutch

was another full weekend of activity (especially after Trevor lost a CV
joint bearing in his oil-pan!?). Trevor eventually returned to Habrich on
a weekend when I had to write essays, and climbed to the top via Solar
System (5.9, Al), only to be stranded by nightfall without lights, extra
clothes, or food. Taking shelter under a tree and knitting a cloak out of
the climbing rope worked reasonably well until the rain turned to sleet
and the wind picked up.
the party.

A group was sent up the next morning to look for

They found them warming up and devouring breakfast at the

Klahanie.
. Participants
Trevor Norman

Jim Chesko
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AUTUMN 1987
MOUNT HATIER
Andy Pacheco

early September 1987

It was the end of the summer, and the weather of the previous weeks
suggested that conditions should be excellent for ice climbing.

So, on

Saturday morning, Jeff, Kobus, Muriel, and I headed off, hoping to climb
the northwest face of Matier.
1

The drive up was uneventful except for a hear sighting—Jeff s first
— j u s t beyond Pemberton.

We started up the trail and after about ten

minutes Muriel realised she had forgotten her contact lens case.

She had

to run back to the car and caught up to us just before the lake.

The hike

up to the Joffre Lakes has to be one of the most rewarding around in terms
of view obtained for the- effort put out, and soon we were at the lakes
watching the impressive ice avalanches coming off the glacier.

On the

way, Kobus, Muriel, and I discussed the relative merits of "Death Route 1"
vs "Death Route 2" (our two options for getting onto the glacier) while
Jeff pondered the wisdom of trusting us to make any reasonable decision.
In the end we chose "Death Route 2," the left-hand side of the glacier.
This side featured some possible ice fall danger, and other as yet unknown
difficulties.

All of us except Jeff had done "Death Route 1" (right-hand

side) before, and we knew how intricate that was; "Death Route 2" couldn't
be much harder, right?
As it turned out, the objective danger was fairly minor, but we had
to surmount some tricky exposed 3rd class rock before getting onto the
ice.

Althouoh the difficulties were minor once on the ice, we decided

that the route-finding intricacies of the icefall 1n "Death Route 1" were
preferable to the slabby rock we had just crossed.
glacier

with

little

difficulty

We walked up the

route-finding, but we

did cross

some

spectacular snow bridges.
We had a camp set high on the glacier by evening.

Muriel's communal

supper was generally well received, although she couldn't convince Kobus
that tofu is good for you.

He ended up picking out the "bits of rubber."

Jeff slept in a single bivi sack while the rest of us shared Kobus's
homemade two-person bivi sack, which wasn't guite finished.
After a not-too-comfortable night the morning dawned in a complete
white-out.

"Hmm.

Looks like full conditions," I commented.

agreed, "We'll just have to play it by feel."
commented.

Muriel didn't comment.

Kobus

"I'm scared now," Jeff
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I had taken a bearing on the face the day before (just 1n case), and
we headed off 1n that general direction.

The weather forecast had not

been terrible, and the route wasn't that long, so we figured that even
with the present conditions, the likelihood of a dangerous storm hitting
us was remote.

Still, there 1s something Impressive, even ominous, about

being socked-1n 1n the mountains; the few things you can see seem to take
on enlarged proportions.
the face.

That's how we felt when we reached the base of

It didn't look terribly steep, but It seemed to disappear

forever Into the mist

. . . .

"I'm really scared now," was Jeff's

comment.
As we headed up, our perspective changed.

The snow and 1ce were

excellent, and soon we were thoroughly enjoying the climb, oblivious to
the weather.

Occasionally, a clearing would appear in the swirling mists,

revealing an Impressive view, then 1t would close up and we were alone
again.

Eventually we reached a bergschrund high up on the mountain.

At

this point we had to decide which was the best way around it, and set up a
belay.

To the right didn't look so bad but a questionable snow bridge had

to be crossed.

Above us was a huge snow roof blocking our way.

left the snow was steep, but It looked to be the best way up.
was the most experienced on snow and ice, he led up.
looked Impressive, probably about 70°.

To the
As Kobus

Well, the headwall

But although soft, the snow was

consolidated, and Kobus was able to kick good steps, using the shaft of
his ice-axe for a self-belay.

Beyond this point the angle eased and soon

we were scrambling up enjoyable rock to the summit.

Muriel even made the

comment that the route might have been feasible without crampons (she
wasn't kicking the steps).

We still couldn't see anything and It was now

snowing

amused

lightly, but we

ourselves

by

taking

photos

of Jeff

worshipping Kobus standing on the top of the cairn, and then of Kobus
trying to get off the cairn without doing himself grlevious bodily harm.
We then read the reports of other trips in the register, including one the
week before, which gave glowing reports of the beautiful views they had
from the summit . . . .

Well, at least we did it in full conditions!

After a long while we headed back down the east ridge, reaching camp
with plenty of time to make the trail by dark—or so we thought!

By this

time 1t had snowed quite a bit, and-there was no question in our minds
that the tricky route-finding

through ice was better than wet slabs;

however, rock has one advantage over 1ce:

permanence!

We threaded our

way down the Icefall through Increasingly chaotic seracs until

finally,

when we were a mere few hundred feet from the end of the olacier, we found
ourselves cut off.

The only way through would have exposed us to severe
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ice

fail

danger,

and

we

were

not

prepared

Reluctantly, we headed back up the glacier.

to

take

that

chance.

As we started on our way we

heard the crash of ice tumbling down the glacier below us.

It was hard to

say whether it had cut across our intended descent line, but it did seem
as if the mountain wanted to leave no doubt in our minds—"Death Route 1"
was a death trap this year!
Hell, by now it was clear we wouldn't get out that night; to get to
"Death Route 2" we had to retrace our steps back to the previous night's
camp, and by the time we reached it, it was dark.

We decided to camp

there again and wait until morning to brave the slabs.
By mornina it was nouring rain, and we started on our way down, only
to discover that one of the snow bridges we had crossed two days before
had collapsed. We could still see our footprints in the snow 15 ft. below
us.

We decided to belay on the slabs; we had no rock gear but at least

three of us could get a belay.

Since Kobus had led the crux snow pitch

the day before, I volunteered to take the anchor nosition on the slabs.
The climbing somehow didn't seem so bad this time around, and Kobus even
managed to arrange some rocks into natural chockstones for protection.
The climbino turned out to be fun with the additional challenge of wet
rock.

When we got to the bottom we were sodden with water and the rain

seemed to pound even harder.

We all had to wrina out our aloves, and we

could have wrung out the rest of our clothes too, except they would just
get soaked again.

Soon we were sloshing down the trail, trying to keep

our waterlogged pants up, and planning our next trips.
Participants
Kobus Barnard

Andy Pacheco

Jeff Greenwood

Muriel Pacheco

MOUNT HABRICH
Markus Kellerhals

September 19-20, 1987

Before I begin this article I should emphasize that absolutely no
artificial aid of any sort was used on the ascent of this mountain.

Since

the standard northwest ridge route that we chose is only of class 4
difficulty this seems obvious.

However, I just wanted to emphasize this

fact.
We started the trip off by bouncing up 1000 m. of rough logging road
to near the head of Shannon Creek.
partially

cooked

dinner of

the

This bumpy road combined with my

night before

led

to

a

bit

of

gas.
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Fortunately, any

odours

could be blamed on the nearby pulp mill

at

Woodfibre.
The approach was aulte straightforward.

A rough trail led up throuah

steep forest and bush to the col northwest of the summit.

Unfortunately,

the bush was ralnsoaked, and by the time we emerged at the col, so were
we.

The climb from the col was Interesting despite the wet rock.

Scrub

and heather-covered ledges alternated with short Ditches on granite.
On the way up I spotted a nice clean crack and decided to lead up
1t.

Doing so, I managed to get one of Jeff's Friends stuck 1n the crack.

Eventually we gave up on 1t and continued to the summit.

By this time the

weather had cleared considerably and we were able to bask 1n the sun on
the peak.
On the descent we had another go at extrlcatlno the Friend.
on 1t for about half an hour with no effect.
managed to extract It.

I worked

Finally Jeff had a try and

Descending to the col from there took one short

rappel and one long dramatic one.

We arrived back at the truck just as

the first stars appeared.
Participants
Jeff Greenwood

Glenn Thompson

Markus Kellerhals

Rob Shlpman

RHODODENDRON
Judy Needham

September 1987

Not a trip for the summer unless you H k e major alder.
I had announced a few weeks earlier that I hadn't had a good bush
bash this year, so one was planned—quite unintentional.

We had Intended

to go and climb Mt. Ashlu, but after driving miles we faced a locked
g a t e — o h , no!—the fire risk was "high."

Where to next was the question,

we had no maps and no equipment. The choice was Rhododendron because some
of -;he group >iad been before.

Little did I know that this should be

climbed during the winter.
We hiked up Miller Creek to the so-called meadows.
a meadow in Canada but in England It's a BOG.

You may call this

We fought with the trees

and alder for a couple of hours before setting up camp by the lake.
The next day we hiked to the glacier.

Peter Stone went round one

side of the pool of water at the base of the glacier while the rest of us
went the other way.

We shouted to tell Peter that we would see him once

we had roped up, but we didn't;

Peter was nowhere to be seen.

Where was
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he?

We walked up the glacier, still no sign of Peter.

the water but Peter had vanished.

We went back to

Perhaps Peter had gone up the rocks, we

hoped that he was O.K. as we continued up the glacier.
It was just a walk to the top; we found Peter, had lunch, and boot
skied back to camp.
Peter Celliers led the way back down the valley, taking us through
the worst of the alder.

Peter loved this, especially as he knew that 1t

was easier walking 10 yards to the right.

When this was mentioned, Peter

just grinned—he was having fun!
We all made it back to the car with only a few cuts and bruises.
Participants
Judy Needham

Peter Stone

Dave Williams

Peter Celliers

LONGHIKE '87
Brad Nixon

October 3-4, 1987

Saturday, October

3,

1987

dawned

to

find

eighty

soggy

VOC'ers

standing in the rain (and some rather large puddles) in the Murrin Park
parking lot lookino rather lost and confused.

Such were the beginnings of

Longhike '87—the Club's annual "Introduce the new members to what we do"
event.

But there must have been some kind of mistake—it doesn't rain on

Longhike weekend!

But it was raining—certainly not the best conditions

for rock climbing, and definitely not the kind of weather for introducing
novices to the sport.

Considerable discussion took place amongst those

who organized the event.

"What do we do now?" Following consideration of

a number of alternatives, it was decided that the best idea was for all to
repair to the Klahanie Inn for further discussion.
I'm sure the owners of this little restaurant at Shannon Falls are
still wondering to this day what hit them on this particular morning.

One

minute the place contained a half dozen or so quiet customers, the next
minute the place was literally overflowing with VOC'ers.

Inside a warm

place with a few cups of coffee under one's belt, the situation didn't
look quite so bleak.

Perhaps the weekend could be salvaged after all.

Rock School would be postponed until Sunday (hopefully when the weather
would

be more

orqanized.

cooperative), and a number of day hikes were

Following

another

half

hour

of

people-shuffling

hastily
in

the

Klahanie parking lot, most people were off to their desired destinations,
with fingers crossed that their sleeping bags and toothbrushes, etc. would
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1

ultimately arrive at the AMS Whistler Lodge in whomever s car trunk they
happened to have ended up.

Some faith was required here, but, VOC'ers

being basically a reliable bunch, I don't believe anyone ended up sleeping
in the shower (at least not for lack of a sleeping bag).
A qoodly number of people trekked off for an arduous ascent of the
North Gully route of the Chief.

A rigourous climb to be sure, but VOC'ers

also being a hardy bunch, all survived.

Others headed up to Whistler for

an ascent of the famous Rainbow Lake route. A number of false starts were
involved here due to the trail head being obscured behind a Volkswagon
Beetle, but finally the route was located and all stray hikers rounded up
and steered in the appropriate direction.

With the exception of a few

members who were forced to turn around due to extreme hunger (they claimed
they had to get supper started), all members of the party reached their
destination.
including

Other splinter groups wandered off to various destinations,

the

Garibaldi

Lake

area

and

the

AMS

Lodge

itself—our

illustrious president was discovered in the late afternoon attempting to
prusik up (down?) a rope dangling from the upper porch of the lodge.
Gradually, throughout the late afternoon, members straggled in to the
AMS Whistler Lodge.

The final count was something over 100, somewhat to

the consternation of Nigel, the caretaker, as the official capacity of the
building is 56 people.

Perhaps it's because VOC'ers originally built the

place that no official complaints were raised.

Aromas of steaming pasta

sauce and Caesar salad slowly began to waft from the direction of the
kitchen as a dedicated group of volunteers set to work preparing dinner
for the masses.

Seventeen kilograms of pasta, ten gallons of sauce,

twenty-two loaves of garlic bread, twenty-five heads of lettuce, and
numerous cakes later, the hordes were pacified.
the proverbial

They were falling like

flies onto whatever soft piece of furniture lay before

them, only to rise up again shortly thereafter as cries of "Party-time"
echoed through the building.
Now it 1s my experience that very few have the capacity for serious
partying that a VOC'er has after a day's outdoor activities and a hearty
meal.

I was not to be disappointed on this occasion in the least.

The

details of the evening's activities remain somewhat fuzzy to this day (for
some unknown reason), hut the recollection is one of great merriment,
dancing, and general carousing.

If the collection of empty beer cans and

bottles appearing in the morning was any indication, I'm confident that a
great time was had by all (with the possible exception of anyone who
attempted to go to sleep at 10:00 p.m.).

The last of the die-hards

finally summitted out at about 1:00 a.m. and elected to bivvy in situ (on
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the common room floor) rather than risk a dangerous descent to the dorms
In the dark.
Such persons were awakened at 6:30 to the sounds of breakfast-making
going on 1n the adjacent kitchen.

Moans and groans and other arising

sounds of assorted Inflections were heard as the revellers gradually came
to life.

While coffee was 1n extremely high demand on this particular

morning, breakfast didn't seem to be anywhere near as popular as dinner
the

previous

overhangs—I
climbing.

evening.
have

a

Some

feeling

discussion
the

topic

was
of

heard

discussion

regarding
was

not

5.11
rock

In any case, the sun dancing of the previous evening had worked

Its course as the morning dawned to scattered clouds.

Rock School was on

after all.
Once again came the organizational nightmare of getting people Into
cars which were going to the same place as they were, but by 10:00 the
place was looking spotless and the only evidence of the VOC Invasion was a
towel, a pair of shorts, two T-shirts, and a pair of sneakers.
It was off to the Smoke Bluffs for most of us to the sounds of chocks
jangling and 'blners clacking.

Thanks to the patient efforts of all the

Instructors, everyone from novice to expert managed to find their niche
(so to speak).

Those who wanted to try leading got to lead, those who

wanted to try seconding got to second, and those who just wanted to try
climbing got to climb.

One particular member of our group who happened to

be from Saskatchewan watched rather nervously as other members ascended a
particular route.

When his turn came, however, he gritted his teeth and,

with some Instructing and encouragement from the others made the ascent
with little difficulty.

I think all found the day (not to mention the

weekend) to have been educational and certainly a lot of fun.

Finally the

shadows began to grow longer and with the sun setting through the smoke of
the Woodfibre mill the harnesses were removed, racks stashed, and ropes
colled as another Longhike drew to a close.
Participants
All and sundry.

VOC 1987 GLACIER SCHOOL
Ruth Brlghouse

October 17-18, 1987

We couldn't have asked for better weather for the Glacier School held
at Mount Baker on October 17 and 18.
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With a little number-fudglnq to appease the State Park's officials,
two groups of twelve left for Mount Baker, the VOC (Varsity Outdoor Club)
and the VOC (Varsity Outdoor Christians).
We got off to a late start to allow our Illustrious leader Richard to
indulge in one of his infamous breakfasts of epic proportions.

We hiked

up to Heliotrope Ridge, and after lunch set up camp on a lateral moraine
in the trees.
spectacular!

For the uninitiated, close-up views of a real glacier were
Huge blocks of ice and tremendous crevasses were clearly

visible as there was little snow coverina.
Saturday

flinging

ourselves onto

bare

We spent the afternoon on

ice at the

attempts to self-arrest with our ice axes.

glacier's

edge

in

Then we tested out our

crampons; It's amazinq what a few spikes on the soles of the feet will do
for one's confidence.

Battered and bruised, we trudged back to camp, most

of us groping our way to our tents in the dark with hoots and howls to
those ahead to ensure we were on the riqht oath.
Sunday dawned clear and cold; most of us slept through dawn!

We set

off at the more civilized hour of 9:30 for an exercise in roped glacier
travel.

It was a beautiful day with panoramic views of peaks and adjacent

mountain ranoes.
After lunch we
demonstration.

sent Mike

Hayden

into a crevasse

Although we never did actually pull

for

a

rescue

him out of the

crevasse, we did gain some appreciation of the different pulley techniques
that can he used.

Due to the difficulty of the task, it's probably best

not to fall into a crevasse in the first place.
was able to walk out of this particular crack.

Fortunately for Mike, he
Several members of the

group manaaed to make it up to the top of the ridge before the sun set.
Unfortunately time was too short to try pruslklng.

There was a scramble

to pack up camp while it was still light, and true to VOC tradition most
of us hiked out in the dark.
Many thanks to all those leaders who volunteered their expertise,
makinq Glacier School a fun weekend.
P.S.

A headlamp is a good investment.
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Never put your lip on a glacier.
GLACIER SCHOOL
Lisa Moody

October 17-18, 1987

One of the annual VOC events 1s Glacier School, a fun-filled weekend
of glacier travel and safety techniques.
held at Mt. Baker in Washington.
epic before it even began.

This year's Glacier School was

This trip nearly turned out to be a VOC

Not being versed in the subtleties of the

Australian language, Carlos with his yellow van, Jeff, myself, and most of
the equipment for Glacier School managed to miss the turn-off to the
glacier (what do "some time" and "some distance" mean, anyway, Richard?)
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and found ourselves an hour later at the base of the Mt. Baker ski 11ft.
Real 1 si no our mistake, we frantically retraced our steps and were met, by
this time three hours late, by Rich Lechleitner waiting patiently for the
qear to arrive.
Naturally the others had already started up the trail to the glacier
so the onus was on the four of us to carry up, along with our own things,
extra ropes, helmets, and 1ce axes.

We did, however, manaqe to preserve

our sense of humour and qot in a photo for posterity of Jeff decked out in
five or six helmets, a pack stuffed with ropes, and ice axes protruding 1n
all directions.
Starting up the well-aroomed trail with 60-pound packs we arrived a
speedy hour-and-a-half later at the base camp where the others had already
set up.

The maximum group-number allowed at the camp was officially 12.

Being 12 from the Varsity Outdoor Club and 12 from the Varsity Outdoor
Christians, we successfully complied with the regulations.
much .of the day remaining at this point.

There was not

However, we made the short

ascent to the base of the glacier where the others were practising s e l
arrests.

f

We did a few ourselves (great fun!), and returned, as the sun

sank down behind the mountain, to our camn for a warm meal and then to bed.
The next morning was truly glorious.

With renewed energy we quickly

arrived at the glacier again and spent the rest of the day trying out our
crampons.

That morning was a revelation for me.

I had never seen so much

white nor such brilliant sunlight before (that's saying a lot from someone
who grew up In the prairies).

As I looked ahead I could see groups of

three, joined by ropes, zigzagging their way between crevasses, and I
understood for an instant what I have read of and heard experienced and
dedicated mountaineers try to put into words.
That, afternoon Mike Hayden agreed to be the guinea pig for Richard,
our excellent and experienced instructor, to demonstrate rescue techniques
from a crevasse.

Using prusik ropes, carablners, and ice screws, Richard

showed us several different methods of rescue.
enough time for us to try it ourselves.

Unfortunately there wasn't

I was especially disappointed

that I didn't get to prusik (prusikino from the balcony of SUB just Isn't
the same).

However, I learned a lot just by watching.

We arrived back at the parking lot in the dimming light.

Behind us,

a red glow lit up the glacier—a remembrance of the beautiful weekend we'd
had.

I had a great time.

Thank you, everybody!

Participants
In the yellow van:

Carlos Wool gar
Lisa Moody
Jeff Greenwood
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MOUNT BRUNSWICK
Nick Folkard

October 25, 1987

The view out of the window was not a pretty sight.

It was s t m more

or less dark, but there was just enough light to see that 1t was raining
1n true Vancouver style.

"Hmmm . . .," I thought.

the gently snoring form next to me.
"Go to hell.

"Plan B?"

I prodded

It responded with a grunt meaning,

I'm dreaming about James Dean."

Oh, well.

Scrap Plan B.

Plan A required getting out of bed, so I accomplished this and souqht
comfort 1n a huqe bowl of granola.

Fifteen minutes later I aquaplaned

gracefully onto University Boulevard and rumbled away towards downtown,
the start of a ha1r-ra1s1ng drive to Lion's Bay durlnq which my friend's
VW Beetle repeatedly tried to commit suicide by steering Its misaligned
self Into the cliff and fllnalng open the driver's door at the same time.
Despite the combined efforts of the car and the weather to wipe me
out, I reached the trail at the end of Sunset Drive 1n Lion's Bay safely,
parked extremely badly 1n my haste to get out of the car and find a
suitable bush, and set off up the logging road.

It swltchbacked steadily

up between dripping autumnal trees, forking where it was supposed to and
qainlng height rapidly.

I gasped my way along, stopping frequently to

consult the book and ponder my stupidity.

Eventually the road ended at an

open shelf which would have had an excellent view but didn't todav, and
the trail turned steeply uphill through a fine coniferous forest.
two discoveries as I clambered painfully up.

I made

Firstly, I wasn't alone;

just after letting out a particularly loud groan as I hauled myself over
yet another log, I noticed a surprised-looklng gentleman clad in a poncho
a few metres above me.

We exchanged pleasantries about the weather, and I

continued on up to make my second discovery:
bottle.

This problem was easily resolved by

I'd forgotten my water
slurping

water off the

twigs—it tasted funny, but no funnier than city tapwater.
The trail passed through an area of glorious red berry bushes, and
then through an area of nasty grey scree which led steeoly up to the
summit ridge, where I turned right.

A few minutes of scrambling along the

narrow and occasionally airy ridge brouqht me to the top, where I cowered
on the lee side and put some clothes o n — a wet thermal T-shirt not being
entirely adequate to cope with sleet.

I had finished my M & H's, and

decided that I'd have to eat my companions.
Over went the tin to drain off the oil.
down the hill.

Out came the tin-opener.

Out fell the sardines and rolled

"So this Is what hypothermia 1s H k e , " I thought as I

stared dumbly at the fish scattered on the scree six feet below me.

After

several minutes, my legs got the message and 1 stumbled down to retrieve
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the sardines and some free crunchy mineral

nutrients

that had become

f

along the ridge

attached.
It took several seconds to eat lunch, and I set o f

and down the trail as quickly as possible in an effort to defrost myself.
It seemed to work, and soon I was stripped to the waist and hurtling down
the logging road, slipping on its carpet of sodden golden leaves and
makina enough noise to attract every bear on the North Shore.

I pounded

out of control past an astonished-looklng young family and collapsed 1n a
heap

by

the Beetle, which stared at me with its wide-eyed, slightly

surprised expression.
question.

"Why . . . ?" it seemed to be saying.

Good

The book says, "All-round views from the peak are more than

adequate compensation for the expenditure of effort."

Not today.

"The

expenditure of effort is more than adequate compensation for the total
absence of views."

Better.

I got into the Beetle and drove home with a

daft grin on my face.
P.S.
legs.

I wrote this a week later, once I had regained the use of my

Descending 5000 ft. in an hour is not sensible 1f you Intend to

walk again.
Participants
Nick Folkard and five sardines.

GOOD TIHES AT SQUAHISH
Eric Clemson

October 31-Novenber 1, 1987

If you've never seen a Joe Isuzu IV commercial before, then you may
not understand this article (not to be mistaken with Cal Worthington and
his dog, Spot).
On one beautiful* Saturday

in October, Andy, Muriel, and

myself

headed up to Sguamish for the Halloween Party at John Pringle's house.
The weather looked very promising for our planned adventure the following
day.*

We arrived

fireworks

in Squamish just in time to watch the

display—Andy

gadgets.*

Inside

traditions.

the

was very concerned
house,

we

about the

participated

in

neighbour's

safety
various

of

these

Halloween

My pumpkin was by far the most artistic**, while

Bruce

Fairley's resembled that of a B.C. cabinet minister.
Later that evening we were all forced to show off our costumes to an
"unknown" judge.
Grim

Reaper,

Martin Johnson won easily with his impersonation of the

while

Muriel

P.

followed

"interesting" disguise as a teapot.

a

close

second

with

her

At midniqht we all promptly went to

bed* as some of us had adventures planned for the following day.
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The next, raorninq 1t was time to do some climbing.

After a quick

breakfast at Quinn's, Muriel, Andy, and I headed for Cobra Crack, a nicesounding A2 aid climb on the backside bluffs of the Chief.

It was found

that Muriel was very slow* carrying a light* pack on the way up.
minutes*, we reached our climb which Andy pointed out to me.

After 5

Above us was

this tame-looking* overhang crack which veered out way over the trail.

I

was not scared off* as I was a very experienced aid climber* (Zenyatta
Mondatta 1n 1 1/2 days!*).

Andy decided to lead the first half to examine

the crack and leave the rest for the unlntimldated me to tackle (overhanqs
were my specialty, you see*).
Although Andy got up to the start of the overhang 1n minutes*, I was
getting bored with the Idea of hanglnn 90 feet up 1n the air* so suggested
he and Muriel retrieve the rope themselves.

As there were no technical

difficulties getting the rope and gear down*, we were on our way back to
the car very soon.*

How silly 1t 1s to come all this way and to feel too

lazy to climb anything.*

After all, we got back to the car way before 1t

got dark,* as I had to have my folks' car back on time.
After this. excursion, I decided that aid climbing
thing.

just isn't my

The risks and thrills do not abound* and one gets hored with such

repetitive motions.*

But heck, who needs to aid climb when you can free

5.12+!!*
P.S.

I think I'll name this article after one of Andy's slide shows!

Note:

* = "He's lying!"

Participants
Lots of people at Party!

Muriel Pacheco

Eric Clemson

Andy Pacheco

SMOKE BLUFFS—RAIN GETS IN YOUR EYES
Nick Folkard

November 1987

"There will
scrawled

on the

be no rain, but much wind," was Eric's
trip

sheet.

This

seemed

unlikely

for

prediction,
Squamish

in

November, but a number of people who should have known better took him at
his word and ventured out for an impromptu rock school.

As we arrived at

Smoke Bluffs, after the usual death race along the Squamish speedway and a
brief stop to terrorize the Klahanie, it seemed as if his forecast would
come true.

It wasn't raining (quite), and as we reached the too of the

Bluffs 1t became obvious that there was a bracing breeze, to be polite.
A top-rope was attached to the usual Squamish belay, I.e. a rather
pathetic-looking tree, and we headed down to what we were assured was the
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easy bluff.

Nobody fell off durina the descent, which was gratifying.

It

started to drizzle.
Brian appeared and trundled up the wrong route quite happily.

Karen

then proceeded to go up the riqht route slowly but surely, and assured the
rest of the "beginners" that it wasn't totally

impossible after all.

Unfortunately, this proved not to be true and a succession of

people

grovelled up to the crux, stood around trying to sound nonchalant, and
then fell off, bruising their egos badly.

It started to rain.

Lunch was safe and dry inside Kevin's truck.

So were Kevin's keys.

Driven to desperation by hunger, I knocked on the door of the nearest
house.
"Could

I borrow

a coat

hanger, please?"

I asked

the

tied

and

jacketted gentleman who answered the door, trying to behave as if I wasn't
a soaking, dishevelled character Interrupting Sunday lunch to borrow a
device for breaking into cars.

To my great surprise, he qave me a coat

hanger and even said I didn't have to bring 1t back after I'd finished
dismemhering it. What a generous bloke

....

Lunch was rescued, and I plodded back to the crag, carrying the Globe
and Hail to show how determined I was to climb all afternoon.
the rope over to Neat and Cool, and squinted
Cornflakes.

We moved

up at the very

soggy

It started to chuck it down.

Everyone with an 1.0. over 60 retreated to the cover of a boulder,
beneath which they sguatted like rather damp leprechauns.
(i.e., Kevin, Tom and me) didn't.

The rest of us

Tom stood in the downpour holding the

rope while first I then Kevin grovelled up as fast as we could; in my
case, this meant spending 10 minutes extricating my left leg from a jam
crack that I was supposed to have my right foot in.
We finally finished our impression of migrating salmon and generously
allowed Tom to coil the rope.

There was a massed sprint for the parking

lot (people using front crawl did best), and we headed down to Squamish.
One more dash through the puddles, and we were sitting in the coffee shop,
steaming gently and reflecting on how astonishingly hungry you get after
climbing two whole routes in a single day, and how wonderful 1t feels to
sit in a dry cafe and eat three Nanaimo bars in quick succession.
Participants
Eric Clemson (Leader)
Brian Smith
Karen ?? and others

Nick Folkard
Bernd Schultze

Kevin Forsyth
Tom Baumann
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WINTER 1987-88
WINTER ASCENT OF MOUNT BLACKSTRAP
Mike Hayden

December 27, 1987

Back in early November, a laroe group of VOC'ers was talking about
the

classic

climbs

of

British

Columbia

(how

many

conversation been held over lunch in the clubroom?).

times

has

that

Part way throuah the

conversation I caught Lisa Moody's eye.
Lisa

and

I are

amonqst

extensively in Saskatchewan.
know she had one on hers.

the

few

club

members

who

have

climbed

I must have had a smug look on my face, I

Her thoughts were as clear as day.

We knew of

a mountain that most of these people would never hear about much less
climb.

But, oh, what a spectacular mountain it is.

peak rising far above its neiohbors.

A sinqle ice-canped

Certainly the most prominent feature

for miles around, in spite of the startling terrain that surrounds it.
Most mountaineers only dream of mountains with the indescribable beauty of
Mount Blackstrao.
The conversation was going nowhere very fast so Lisa and I began to
talk off to one side.

She was going home to Saskatoon for Christmas and

had been hoping to make an ascent of Blackstrap.
Saskatoon for Christmas.

I was also returning to

I hadn't planned on doing any climbing but it

was too much of an opportunity to pass up.

Within minutes we had agreed

to attempt the climb together.
With

his

usual

keen,

journalistic

senses,

Jeff

Greenwood

(a

"Nuzeelender") had picked up upon the fervent manner in which the two of
us spoke of Mt. Blackstrap.

It was obvious that he was intrioued by the

tone of awe and resnect in our voices.

He left the larger group to come

and talk to us.
It didn't take much prodding on his Dart before we began to expound
the mystique of Blackstrap.

It must have been obvious to him how innately

this mountain was tied to our lives.
In no time at all, our climbing party had become a trio.

Jeff would

leave early with Lisa to begin a week-long period of acclimatization.

I

would follow shortly after having arranged the technical details of the
climb.
December came and Jeff and Lisa flew to Saskatoon.

Training was not

easy on Jeff but then we had warned him of the rigors that would be faced
on the climb.
mild.

At twenty degrees below zero the weather was unseasonably

It was oerfect for training on the F.lOa routes which sprawled all

over the classic set of arches known as Broadway.
the realization of the undertaking

Not to be daunted by

he had set forth upon, Jeff

threw
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himself Into his training wholeheartedly.

In a remarkably short time he

managed to adapt to the less than Ideal conditions which usually face the
prairie mountaineer.
In the meanwhile, I was kept quite busy putting together supplies for
the climb and trying to find a porter willing to accompany us.

Few of the

local people were willing to risk an ascent In light of the particularly
mild winter.

Apparently the snow cover was minimal on the treacherous Ice

fields which covered the northwest flank of the mountain.

A winter ascent

by any other route was considered foolhardy.
As luck would have 1t, I stumbled across the path of a grizzly native
with whom I had climbed Blackstrap back in the summer of 1973.
1s not a man to flinch

In the

face of danger.

persevered when others would have turned back.
for a solo ascent of Mt. Delfenbaker.

Many

Ted Blern

times

he has

He 1s nerhaps best known

Braving wind chill factors greater

than 2500, he forced M s way un the hostile western gully.
standard route Impassable he ventured out onto the slick face.

Finding the
This move,

similar to the Infamous Hinterstolsser traverse on the north wall of the
E1ger astounded watchers from below.

Foot by painful foot he moved up the

sheer face, constantly dodginq the icefall.

He made the summit by noon

and that evening was in his own home, drinking his usual mug of tea made
from bitter herbs.
Ted enthusiastically agreed to join the climb as he had not been on
Blackstrap for many years.

This news was welcomed by Jeff and Lisa who

were overjoyed at the prospect of climbing with this famed mountaineer.
With the introductions oast, it was decided to set December 27 as the date
for the climb.
The day broke crisp and clear.

After a hurried discussion, it was

decided to begin the long trek to the foot of BlackstraD.
and though he carried an unproportionate

Ted broke trail

fraction of the load, we were

hard pressed to keep up to him.
As Blackstrap loomed Into view, Jeff was awestruck.

The magnificent

peak glistened 1n the sun in striking contrast to the vivid prairie sky.
Revitalized by this breathtaklna view, our whole oarty surned forward,
reaching the settlement of Dundurn much earlier than we had anticipated.
Without pausing we moved on and within a short time were standing beneath
the massif Itself.
Under the expert auldance of Ted, we passed throuah the dense brush
which rings the mountain and began to wend our way up a long ravine.

Even

from this distance, 1t was obvious that an ascent by the standard route
would be foolhardy.

Not to be daunted by the seemingly imoassahle harrier

which lay above, we forged on.
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The

thick

windcrust

on

necessitated the use of an axe.

the

exposed

slopes

above

the

ravine

It seemed prudent to rope up on several

of the pitches.
After rising a considerable distance, I suggested a traverse to the
south in order to avoid the impasse above.

This rarely climbed route

would lead us out onto an exposed face plagued by icefalls but with the
advantage of being neaotiable in a finite period of time.

A vote was held

and a unanimous decision was made to try this route.
The face proved to be uneventful but the surrounding vista was almost
overwhelming.
taken.

We could look far back out over the circuitous route we had

We certainly would never have come so far in a single day without

the keen routefinding abilities of Ted Blern.
We bivied only a few pitches above the face.

Even though the

temperature plunged and the wind howled, all of us were cheered by the
thought of the ascent being close at hand.
Risinq early, we pressed onwards.

As the day wore on, it became

apparent that it would not get any warmer.

The sun-dogs themselves were

so brilliant that it hurt to look at them.
Our eyes were constantly being drawn to the expanse which lay below.
As we rose ever higher, the horizon seemed to move off towards infinity.
Surely there can be no other place on earth like this!
The final pitch to the summit required a lengthy traverse to the
northern slopes but was by no means insurmountable.
on the hoar encrusted peak.

Triumphantly we stood

We were surrounded by a world of glistening

white snow beneath the dazzling blue heavens.
I couldn't help but recall the emotions with which Lisa and I had
first sooken about Blackstrap.

Looking over at Jeff, it was obvious that

he too was enraptured by the scene which had unfolded before his eyes.
No one spoke for what could have been an eternity.

It wasn't until

the huge shadow of the mountain was receding far into the distance that we
left this grandeur.

As we descended, Lisa and I knew that this ascent had

affected Jeff profoundly.

We knew that he would carry memories of our

secret mountain with him for life.
Invigorated

by

our

climb, with

vivid memories

of

the

grandest

mountain in Saskatchewan in our minds, we returned to the west coast.
Participants
Jeff Greenwood
Lisa Moody

Ted Blern
Mike Hayden
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JOSHUA TREE
Theresa Duynstee

Chrlstaas 1987-Hew Year 1988

Mid-December, papers finished, exams written . . . freedom!
get away, south, warmth . . .

Time to

fun 1n the sun!

Joshua Tree, Mojave Desert, two hours east of L;A., a place to climb,
hike, cycle, or just hang out . . . let's ao!
Being one of the many groups, our party left Vancouver on a cool,
snowy Sunday morning.

With no hesitation, four of us packed Into Markus's

4x4 cab, while our gear nestled 1n the back secured under a canopy.

I

stared outside the window as we passed the snow-laden banks of White Rock,
and I wondered how much good skiing I would be missing.
The hours of driving In the rain ticked over slowly while visions of
cllmblna 5.10's danced in our heads.

It wasn't until later that evening,

around 9:30 (not a particularly bewitching hour), that we had our first
spurt of adrenalin.
station for miles.

The gas tank was on empty and we hadn't seen a
Several

times we were led off the highway by the

illusive "gas next exit" sign only to find the station closed.

Luckily,

after four attempts, we found an open station and didn't even grumble
about the relatively higher prices.
Continuing on Into Northern California, we again encountered snow.
Flashing lights warned us that chains were required.

Naturally we didn't

have any, for who would have thought it would be necessary on your way to
the desert.

Caught in a line of bumper-to-bumper

traffic midst giant

semi-trucks, we anxiously looked for other vehicles without chains.
were checkers signalHna unprepared drivers to turn off.
break

in the line, leading Markus to maneuver

surpassing any inspection.

Ahead

Howard noticed a

our position

into one

The next half hour we drove nast more trucks

and cars than we saw on the rest of the trip!
Feeling our driving skills were well tuned, we continued through the
night.

Having

realized that, for me, sleep

was

unobtainable

in the

upright position, I abandoned the pleasant company, tunes, and continued
munchies for a makeshift bed on top of our gear.
I awoke several hours later, ready to resume my shift at the wheel.
Nick, after doing the late night special (2 a.m.-6 a.m.), also opted for
the back in order to get some serious "shut-eye."
of thick fog.

Dawn came in a blanket

It was not until mid-morning, just north of L.A., that we

could finally see something other than the headlights of oncoming cars.
As we drove through the mid-morning traffic, our spirits lifted as
palm trees and sunny skies dominated the scene.
turtleneck came quickly as the day heated up.

Thoughts of abandonino my
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We had been on the road for 26 hours when we stopped at Yucca Valley
for groceries, fuel, water, and beer.

This was necessary, for none of

these commodities are available in the Joshua Tree Monument.

Arriving at

Hidden Valley Campground shortly before sunset, we soon spotted a B.C.
licence plate.

Identifying the car as belonging to Catherine and Richard

we immediately moved into the camp spot which became our home for the next
two weeks.
The next morning we awoke to clear, blue, sunny skies.

With our

lists of recommended climbs, we scanned the guidebook to fiaure out their
whereabouts.
Now, I had heard a lot about Joshua Tree from climbers, and the two
things which stuck in my mind were that the rock is very rough, and the
gradina of climbs is underrated (1n comparison to Squamish).

This led to

a rather elaborate taping session after breakfast, complete with tincture
of benzoin which, when applied to the skin, increases the adherence of the
tape.

Our first climb turned out to be a three star 5.1 called the Eye of

the Cyclops.

This was the steepest, as well as the most interesting low

fifth class climb I have ever done.

There wasn't any need to leave our

campground for there were lots of climbs to venture on as we moved on to
the higher grades.

The day went bv quickly, as most did, with the sun

setting just after 4 p.m.
When the wind chill factor started sianiflcantly altering the air
temperature, we headed down to Indian Cove.
elevation,

1t

became

especially Canadians.

the

hotspot,

One thousand feet lower 1n

attracting

lots

of

climbers

and

This unseasonably cold weather (the locals claimed

it was the coldest 1n 10 years) was not tolerated by some people who took
off to Death Valley.

Christmas day was particularly brutal, which gave a

group of us a chance to do some exploring.

Amongst the Wonderland of

Rocks we discovered an abundance of plant life, birds, and historical
artifacts, not to mention a lot more climbs to be attempted.
There certainly was something for everybody.

The slab climbing was

particularly good, for the rough rock even made runners seem like sticky
shoes.
Many of the popular face climbs had bolts but there were also a lot
of routes which had been encountered by the ethic police (bolt choppers).
The crack climbs often gave you that vertical sensation encouraging a high
proficiency in placing protection.

There were also lots of overhangs and

off-widths for those who needed that extra challenge (eh, Howard?).
The non-cl1mb1ng

days could be spent in one of the many

desert

attractions such as Barker Dam, Lost Palms Oasis, and Keys View.

My

favorite was the Cholla Cactus Garden, not only because of Its uniqueness
but also its ability to make you intimately aware of your surroundings. I
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would not recommend this place on a windy day, however.
Then there 1s the social scene.

I was surprised how many familiar

faces I saw, Including a group of B.C.H.C.'ers who were camped a stone's
throw away.
partners.

This was

great, for

It provided

an

array

of

climbing

I had ample opportunity to lead as well as follow up some of

the more intimidating climbs.
Some evenings we would gather around a campfire.

This depended on

the wood supply which had to be either brought from home or bought 1n
town.

Other times we would huddle Into a tent and play cards.

The hot

springs, a 40-minute drive away, were also a desirable destination.
you could sit In the hot pools and look up at the stars.

Here

There was also a

swimming pool, sauna, and showers located at this resort.
New Year's Eve topped off the vacation quite nicely.

Ken started

things rolling with his guitar; as our voices lifted, new faces appeared
around our campfire which was growing steadily with donations of wood.

It

wasn't long before we had three guitarists and about 30 people singing and
talking the night away.
Quite a few of us left Joshua Tree the next day, while others,
without classes to attend, stayed on another week or so.

Like in many of

my outdoor adventures, it was the friends and people I encountered who
made the holiday memorable.

In this unioue desert environment, we shared

our feelings of anticipation, marvel, and triumph.
know each other as well as ourselves.
working

towards personal

We had time to get to

Best of all, we got to climb,

goals, which developed

skills,

invaluable

no

matter where you go in the mountains.
Familiar Faces at Joshua Tree
Markus

Emily

Nick

Kobus

Betsy

Howard

Geoff

Rosanne

Richard

Fern

Catherine

Laurie

Brian W.

Paul
Brian G.

Xavier

Dean

Dominique

Andy

Brad

Muriel

Daryl

Anna

Andrea

Ken
Paul
Chris

Denise

Steve
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STIFF LITTLE FINGERS: JOSHUA TREE AT CHRISTMAS
Script:

H1ck Folkard

Musical score:

Narkus Kellerhals

Christmas 1987-New Year 1988

Is four people in one King-cab for 26 hours a world record?
why not?

If not,

What about 532 plays of "Rum, Sodomy, and the Lash" by The

Pogues in 10 days?

The VOC pilgrimage to California was truly an epic.

We left the sleet of Vancouver at 11:30

on Sunday

morning, and

staggered out of the truck at 1:30 the next day, blinking 1n the warm
Yucca Valley sunshine.

"We" were Markus, Theresa (D.), me, and Howard,

another "whlngeing pom" (Kellerhals, 1987) who would use the native charm
common to all Englishmen (well, most of them) to win over every female in
Joshua Tree in the next few days.
After a brief stop to buy beer and water (indistinguishable In taste
and price) and a few other essentials, we headed into Joshua Tree National
Monument, parked next to a brown Datsun with B.C. plates, and "Oz Is
grate"

stickers
1

Richard s — a n d

all

set up

over

1t—which

tent city

we

on his

brilliantly
site.

deduced

Theresa

to

cooked

be

up a

wonderful peanut butter and zucchini concoction, which we ate in a matter
of seconds before retiring to bed for the next 12 hours.
The morning dawned warm and sunny.

We sat around and ogled the great

honey-coloured blocks of granite towering over the Joshua trees that waved
their misshapen arms wherever we looked.

We decided that this was going

to be a nice Christmas.
People
approximately
'biner).

shuffled

around

and

got

gear

together

(this

10 seconds, thanks to my lightweight rack—one

took

me

screwgate

We pattered off in different directions, only to find ourselves

15 minutes later forming a disorderly oueue at the bottom of "The Eye of
the Cyclops," a 3-star 5.1 (i.e., a good route, slightly harder than the
10th Avenue hill).

I amused myself by removing cholla cactus spines from

my leg, while Catherine discovered that Joshua Tree grades are somewhat
idiosyncratic—5.1 ain't 5.1!
This first day proved to be atypical
temperature.

in that it was a sensible

For the next 10 days there was a continuous biting wind,

which sent us all

scurrying

for the warmest and most sheltered crags.

Richard and Catherine scurried all the way to Death Valley.

Whingeing

Aussles!
Although anything north- or east-facing

was out of the question,

there were still plenty of good routes in the 5.4-5.9 range to trash your
fingertips or knuckles on.

Some people trashed both, but if you insist on

climbing 5.10c, Markus, what do you expect . . .?

Two routes which stick

In my mind are Mental Physics, a 5.7 crack splitting the face of a 150-
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foot dome, and Walk on the Wild Side, an awesome, 3-pltch, 5.8 way out on
the face of a huge bulging slab of granite.
partly

for the wlndchill

factoi—Steve

These routes are memorable

lost his beloved hat on Mental

Physics when a gust blew it horizontally

for several

hundred feet, and

Brian and I fought a continuous battle against hypothermia on Walk on the
Wild Side, which incidentally has a very entertaining walk/rap off.
Christmas Day was perhaps the coldest of all—w e walked all

day,

looking at rocks and plants and birds, clad in everything we owned, and
still froze.
cards

and

To keep warm in the evenings, we piled into one tent to play
drink

dollar-a-Htre

red

wine,

or

parasitised

people's

camnfires, o r — t h e ultimate in decadence—drove to Desert Hot Springs to
invade the plush hotel and sit in the open-air pools, steaming gently and
watching the scum float to the surface, before devouring "Macho Burritos"
on the way home.
There was a final

blast on New Year's Eve—huge bonfire, lots of

people, a phenomenal quantity and variety of alcohol, three guitars, one
flute, one mouth organ, etc., etc.

I actually went to sleep warm that

night—must have been the "home-made plum brandy" (aka firewater).

The

fire was still smoulderinq the next morning, and noon saw the pathetic
spectacle of numerous bleary-eyed climbers huddled around the dying embers
holding their heads.
A couole more days of lethargy, a couple more
condensation
home.

nights

of

frozen

and water bottles inside the tent, and 1t was time to go

Markus and his truck were staying, so five of us had a luxurious

ride in a vast station wagon through the monotony and rain of Northern
California, the bleak alpine passes into Oregon, the forests and mountains
of the Northwest, and eventually home to toasty Vancouver.
Participants
Markus Kellerhals

Howard Simpson

Theresa Duynstee

Nick Folkard (In

the King-cab) and about 100 others (too numerous to mention)

ADVENTURES IN PARADISE
(JOSHUA TREE NATIONAL HOHUHENT)
Laurie Newell
Cold.

December 26, 1987-January 3, 1988
It was

cold.

Not exactly

the balmy

Southern

California

welcome we had hoped for, but at 1 a.m. I guess 1t was to be expected.
Having

just

spent the

last 40 hours driving

(except for a

five-hour

interlude while wai.ting for the car to be fixed), we couldn't be bothered
with tents and opted to sleep under the stars.

It was really cold.
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The morning sun encouraged us to believe (wrongly) that 1t would warm
up.

And despite the fact that the blocks of Ice 1n our water containers

told us our hopes were in vain, we were determined to do some climbing.
After a somewhat-less-than-alplne start (11:30 a.m.!), we headed off from
Hidden Valley over to Jumbo Rocks, to try to reunite Chris and Oenlse with
their gear (which after a night of profuse shivering they were more than
glad to see).
there.

And we figured we'd check out the climbing while we were

We set up a top rope on a crack (one of many) by the road.

But

while the route itself was innocuous enouqh, the crystals In the rock
turned out to be rather huge and carnivorous.

As the last of eight people

up the route, I got to "ooh" and "aah" at the blood splotches already on
the rock, adding my own at strategic locations.

We had achieved "First

Blood."
Having engaged In this mandatory bit of pain, wandering and exploring
this

amazing

desert

suddenly

became

decided to head over to Barker Dam.

very

appealing,

and Geoff

and I

Once there, we wandered slowly; I was

in awe of just about everything—the rocks, the cacti, the Joshua trees,
the colours, the whole texture and atmosphere of the place.
alien and magical.

It was almost

We pondered the ancient Indian petroglyphs (carvinos)

1n the rock, speculating on what they were trying to say, and why they had
been put here, In this wind-carved "cave."

Wow!

Then we wandered o n — u p

some rocks, through the desert, and over to the dam just in time to watch
the clouds catch fire in the sunset.

It was dark when we got to the car.

"It always pays to be the last out of the parking lot.
things other people miss."

You get to see

It was a philosophy I would soon learn to

question.
On day two we were even more determined to climb, so we headed off to
fight the crowds on Double Dip and Black Tide on Echo Rock.
looking after his knees, I got to do the leadina.

As Geoff was

And though I started

out rather shakily, I was able to overcome an Innate tendency to freak out
on lead (encouraging).

By the time we got up Black Tide, the sun was

gone, and the wind was strong enough that it had become wise to time moves
in between gusts.

We decided not to stick around, and went over to the

Wonderland of Rocks to spend another afternoon wandering.
the car It began to snow.

On the way to

It didn't-last long, though, and the moon was

out by the time we finished our walk.

We were the last to leave the

parking lot again.
Wednesday, Dean came with us, and we did a climb on Turtle Rock.

It

was in the shade, however, and we soon discovered why there was onlv one
other party on the rock:
make.

jamming with numb fingers does not good climbing

And Andy's assurance that the descent was an easy walk off the hack

didn't quite pan out, as we ended up wandering around for a long time and
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finally just going for the least ominous of the options.
After lunch we crossed the road to Locomotion Rock in Hidden Valley
proper to attempt Leaping Leana.

After hanqina (literally) around on the

first move for a while, slowly taking more skin off my hand (what skill!),
I gave Geoff the lead and he did it in lovely "I won't bend my left knee"
style.

I have convinced myself that the first move is one of those that

gets easier, the taller you are (wimp, whine).

We later discovered that

it's called Leaping Leana because a variation that avoids the first bit
involves jumping from a large boulder across to a bolt on the face—what
options!

Anyway, after watching the sunset from the top, we did another

(not entirely intentional) rap off by moonlight and were (of course) the
last ones to leave.
The next day was probably the most intellectually stimulating, as
Geoff, Fern, Emily, and I stopped at the Institute for the Science of
Mentalphysics in Yucca Valley (after which the climb 1s no doubt named).
It is a (surprisingly) pleasant, well-kept place, with very

friendly

people, eager to offer assistance and free information on their brand of
religion, a mixture of eastern and western philosophies.

And while none

of us was converted, we did adopt the Insightful motto of John Dingle
(aka Do Le M1ng), the founder of Mentalphysics:
me).

"Do 1t" (sounds good to

So we than headed off to Indian Cove, 1n what turned out to be a

vain attempt to get into the Wonderland from that end of the Monument.
After four hours of scrambling, Geoff and I (Fern and Emily had gone
shopping and to do laundry) had made it onto the top of one of the bigger
lumps,

just

as

the

sun went behind

the

next

hills.

Yet

another

(successful) moonlight descent.
Though more or less conscious and functional the next day (New Year's
Day), we got another less-than-alplne start, and after parking about a
mile and a half further away than we had to, we got to our objective for
the day at 1:30.

The climb, a lovely face called Walk on the Wild Side,

lived up to its name.

After I did what must be the world's slowest lead

on the first pitch, and a faster but incredibly colder following two, we
got to the top, yes, you guessed it, just in time to watch the sun set.
This time it caused some concern, however, as the descent route Is not
exactly obvious, and we had only one short 11 mm rope for raoping.
began to question our decision to leave the 9 mm behind.

We

What took us

almost four hours to climb, took three and a half to descend, and Involved
the sacrifice of one VOC sling.

By the time we got down, we had a rescue

party waiting to drive us back to the car (yay!).

Definitely a memorable

way to finish a trip.
The next morning involved reluctant packing and clean-up, and as we
piled into the overloaded car, something seemed strange. . The sun was
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out—really bright.

And 1t was warm.

We were leaving, but finally 1t was

warm.
Participants
Dean Allen

Andy 8 Muriel Pacheco

Kobus Barnard

Fern Heltkamp

Emily Butler

Geoff Harris
Laurie Newell

and many others.

WALKING OH THE WILD SIDE
Geoff Harris

January 1, 1988

In the desert, mad plans are made at the drop of a cactus needle.
Even worse, some schemes actually

go farther than the planning

stage.

Such was the case the previous afternoon when a small crew from our camp
had set off to find a route Into the Wonderland from the far side.
brave souls had given up after only a few hours of thrashing
boulders for the more mundane chore of washing clothes.

Two

through

However, the

remaining two of us actually managed to get a glimpse of the Wonderland
from atop a granite dome as the sun sank below the horizon.

The retreat

under a near-full moon is a tale to be told, but not here.

Now 1t was a

new day in Joshua Tree, and a world of new adventures awaited.
Being

basically

nocturnal

somewhat later than the sun.

and true to their form, the rats rose
It was the first day of the New Year, and

most of the desert life had Ice bags on their heads.
I began the day in the usual fashion:
flexibility to them after the night.

stretching each paw, returning

I was s t m

recovering from a near-

death struggle with an old desert owl

and had only

sufficient use of my.hind legs to climb.

As I stretched, a couple of jack

recently

regained

rabbits jogged by on their daily training circuit, gear rattling, ears
twitching.

As they passed, one of them glanced at his watch and said,

"We'll never get to the Wonderland at this pace!"

They joqged faster and

were soon out of sight.
A small commotion stirred in the rat tent.

A curvaceous long tail

emerged from the door soon followed by the rest of Laurie.

She sauinted

at the new day's sun, saw me watching, and flashed a stunning
Laurie is a blue Patagonian rat with matching eyes.
MEC rat, but I do have blue eyes.

smile.

I am a standard qrey

We'd climbed together four days now,

and this was to be the last; tomorrow it was back to the far north and our
other realities.

These thoughts were still

far from our minds as we

scampered and played In the desert sun.
Kobus and Emily, two stout rats from the darker side of Port Moody,
were preparing breakfast; I was finished stretching

and went over and
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joined them.

Here too was Fern, one of the more literate rodents of our

small camp, chipping frozen milk out of her bowl.
mate until she left me for a rat from Montana.

Fern had been my tent

This of course left me out

in the cold, so when the reinforcements arrived after Christmas, I wasted
no time in securing a couple of warm bodies for the tent.

I heroically

offered the centre position to Laurie, leaving Dean and myself free to
crush her in our early morning search for warmth.
Today Laurie wanted to climb in the Hidden Valley, so I discussed
possible routes with Kobus while we munched our tasteeos.

After settling

on two possible routes, I scampered over to where Laurie sat with the
other UBC rats:

Andy, Muriel, and Dean.

A small

desert dragon sat

blowino flame on a jaffel iron as Andy continually prodded it into a slow
anner.

This exercise usually ended up with a smlrklna dragon and a burned

jaffel, but he was improving with practice.
I showed Laurie the routes we'd found, and as she looked them over I
stood up on my hind legs, balancing with my tail, and looked out over the
desert.

Over the last two weeks I had looked out over the desert every

day, and each time my eyes were drawn to the same place.
lengths away was a classic buttress called Saddle Rock.

Many tail-

It had some of

the longest climbs in the area, and I had resisted the urqe to climb it
for fear my legs wouldn't hold up.
followed my gaze.

Laurie noticed my far away look and

"What is it?" she asked.

I controlled an urge to start running over the desert towards 1t and
answered, "A Walk on the Wild Side."
Laurie looked a bit longer.
"Five-e1ght-plus,"

"What's it go at?"

I replied

a

little

breathlessly.

The

night

before, we had all huddled close about the fire and told each other our
resolutions

for the New Year.

Several

times over the last year I'd

injured my limbs from a few minutes of wild abandon on a climb.

I had

resolved this year to let my body recover fully.
Laurie looked away from the horizon and said simply, "Looks nice.
Let's do it."
I looked back at. the climb; "I can't . . . ."

In my mind I could see

myself climbing down from the summit, only instead of walking
fours, my hind legs were dragging along uselessly.

on all

I shook the picture

from my head; after all, the climb wasn't that big, only three pitches,
and today was the last day.
slowly . . . ."

I felt my resolve crack.

"Well, I could go

My resolve cracked further and then slowly crumbled Into

a little pile of desert, dust and was collected up by a wind spirit never
to be seen again.
We quickly gathered our rack and honped on the back of a passing
desert turtle and rode eastward to the climb.

We soon left the silver-
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backed turtle In the sparse shade of a Joshua tree and struck out across
the desert floor, eyes always peeled for the dark shadows of the eagles.
Eventually

the desert floor began to climb towards the blue sea;

looking up I could see the angry sea serpents carvlna white paths through
the blue.

Farther up, the vegetation began to thin out, and the sand

became firm and steep.

In the distance could be heard the barking of

coyotes, as we made our way up a ramp that brought us to the top of a
flake.

The desert stretched above us, hiding

series of dips and ridges.
the start of the climb.

Its mysteries

behind a

Ahead, a bolt stood as a sentinel, declaring

Out came the rack, Fire's; ropes were uncoiled.

The barking 1n the background got louder, and soon two lycra coyotes
with L.A. accents nosed their way onto the ledge.

"You doln

1

Walk on the

Wild Side?" the red one asked.
"Thinking of it," I replied defensively.
"Can we go ahead of you?

We've done 1t three times before; won't

take long."
"Yeah, won't take long," echoed the blue lycra'd one.
I looked at.Laurie, "It's your lead."
Her whiskers twitched as she considered.

"Well, I'll he go1no pretty

slowly, so O.K., go ahead."
The colourful pair dropped their gear, and we watched in amusement as
they rolled on their backs and pulled and tugged with both forepaws and
snout until the rope was knotted into their harnesses.

The first headed

off upwards at a quick pace as the other climbed down behind the flake
Into the shadow-filled hole.

The sun was just beginning to warm the rock,

but the wind spirits had arrived.
rock with their 1cy fingers.

They rushed around caressing us and the

The sound of sharp teeth chattering soon

echoed from the shade of the hole.

I set my belay at the top of the flake

so I could stay in the sun, which still offered some warmth from the
ethereal ice.
An "off belay" soon floated down from above.

The second hit her paws

against the flake, trying to brina some warmth back into them, and then
started up, tail wrapped tightly against her lycra coat.
blew past; from above, " S ~ t ! "
route go?

Ten feet later, " S — t !

More spirits
Where does the

S—t!"

The answer came down, "Go right!"
"But it's easier left!"
"Well
"S~t!

I went right, whatever!"

I tied Into our rone.
"S—t!

She went

I'm off route; I can't feel my paws.
Tension!! . . . S — t !

"What?"

left; ten

Laurie tugged on her Fire's.
Lower me!"

feet

later,

S—t!"
From above,
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"Lower roe!!" She gravitated slowly down the face, tall now tucked
firmly between her legs.

Soon the other rapped down.

Maybe they would

have better luck chasing roadrunners, I thought, as the two slunk quietly
away into the desert to recover their self-esteem.
We rubbed our forepaws together for a hit, then Laurie started up the
pitch.

The cold crept back Into my paws, and I nulled my hat close over

my ears.

Laurie was past the first bolt and heading up to the point where

the second coyote had balled out.
"I think it goes rlciht."

"It looks easy left," she called down.

She went right.

A delicate looking balance

move, that only a true long-tailed rat could pull off, led to the next
bolt.

Soon she was out of sight, and I took the chance to stretch my

neck.

It was cold alright; I kept trying to think of a way that I could

get my wind pants from the pack and put them on without taking Laurie off
belay.

She hadn't moved for a while, and thoughts of what a fall would

mean crept in.
"Watch me!" floated down from Laurie.
I couldn't see her but tried to sound reassuring.
The rope moved up a bit then back down.
Laurie called down again.
me!"

"I've got you!"

I rubbed my paws on my leg.

"It's cold, my paws are numb.

Again the rope went up and stopped.

O.K., watch

A fall would be pretty nasty;

there were too many bumps and dips, and the face was not vertical.
worry Increased, as the longer she waited the colder It would be.

My
The

rope moved back down.

I heoan to have that guilty feeling of being glad

1t wasn't me up there.

Twenty minutes had passed since the last bolt was

clipped.

I guessed

she

was

about

two

tall-lengths

Finally, "I'm going to try something, watch me!"

past

that

now.

This time the rope kept

going up, and a blue figure moved onto the horizon far above.
Soon she was off belay, and 1t was time to move.
tightened my Fires, and started up.

I pulled my belay,

My paws were guickly numbed, and I

had to rely on my Fires for all the holds.

I reached the point that

Laurie had had trouble with and was soon Impressed.

This was a steep slab

with small flakes for toes to grlD, but, without being able to feel the
holds, vou couldn't, tell if they would stop you if you sllDped.
spirit circled me, playfully tugging at my side.
Fire's; the left one blew away.

Tall spinnlna frantically to maintain

balance; I gripped with both forepaws and stuck there.
tails!" I thought, as my paws found some larger holds.
the crux was on the next oitch, and 1f I found this hard

"Thank God for

How I was worried;
....

Eventually I found myself a tail's lenath below Laurie.
near vertical and 1t looked hard.
up over there."

A wind

I balanced up on my

The face was

I looked around; Laurie said, "I came
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Over there was a small ramp leading to the belay ledge.

But from

here to there was about as hard looking as the direct route above me.
"Guess I'm off route a bit.

Oh, well, watch me."

She smiled, "Go for 1t!"

Up till now I'd avoided bending my Injured

left hind leg too much, but here it seemed I had no choice.

The holds

were small flakes, a little loose, and there was sand on them.

I snagged

one toe off to the side and stemmed off the other.

I could feel my

forepaws resisting the grip, the cold cramping them.

I readjusted my

holds, made another move, then, hyperflexing both knees, I reached up onto
the ledge where Laurie sat . . .
beside her.

an awkward mantle . . . and I sat down

I Instinctively rubbed my knees.

They didn't seem to be any

worse off.
Laurie started organising the rack while I looked over the topo map.
The five-eight-plus move was marked just below a small roof or ledge, It
was hard to tell where.

I looked up above me, then down the way we had

come, and again at the map.
five-eight below it!
me.

Hold it, here was the belay and here was the

I grinned at Laurie, "Guess what?"

"You led the crux pitch!"

She looked at

I figured she would think I did it on

purpose, so I waited for the Inevitable.
Laurie grinned back at me.
it."

"All right!

It was hard; I'm glad I did

She passed me the rack and sent me off up the next pitch.

The holds

were larger and the face not as steep, and soon I was near the top of the
pitch.

A short traverse led to the next bolt belay.

still cold; I was elected to do the final pitch.

Laurie arrived,

It started out with a

short ladder formed by holes through a veneer covering over the main
face.

I moved delicately onto the brittle ladder; it seemed solid but no

sense in testing 1t.

The ladder led into an easy groove and on up to the

final belay on a large ledge.
the final belay.

My forepaws were no longer cold as I set up

The sun was setting, castina long shadows off the Joshua

trees onto the desert below.

A paw reached into view, a helmet, a pair of

blue eyes stared up at me . . . she was soon on the ledne.
We sat for a bit and watched the world, our eyes drinkino up the sea
as Its colour deepened towards black.
ramp while I kept her on belay.
the upper and lower summits.

Laurie scurried up a left-curving

Shortly, I followed into a groove between
Laurie" found some slings under a block.

went a short distance up the groove, but it ended in a steep face.

I
The

topo had shown an arrow going off this side of the climb, so we turned our
attention downwards.
The only reasonable route off was down Into a chimney behind a huge
boulder.

With a top rope I headed Into it and worked my way onto a slab

on the other side.

While Laurie set up a rap for herself, 1 hunted for

the "obvious" descent route.

Kobus had mentioned a one bolt rap point on
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a larqe boulder, but I couldn't see one.
vertical drop.

The slab below ended with a

A large crack led towards the back of the buttress, but

after scrambling uo I couldn't see that 1t would be any easier rapping
from there.

I found a small pile of chalk spilt on the slab at one point,

the only sign that anyone had ever been there.
slab, the darkness was complete.

When Laurie arrived on the

Above us swam a sea of stars, the near-

full moon casting us in shadows while Hqhting the world around us.
Stomachs growled; I reached into mv magic dust bag and produced a
Snickers bar.

Blowing the dust off, I offered some to Laurie; we ate and

contemplated our position.

"Well, here we are, two rats on a ledge."

"Eating a Snickers bar . . . .

What do you think, climb back a ways

or rap?" Laurie asked.
"There's not too much back there that I could see.

I think try

rapping first."
"O.K., then, let's do it."
I set up a belay through a hollow flake and cast the rope down the
slab.

It almost reached the edqe above the drop.

short," I suaaested.

"Guess the rope's too

I rapped down anyway to see if there was another

anchor point farther down.

I went until I felt the knots in the end of

the rope against my paws.

Looking around, I couldn't see any cracks or

flakes

for another

ran anchor.

I swung across the slab looking

for

something, but eventually gave up and went paw over paw back up the rope,
moving my prusik ahead of me as I went.
The next choice was to climb farther back.
I recoiled the rope.

Laurie started off while

When I caught up to her, she was standing 1n full

moonlight that shone down a gully from above.

The next moves were along

the top of a boulder and lowering off Into a hole behind it.

I got onto

the top of the boulder and immediately felt the exposure below my paws.
backed up a bit, turned around, and tried bum sliding.

I

It didn't seem

nearly as bad this way, so I slid to the end of the rock and lowered into
the hole behind.
My knees had begun to protest against the constant
stopped and rested them for a bit.

so I

From here the only way was to rap off

or try chimneying behind another boulder.
the rock and darkness grinned back.

abuse,

I looked into the gap behind

"I don't like the looks of that.

It

could swallow you whole."
"We could try climMna up the gully?"

I looked up the moonlit gully;

Laurie said, "I smell pine."
"What?"
"I smell pine."
I stood up and sniffed the air.
smell, something from home.

Pine; 1t was a familiar, comforting

"I'll rap down and see what's there."

So
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over the edge I went, paws spinning In mid-air, onto a slab four talllengths down.

The smell was strong now.

looking back at me 1n obvious surprise.

To my right was an old pine
Trees usually have a lot to say

If you have the time to listen, but this one was unusually quiet, maybe a
little sad to be alone.

I gave 1t a hug as I worked my way by 1t.

the other side I looked at the chimney behind the boulder.
was only a rat's height deep.
chimneyed

around

the other

climbing over boulders.

From

The dark hole

I told Laurie; she dropped me the rope and
side.

I headed

towards

the

back

again,

Eventually I reached another drop.

It looked H k e It would go with one rap and at the bottom we might be
off

the buttress.

I scampered

back

to meet Laurie

at the tree and

grinned, "Come on."
"Did you find anything?"
"Come on!"

I headed back.

"A way down??"
"I think so.

I couldn't-see where we'll get a rap anchor In, but I'm

sure It will go."
Laurie arrived and looked
there?"

1t over.

"How

I looked at the ledge we had to get to.

stepping onto 1t.

about

that flake

over

Close, but a bit exposed

I looked back at Laurie; she was already moving onto

the ledge, so over I stepped.

A short rap and we were on the ground.

my hind paws sat a small arrow formed from stones.

At

We thanked It for Its

advice and ambled off down to the level desert, Laurie softly singing a
lament to a welder with a Catholic wife and twenty-four ratlets.

I knew

the words but decided to keep quiet and enjoy the peaceful sound of her
voice.
My legs were both a little sore now, so I concentrated on moving
carefully as we wove our way through rocks and cacti.

A dark

shadow

flashed over the desert ahead with a sound that made my fur climb.
froze, ears and whiskers flattened."

The shadow passed again.

We

From the

corner of my eye I saw the dark shape of the owl; it was headina away.
Thankfully we were
overlooked.
dangerous

still

in the shadow of the buttress

and had been

My ears unflattened and I smoothed my fur down. "Owls, more
than

carelessness.

rapping,

those,"

The climb's

I

said,

as

I cursed

myself

for

my

never over until you're safe 1n your camp

again, sometimes not even then.

We started off again with more care and

headed down a trail to the base of the climb.
and, more importantly, food and water.

Our gear was still there

After a brief rest and stretch we

started back towards camp.
My leg was getting worse, causing me to move very slowly.

Laurie was

showing a great deal of restraint and was walking only a hit ahead.

I

really enjoyed her company and there is safety 1n numbers, but I felt

Joshua trees, Joshua Tree National Monument,
Southern California.
photo: Andy Pacheco
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guilty making her go so slowly.

Trying to sound convincing, I suggested

that she might go ahead and see If the desert turtle was still about and
1f he might be coerced Into giving us a lift back to camp.
agreed,

and, with

a

hug

afterwards, she was off.

that

kept

my

tingling

She heartily

for

some

time

I plodded along, keeping my left leg straight on

each step, forcing myself to go slowly.
starry sky.

fur

As I walked I looked up to the

There was Spike the Wonder Dog, friend to all Desert Rats, In

his night vigil.

I thought about the owl, smiled, and sent a silent

thanks to Spike's upturned ears.
A short time later I began to hear voices.
voices stopped.

I listened again; silence.

I shook my head and the

This brought memories of a

climb Kobus and I had done one year at Slesse Mountain.

We were coming

back in the dark after spending over twenty-four hours getting off the
climb, and I had found a field of blue and violet flowers in the middle of
the logging road.

Kobus had never been able to see them; in fact, there

was damned little either of us could see of anything since our headlamps
were not working.
My mind drifted back from the past.
called; it sounded like Andy's voice.

I could hear Laurie's name being

To my right, I saw lights.

"Well,

I can't be hallucinating with two senses at the same time," I thought, so
I answered the calls and headed towards the lights.
and the UBC rats were there.
events.

Soon I arrived; Kobus

Laurie was filling them in on the day's

Andy looked at me, "We were getting a hit worried."

"We're just plodding along at my usual pace, you know, but thanks."
"Well, I owed you one for the Valley."

Some years before, I'd gone

looking for Andy and Muriel in Yosemite with much the same results.

By

the time you get to where you start to look they show u p — t h e best way.
Keeping my priorities straight, I looked at Kobus.

"You eaten yet?"

"Not yet."
"Well, then, let's go!"
brought them

to the

watchful eyes.
serious damage.

We boarded the Great Green Whale that had

desert, and drifted

into the west under Spike's

My legs now felt tired, but I knew I hadn't done them any
I looked hack to where we had been.

bathed in the silver glow of the moon.

The desert was

From the corner of my eye I

thought I saw Spike wag his tall.
Participants
Geoff Harris

Laurie Newell

Kobus Barnard

Emily Butler

Andy Pacheco

Muriel Pacheco

Dean Allen

Fern Hietkamp
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ROGER'S PASS HEW YEAR TRIP
Paul Stolorz

December 29, 1987-January 3, 1988

A hardy group of five souls set out from Vancouver bright and early
on Tuesday, December 29, 1987.
Roner's Pass.

Their destination:

the A.C.C. hut at

Obviously the excitement of the trip was too much for them,

as one carload forgot to strap their skis down after placing them on the
roof rack.

After a short stop to rectify the problem, the hardy, though

now slightly embarrassed, adventurers continued on their way.
A scant, einht hours later, the intrepid group, consisting of Brad,
Rernd, Heather, Paul, and Keith arrived at the Roger's Pass carpark, their
hearts

re.ioicing

and

their

bellies

Macdonald's and Wendy's "delicacies."

full

of

various

combinations

of

They faced the daunting prospect of

skiing a total distance of perhaps 1000 metres (yes, ONE THOUSAND METRES!)
to the cabin itself.

Fortunately, this gruelling task was successfully

accomplished without Injury, after a monumental
railway grade.

struggle up a fiendish

Sadly, it was realised at the cabin that something was

very, verv wrono:

the alcohol

supplies were still

back 1n the cars!

Terror-stricken, they rushed back to the carpark and returned with the
vital goodies—it had been a narrow escape indeed.
Meanwhile, Mark, Alex, and Felix had been snaking their way through
the ski resorts of the Okanagan, video-camera in hand, recording 1n minute
detail the nuances of the Penticton-Kelowna highway.
the

video-camera

had

completely

warped

their

The heady power of

brains,

for

they

had

conceived the entirely lunatic plan of pitching a tent outside the Roger's
Pass cabin, and sleeping in it.

Arrivlno at the hut Itself, they Informed

the occupants of their plans, and duly erected their tent.

Small hope was

held for their survival.
The cabin occupants emerged on Wednesday morning to find the three
tent lunatics miraculously
overnight.

alive, despite severely subzero

There followed four days of absolutely

chilly, weather.

though

On Wednesday a day trip was made to the Asulkan Col

beneath Young's Peak, where both
ideal.

temperatures

Immaculate,

snow conditions, and the view, were

The opportunity was taken to perfect the difficult but eleoant

head Christie turn, a graceful maneouvre which results ultimately in the
head being implanted gently but firmly 1n the snow while the skis flail
aimlessly in the air.
Thursday saw trips to the niecillewaet Ngve", the view dominated for
most of the day by the impressive approaches to Mt. Sir Donald.

Valley

mist in the afternoon made for tremendous vistas of the Asulkan Ridge and
Mt. Macdonald further down the valley.

The terrain was carefully observed

on the route up, and in particular a nasty scrub and tree covered ridge
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was noted as worth avoiding.

Naturally, on the descent the party bumbled

directly onto this very ridge, hence turning a straightforward day Into a
mildly

Interesting

pseudo-epic,

featuring

a

large

guantlty

of

the

ubiquitous head Christies.
New Year's Eve celebrations on Thursday night were, well, extensive,
augmented by Dave and Lynn, who had arrived from Calgary on Wednesday.

A

large group of Alberta National Parks types shared the remainder of the
cabin, which holds 30 people.
be

celebrated

at

Alberta

It was therefore imperative that New Year

time

as

well

as

B.C.

time.

It

seemed

discriminatory to leave out eastern Canada, so Ontario New Year was also
toasted.

Entertainment was supplied by the Albertans, who held a rather

bizarre "fashion parade," in which spandex was the main clothing theme.
They also introduced and perfected an incredibly stupid beer can trick,
involving the crushing of empty beer cans with one's head on the cabin
celling,

and were

easily

able to coax

the more

feeble-minded

VOC'ers Into indulging in this eerily asinine activity.

of the

At one point

there was deemed to be insufficient snow, so a snow dance was held to coax
Huey

into

unloading

sacrifice

was

not

some

more.

Included

in

Unfortunately,
the

proceedings,

the
so

required
despite

virgin
vigorous

dancing, it failed to snow.
Friday
attempt

featured

a jaunt back

to reach a good

disappeared above us.

lunch

up Asulkan

spot before

Creek, and

the

a

fast-moving

desperate
sun

line

This effort succeeded, which was just as well as

the air temperatures in the shade were somewhat nippy, to say the least.
The cold air temperatures created a few problems, with several
skins refusing to stick and requiring substantial
tape.

climbina

taping with first-aid

However, these small difficulties were more than made up for by the

beautiful snow and weather conditions, enabling the head Christies to be
developed to unheard of levels of sophistication.
On Saturday Brad, Heather, and Bernd headed off to Balu Pass, while
Hark, Keith, and Dave made another frantic dash for Young's Peak, and Paul
and Lynn just gave up and lounged around

the hut all

day, wrestling

pathetically with the woodsaw in a vain attempt to lay in some firewood
(Felix and Alex had departed by this time for the luxuries of PREFERRED
GUEST STATUS at the Roger's Pass Lodge).

Once again, weather conditions

were essentially perfect, although some wind-slab snow appeared near Balu
pass.

The Young's Peak party had an interestina race with darkness at the

end of the day, which they lost, due mainly perhaps to their ferociously
early starting time of 10:30 a.m.
What trip would be complete without a broken down car?

True to form,

Keith's Datsun refused to start on Sunday morning, but after substantial
swearing

and

jump-starting,

it lurched

hesitantly

to

life,

and

the
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participants dispersed for an error-free drive home.
general, fantastically good fun.

The trip was, in

The cabin is kept in extremely

good

condition by the A.C.C., and the views of the whole area from the cols and
peaks are superb, dominated as they are by the spectacular Mt. Sir Donald
and the Asulkan Ridge across the valley.

The trip is highly recommended

to all and sundry, especially during low snow years such as this one, 1n
which avalanche danger is minimal.
Participants
Brad Nixon

Bernd Schultze

Heather Bury

Keith Thompson

Paul Stolorz

Mark Sowinski

Alex Snigorowicz

Felix Rohraff

Lynn Giddings

Dave Thomson

DIAMOND HEAD THE HARD WAY
Chris Bonington
(as told to Nick Folkard)

January 10, 1988

"Diamond Head's easy," they said.

"Ri, piece of cake," they said.

"What, even if I've spent a grand total of four hours of my life on
skis?"
"Yeah, no problem.
Great

You'll live."

....

So, there I was, in my shiny new boots, standing outside Fairview at
some unearthly hour of the morning.

Brad appeared when he was supposed

to, breaking the first commandment of the VOC:
time.

thou shalt not leave on

An hour or so later, we were hammering up the Diamond Head road,

negotiating the nasty bits by the "when in doubt, go faster" approach.
Even this failed eventually, and we piled into Tom's 4x4 for the last bit.
We reached the parking lot, and launched into the great "Wax or Skins
Debate."

Skins won by a large majority; we trudged off up the hill,

rapidly shedding layers.

Steve suggested we do the first nude ascent, an

idea which met with less support than it deserved.
I was astonished to find that I didn't slide backwards down the hill
with every step, and reached the first hut without falling over once.

The

procession

the

continued

up

towards

the

ridge,

stopping

to

ogle

magnificent view.
"It's all
ridge.

level

from here," someone

said as we

finally

hit

A few hundred yards along, we came to a downhill level bit.

the

I was

determined not to appear a total wally, and with fierce concentration
managed to negotiate the precipice.

The effect was rather spoiled as I

reached the bottom, where I discovered that skis with skins stop quite
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rapidly and executed a perfect face-plant.
I practised my snow-angel

technique a couple more times before I

reached the cabin, where I joined In the general stuffing of faces that
was

1n

progress.

Brad

went

outside

and

buried

a

Pieps

for

our

entertainment, and then the keeners headed off to the perfect avalanche
slopes across the valley while us wimps pottered back along the ridge.
Eventually

the moment

I'd

been

anticipating

arrived—1t was time to take off the skins.

with mixed

feelings

I accomplished this with the

loss of only two fingers, and we headed down through the powder to the
cabin.

I performed an average of 1.2 turns between wipe-outs, and spent

an average of six minutes swearing horribly as I tried to stand up each
time.
I reached the cabin just as 1t was getting dark, and just a few
minutes

before

a

series

of

figures

came

screaming

down

gloaming—the keeners, back from playinq on the mountain.
on, and we started down the invisible loqging road.
was slow—desperate
round corners.

out

of

the

Headlamps went

My initial

progress

snowplough down the straight bits, fall over to go

I soon decided this was no fun, and managed to find a

grotesque but reasonably stable position which prevented me from falling
over quite as often.

A few more trials and errors, with the considerable

incentive of tree-avoidance to spur me on, and I worked out how to go
round

corners.

Magic!

I stopped

saying

"Oof!"

and

started

saying

"Yeehah!" instead, and in no time I whizzed out Into the parking lot and
fell over in front of the waiting crowd.
"Hrnrn," I thought, as I poured several pounds of gorp down my throat
without touching the sides, and checked to see
broken.

if any

"Maybe this sklino lark's not so bad after all.

bones

weren't

Yeehah!"

Participants
Nick Folkard

Steve Dods

Ruth Brighouse

Jeff Greenwood

Brad Nixon

Bernd Schultze

Tom Baumann

Marc Broudo

Dave Hugaard

Peter Meisl

YAKKING ON"THE SEYHOUR
Geoff Harris

January 16, 1988

The water swirled about my head, time slowed.
"get the blade out of the water."

sent my paddle blade up towards the surface.
I rushed the setup.

I remember thinking,

I bent forward as far as I could and
I was running nut of air so

My head briefly popped into the daylight; I saw a

grey shape to my right as I sank back under.

I started to set up for a
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roll on the other side, and then realised what the grey shape was.

I

looked up from under the river and saw the pointed bow of Markus's kayak.
I left my paddle in one hand and reached up and qrabbed on; with a heave I
brought myself back to the rushing world of white water.
This was the start of the lower Seymour River.

The small rapid we

were playing in was from a formation called "The Toilet Bowl."

Markus was

teaching us to ferry hack and forth between back eddies separated by the
rapidly moving water.

The trick was to lean downstream all

the time.

When you head into the main raoid, you lean in the direction the water Is
flowing, but as you reach the back eddy on the other side, the water flows
in the other direction.

If you don't switch your lean, you go over, or at

least that's what happened to me.

Markus made it look so easy.

I did

make it across the first time, so I actually expected going back to be no
worse.
I drifted in a deep pool below the raoid, my head feeling the way 1t
does after eating ice cream too fast.

I was upset with myself.

roll just fine in the swimmina pool, hut here I felt useless.

I could
Well, at

least I'd done a qood eskimo rescue; that was one step short of balling
out and going swimming.
Feelino somewhat recovered, I paddled back towards the rapids.
was a t t e m D t i n q the ferry again.
to get himself out.

Ralph

He had already gone in once and managed

As I watched, he went over again, tried to roll once,

and then came up against the rock cliff on the far side.

He grabbed the

rock and flipped himself back up.
My enthusiasm had not yet been completely doused so I set up for
another go.

Markus demonstrated the technique a few more times, then I

tried again.
upstream.

I got into the main rapid and paddled hard to keep my bow

Markus had said it would be easier to back

paddle

on the

upstream side to adjust the angle of the bow, rather than paddling madly
on the downstream side.

I tried this and forgot my lean again.

It's a strange feeling to be upside down 1n a river.

The rushing

sound of the water vanishes the moment your head disappears under water.
A silent, upside-down world greets you as your senses try to adjust.
Actually not silent, but muffled.
think I was in shock.

roll, but I still felt useless.
be much help.

The cold doesn't help much either.

I

This partly explains my failure to execute a proper
This time Markus was too far upstream to

After my first attempt at rolling failed, I decided it was

time to bail out.

I tugged at the shock cord holding the spray skirt on.

My mind raced to make sure I did everything just right.
the only way to silo out of the kayak.

A forward roll 1s

My foot stuck as I tried to get

out, leaving a nasty cut when I forced it.
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I pushed to the surface and gulped fresh air.

Markus was paddling

over and when he got close enough I grabbed onto the back of his kayak and
got towed to the shore.
ended.

The cold bit into my ankles where my wetsult

Another ice cream headache rushed 1n.

I staggered onto the rocks

by the side, to the obvious amusement of the fishermen, and dumped the
water out of the kayak.
I had bought my wetsult the day before.

It had occurred to me that I

would need one, so I phoned up a wetsult company and explained my needs.
"You'll

freeze!" was the response.

Well, Markus seemed to think it was

O.K., and I'm always willing to try anything once.

At seven o'clock I

woke

rowers

to the news that two University

of Victoria

had died of

hypothermia when their boat flipped, so It'was with a little skepticism
that I faced the river that morning.
After a bit of a rest my enthusiasm returned so I reboarded the
kayak.

As I struggled with the spray skirt, Markus paddled back into view

towing Ralph.

This was Ralph's third time in, and he was finally netting

too cold for more practice, so it was decided that we would now run the
river.
Back in the river it was discovered that we had to be shown one more
technique.

I opted to try it in the slowest moving part of the river,

while Markus demonstrated it in the fastest.

This involved paddling into

the rapid, out of a back eddie, and letting the current swing the kayak
downstream so you were running with the stream.

This proved a lot easier

than ferrying, and soon we set off down the stream.
I

was

surprising

surprised

at

was that with

backwards up the stream.

how

slowly

we

little effort

actually
I could

moved.

Even

back-paddle

This technique proved essential

more

and move

in avoiding

rocks and in positioning the kayak to move between obstacles.

Even so,

the water was very low, and I often felt a rock pushing underneath me as I
paddled along.
Markus led the way and Ralph followed behind me.

We slowly worked

our way down the river, stopping in back eddies to regroup.

Eventually we

paddled out at the bottom by the Dollarton Highway.
We put the kayaks

down

by

the

road and

removed

some

layers

of

clothes.

My car had been left here so we could drive back uo to retrieve

Markus's.

Actually, it was very simple; I had Markus's keys in my pocket,

and my keys were in Markus's truck.

Oops!

"Gosh, darn," I said, as I

realised that I had just been nominated for a Goon Award.

I guarded the

kayaks as Ralph and Markus hoofed it back up the road in dripping wetsuits
and wetsuit booties.
Thus ended my first river run.

The next morning I woke up with the

beginnings of what proved to be a very nasty cold.

Could the gods he
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telling me something?
Participants
Markus Kellerhals (LI

Geoff Harris

Ralph Burger

WINTER LONGHIKE
(It's Chili at Cypress)
Nick Folkard

January 30-31, 1988

He arrived at Cypress in the inimitable VOC style—i.e. people plus
far too much gear in one car.

In this case, the gear included 15 french

sticks and half a cow (chopped up small), which between them occupied most
of the back of the car.
We extricated

ourselves

from the debris with some difficulty and

skated off in the general direction of the lifts.

Dave, Kelly, Fritz, and

Martin went over to the chairs, while Suzanne and I wimped out and joined
the three-year-olds on the rope tow.
The snow was interesting—not quite ice, but quite crunchy enough to
catch skis in little ruts and send them off in a direction

completely

different to that in which they were supposed to be qoing.

There were

also mini-icebergs sitting around on the more cut-up bits, which had much
the same effect on me as their grand-daddy had on the Titanic.
Still, I was pleased to discover that the previous weekend's Coast
Mountain

telemark

school

(highly

recommended, by the way) hadn't been

totally in vain, and that I could remember what I was supposed to be
doing.

Actually, doing it was a bit harder, but as long as the slope was

3° or less I found that I could link turns without falling over, to my
considerable surprise.

The morning was marred only by a brief moment of

phenomenal stupidity on my p a r t — I removed my gloves, so the rope removed
the palm of my hand for me.

I wasn't that hot, for crying out loud!

We repaired to the lodge for lunch and the comparison of injuries and
emerged only after a major application of willpower.

Another couple of

hours skiing in a light snowfall, and it was time to head down to the
Hollyburn parking lot to meet our guide to the cabin.
Several tons of food were distributed politely but firmly among the
VOC'ers who were foolish enough to have turned up on time.

I ended up

with the bread, the cow, a quantity of kidney beans, and several lettuces,
which rather put a damper on John's plan to jog to the cabin.

However, we

pot there in one piece and I was shown how to start the generator and how
to avoid blowing the cabin to Kingdom Come, while everybody else leapt
into action and filled the cabin with smoke and onion fumes.
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Dinner was eventually produced by a maqnificent group effort, despite
someone's failure to bring cooking oil or butter (I was concerned about
people's

cholesterol

levels).

The

garlic

bread

suffered

from

this

oversight (Richard's attempt at bread plus garlic powder warmed 1n the
oven was valiant but unsuccessful), but the chili seemed to work O.K.—if
the amount that was consumed was any guide.
Post-dinner activities consisted of things that could be accomplished
in a semi-coma, with the odd exception:

four keenles went skiing and

procured about a million butter pats from the lodge by unspecified means,
and numerous people indulged in brief but violent bouts of ping pong.
Everybody

else

ate

dessert

and

played

"Scruples,"

much

to

Richard's

satisfaction (he spent two weeks 1n Joshua Tree failing to persuade anyone
to play).

This

is a game which

involves a barrage

of

embarrassing

questions directed at whoever seems most vulnerable, and can be downright
dangerous 1f you've drunk too much Amaretto.
The generator ran out of dlesel

about midnight, which marked the

beginning of the end for the party.

People gradually wandered upstairs

and crashed, to. awaken bright and early (i.e., 9 a.m.) to a glorious day
and equally glorious pancakes.

The cabin was thoroughly scoured and we

all trudged back through the forest to the cars.

Some people went track-

skiing; some people went up Strachan; some people didn't go downhill
skiing because the rest of the Lower Mainland had noticed what a fantastic
day it was and had decided to hit the slopes; and some people went home
"to work" and spent all afternoon walking on the beach.

Altogether, an

enjoyable end to a great weekend.
P.S.

Many thanks to everyone who helped by carrying food, cooking,

making dessert, cleaning up, etc., etc.

You did good!

Participants
Too numerous to mention!

A SHORT SKI CLOSE TO HOME
Richard Howes

February 2, 1988

The excitement which I feel when snow comes to town and the streets
are

blanketed

with

white

has

not

Australia three and a half years aoo.

diminished

since

my

arrival

at least two hours driving from home, and never available
driveway.

from

Good skiing in Australia was always
from one's

Even a year spent 1n Winnipeg, when Catherine and I routinely

commuted on skis to the University of Manitoba, did not disoel the childlike joy with which I greeted thickly falling snow 1n Vancouver at the
beginning of February 1988.
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The usual chaos of sliding cars, mis-applied brakes, p1le-ups, and
fender-benders had descended upon the streets as I finished waxing my skis
and stepped into the bindings.

Driving conditions were being described as

"atrocious" by the R.C.H.P., while some downtown hotels were offering cutrate "snow-stranded specials" to city workers for the night.

Buses were

painfully slow, bicycle riding was chancy, and the thought of driving was
far from appealing, so what better way to reach UBC than by gliding
quietly

along streets empty of their usual

traffic, with my attention

given up to the satisfying rhythm of kick, stride, and pole?
Snow continued to fall all day, and when I had finished my work an
hour

and

a half

after midnight,

I made

my

solitary

way

along

the

University Avenue median strip under the unearthly light of the street
lamps and thence to home at Blenheim Street.
The snow is almost gone now, but I'm ready for when the next winter
transformation gives the daily commute that little extra magic.
Participants
Richard Howes

A SNOWCAVE ON BRANDYMINE
Fern Hietkamp

February 6-7, 1988

Ever wake up to the sight of the crystals of a white-blue fluted
ceiling just inches from your nose?

That's the romantic part.

Ever wake

up to the sound of a steady drip near the bottom of your sleeping bag to
wonder how long that's been going on?

That's the hard part.

You can't

turn it off and ignore it like an alarm clock—in fact you can hardly turn
over at all.

These are just a few of the features of the first snowcave,

excuse m e — p a l a c e — I have ever slept in.
Five
(beginners

of

us:

of

Andy,

varying

Muriel

degrees),

(trip
set

leaders), John,

out

early

one

Dave,

Saturday

and

I

morning

(February 6) for the Brandywine Mountain area for a rare winter adventure
which

allowed

straight.

us

to

breathe

the

outdoor

air

for

twenty-four

hours

As we began our ski up, the conversation drifted toward the Tao

of Pooh, a relevant subject really—back country tripping takes a lot of
patience, gentle humour, and adaptability.

Patience for the blisters that

attack you after just the first kilometer (eh, Dave), and humour for the
time when your surroundings don't quite seem to correlate with what's on
your map.

What else

to do then but quickly

adapt and change your

destination!
Thus it was that we found our perfect snowbank under the trees.
After two hours of shovelling, stamping, turning, and some grunting, we
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had excavated a spacious, efficiently designed snowcave.
central common room plus two bedrooms.

It featured a

Outside was sufficient space to

stamp your feet 1f you were cold and a magnificent round table with a
circular bench.

No resort could have afforded more comfortable amenities.

Evening activities

Included a wonderful

supper of a variation on

macaroni and cheese, and endless stories of climbing adventures.
question on everyone's mind, of course, w a s — b e d !
sleep?

Will my underwear ever get dry?

Will

But the

I be able to

We needn't have worried—once we

wormed our way Into our bags, taking our boots and other clammy Items with
us, we were very snug.

So much so that Dave couldn't bear to leave his

nest and made use of the absorbent quality of the snow for bladder relief
(eh, Dave).
When we woke, as I mentioned, there was the stranoe ceiling and the
silly drip—but also the awesome realization that we had been sheltered
through

our

unconscious

hours

by

this

wall

of

crystallized

water.

Breakfast was a medley of tastes and sounds—spinach pie, porridge, and,
Incredibly, bacon, eggs, and hash browns (eh, Dave), consumed while the
scattered pictures dreamt through the night under the wall of snow were
told.
While skiing upward to the base of Metal Dome a snow squall set 1 n —
and finally we turned our skis downward to negotiate the powder.

Those of

us who could link two telemark turns were 1n heaven and the rest of us,
well, we were mostly
tasted.
darkness.

In the snow—but

It was the best snow I've ever

We emerged from the bushes just 1n time not to ski in total
Pizza and cider by a roaring fire in the Squamish pub provided

a warm, tummy-pleasing end to this trip.
Wondering about snowcaving?

Don't hesitate—this adventure will give

you one more item to add to your "great places to sleep" list.
Participants
Andy Pacheco
Muriel Pacheco

Fern Hietkamo
Dave Jones

John Duffy
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SPECIAL FEATURES
MY MEMORIES OF ENRICO
Enrico Kindl's life tragically

ended on August 1, 1987.

He and

Richard Howes successfully climbed the north face of Mt. Robson; on the
descent they were hit by an avalanche.
Enrico and I had been regular climbing partners for a year before the
accident.
them.

We had many adventures tooether; I would like to share some of

I first met him at Andy and Muriel Pacheco's wedding in May 1986.

Andy felt that we would make a good climbing team so he strategically
placed us at adjacent seats at the banquet.

Enrico had only been climbing

for a few months and was incredibly enthusiastic, while I had climbed for
years but only sporadically 1n the last couple of them.
conversation eased onto the topic of climbing.

Naturally our

Enrico would suqgest that

we try a climb together; I would reply with an ambiguous "Sure, sometime,"
to which he would ask, "When?"

After about half a dozen such exchanges, I

succumbed to his relentless pestering by agreeing upon a day that weekend
(his enthusiasm was

infectious).

This was the start of our climbing

partnership.
During

the

course

of

climbing

together

over

the ensuing

months, both our climbing abilities improved steadily.

summer

His ambition for

the summer was to lead the first pitch of Exasperator, and to this end he
worked with a passionate intensity.

I remember his elation when he did

accomplish this; "I can't wait to tell this to my 'teacher' (Andy)," he
told me.

Another notable climb that summer was the ascent of Siwash Rock,

an outcron off the seawall

in Stanley Park.

That night provided ideal

conditions for this type of ascent, a full moon and low tide. . The six of
us, garbed in dark attire and headlamps, promptly

Ignored the all-too-

conspicuous sign stating that no climbing on this rock was allowed and
that those found guilty of such a crime would be imprisoned; the sign
actually provided a good hold.

Another adventure of that summer was an

attempt of the south face of Viennese Peak with Andy and Muriel.
day and a half of hiking
navigational

(including

After a

plenty of bushwhacking) and some

and logistic errors, we got only as far as the base of the

climb before we turned back, due to deteriorating weather conditions.
In May of 1987, a group of us Including Enrico and myself, spent
three weeks climbing in Yosemite Valley.

I have numerous fond memories of

Enrico on this trip, such as the all-you-can-eat brunch at the very plush
Ahwahnee Hotel.

We ate for five straight hours before we manaqed to roll

out of the place and stumble back to our campsite 1n a semi-stupor, only
to pass into a comatose state in our tents (at least this is what I did).

Enrico Kindl at hanging belay, University Wall route,
Squamish, B.C.
photo: Richard Howes
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For a small guy, I've never met anyone that could pack down as much as
Enrico.
My most memorable experience of the whole trip was the disaster on
Arrowhead Arfte.

At the base of the climb Enrico and I debated whether to

climb with our packs, which contained everything—warm
water, and headlamps.

clothing, food,

I, to my deep regret, won this debate, and so we

left our packs at the base of the climb, thinking that we could climb
faster without them.

We made it to the top hut not back to the packs;

darkness overtook us as we descended a gully.

As we gingerly felt our way

down on unfamiliar territory in a functionally blind state, we had another
difference in opinion.

At a point where there was a "slight" drop-off, I

wanted to risk a rappel on a questionable anchor (the only one we could
find without light), while Enrico wanted to stay put; until dawn.
time I gave in; actually,

This

I really had no choice in the matter.

yelled, "I'm not going to get either you or myself killed!

He

We're staying

here for the night, and that's final!"

This was the first time I'd ever

heard him raise his voice at anyone.

With the break of dawn, we found
f

that the "slight" drop-off was actually a vertical drop of over 100 eet.
I was and still am very impressed with his superior judgement on that
occasion, despite the fact that I was supposed to be the more experienced
climber.

I have often wondered what would have happened if I did attempt

that rappel; his astute judgement may have saved my life.

That night was

without question the most miserable of my entire life, and I think Enrico
may have found it somewhat uncomfortable

as well; in fact, he

later

admitted that there were times when he thought he wasn't going to make
it.

We spent that night dressed only in shorts and a T-shirt shivering

uncontrollably

as we huddled behind a rock cairn with the rones draped

over us for warmth (at least he had his characteristic beard to keep him
warm).

Throughout the night Enrico repeatedly enquired about how I was

doing.

And he never once complained about or even mentioned my lack of

sound judgement on the two occasions:

to leave our packs behind, which

resulted in our predicament, and to consider risking the dangerous rappel.
The last, as well as the hardest, climb that we attempted together
was Dream On, two weeks before he left for Mt. Robson.
the climb, he began to explain why he chose to climb.
for the personal challenge and the companionship.

At one point on

He had two reasons:
It was apparent from

the manner with which he spoke that he had given this a great deal of
thought.
climbs.

At the end of that day, we made many other plans for future
This was the last time I saw him.

When I heard the news of the accident, one of the first things that
came to mind was that I would never hear him laugh again (his laughter was
rather distinctive).

I feel the emptiness of the loss, but then I am
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reminded of a story that Steven Strach, a fellow climber, had once told
me.
away

He too had lost a close friend 1n a climbing accident; she was swept
by

an

unharmed.
happened,

avalanche

while

climbing

with

two

companions,

who

were

On the night after the accident, before he knew what had
he

had

a

dream.

He

saw

three

figures

ascending

silhouetted against a cloudless, black, and starry sky.

a peak

An avalanche

swept down onto them and as it passed over, he saw one of the figures rise
up Into the sky and then become absorbed and as one with the cosmos.

He

awoke knowing that his friend had died, but feeling stranqely consoled
because he felt that she was not really "dead," but rather had become one
with all.
The night before I had heard about the accident, I was climbing with
Jeff Greenwood.

For some strange reason, we talked about death.

Because

Jeff and I share a common love of climbing, I asked him what 1t would take
for him to give it up; he replied, "Maybe If I lost a couple of close
friends 1n climbing accidents."

Jeff and other climbers who knew Enrico

including Richard and myself, still climb.

Why do we continue?

There are

no easy answers, but perhaps Enrico had summed it up most appropriately:
because of the personal
facets

challenge that one rarely encounters

of life, and because

of the companionship

that

one

1n other
can

only

appreciate in the face of such challenges.
We all miss Enrico and our lives will forever be changed by having
been his friend.

Perhaps the engraving

on a plaque dedicated to J1m

Baldwin, a local climber who died In a climbing accident years ago, would
apply to Enrico:
To all those who go before their time,
Possessed by some strange spirit of fire,
Quenched by an early death.
I'll miss his laughter.
Chang Kwon Kim
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THE FEDERATION OF MOUNTAIN CLUBS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
R.W. Hoicombe
FMCBC
The Federation of Mountain Clubs of British Columbia (FMCBC) grew out
of the Mountain Access Committee which was formed 1n the early 1960's to
address—obviously enouqh—access to the mountains of B.C.

At that time

Individual hikers of small hiking and climbing clubs realized the need to
be represented by a larger group.
After becoming incorporated in 1979, the Federation expanded Its role
beyond this single issue and developed into an umhrella organization for a
number of hiking, climbing, and conservation groups.
thirty-one

groups

Federation

is

to

under

this

represent

umbrella.
Its

The

member

There are presently

primary

groups

1n

purpose

of

the

mountain-related

conservation, safety, and education goals.
The Federation operates with a volunteer Board of Directors, a paid
Executive Director, and paid and volunteer staff.

The Board of Directors

consists of the President, Treasurer, Secretary, and five Directors.

The

major endeavors of the Federation are reflected in its Board Committees,
which are:

(1) Recreation and Conservation; (2) Trails; and (3) Safety

and Education.
The basic thrust of the FMCBC s conservation effort, has been to work
with government and resource development agencies in an attempt to develop
a basis for citizen input in the land use decision making process.

Often

this has involved the FMCBC in a role between specific Issue conservation
groups and the government.
The FMCBC is recognized by the Provincial

Government as the Sport

Governing Body for mountaineering, and speaks as the collective voice of
its own member clubs whether they be hikers, rock climbers, mountaineers,
ski-tourers, or conservationists.
At times, after three years of Strathcona Park meetlnqs, for example,
FMCBC efforts seem to indicate that the public Involvement process in
B.C. 1s little more than tokenism.

However, there have been gains.

FMCBC

efforts to have the Smoke Bluffs rock climbing area set aside as a park
are working.

Provincial administrators have responded positively to input

in the Kokanee Glacier, Garibaldi, Cypress, and Mount Seymour master park
plans.
A major effort of the Federation at this point 1s to generate funding
to hire

a staff

person

and cover

the expenses

required to meet the

environmental objectives.
In 1987 the FMCBC administered more than one million dollars In trail
related projects, providing employment

for almost

100 people.

These
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projects

were

associated

with

facilities

1n

Pemberton,

Squamish,

ChllHwack, Lynn Headwaters Park, the Seymour Demonstration forest, and
Belcarra Regional Park.
job

development/creation

About 80% of the project funds came from Federal
programs,

and

20%

was

obtained

from

the

provincial community job trac program.
Several of the climbing clubs have a long history of teaching, and by
1966 there were basic mountaineering courses being offered in the Vancouver
area.

Soon after the Federation was Incorporated it began helping with

this training.

There are now fifteen basic courses and guided backcountry

trips offered throughout B.C.

In 1987 there were a total of 70 classes

and trips with just under 700 clients.

In addition to the courses and

trips, Federation training now includes many an Instructor
program, and specialized courses tailored to client needs.

development
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WANDERIN6 AROUND IN THE LOCAL MOUNTAINS
Peter Stone
Havinq missed out on skiinq during January and February because of a
broken ankle, I was determined to make up for lost time later in the
year.

During April

and May, Francois Welt, and I made a couple of ski

trips to the upper Lillooet Valley area.
end of the Pemherton Icecap.

The first trip was to the north

We camped for two nights at the head of the

South Creek Glacier, climbing Zygo, Overseer Mountain, and Madhorse Peak
from there before heading towards the icecap.

Cloud rolled in and we

travelled slowly by compass, camping our third night by Peak 7976 at the
head of Ryan River.

We were discouraged from travelling further south by

poor visibility and returned to Meager Creek via Two Doctor Peak.
The second trip was to the Bridge Glacier on the Lillooet Icecap.

We

gained the area of Whitecross Mountain via gentle slopes rising from the
Lillooet Valley

north of Job Glacier

and returned down the

northwest

branch of Salal Creek after spending one day tent-bound 1n a storm on the
lower part of the Bridge Glacier and a second day 1n an abortive attempt
at climbing Bridge Peak 1n a white-out.
A VOC group on a trip to climb Mt. Sir Richard in Garibaldi Park were
caught by the same storm that Francois and I weathered on the Bridge
Glacier.

The success of this group in reaching Mt. Sir Richard encouraged

me to have a ao at the peak myself.

Basically

I followed the

same

approach as they used, climbing Overlord Mountain from Singing Pass and
reaching the upper Cheakamus Valley by way of Detour Ridge at the side of
the Diavolo Glacier.

Detour Ridge gains its name from the fact that it

provides a route around the spectacular Diavolo icefall.

The previous

group made a potentially hazardous crossing of a gully near the north end
of the ridge.

This is not necessary as it is easy to scramble up the rock

bluff at its north end.

I spent a pleasant night 1n the upper Cheakamus

Valley, camped not far from the toe of the McBride Glacier.

I especially

enjoyed the view of the Fitzsimmons Range at sunset and sunrise.

The

upper Cheakamus Valley has a feeling of remoteness about it, even though,
as the crow flies, 1t is not far from Whistler.
I climbed Mt. Sir Richard the next morning and was chased back to the
Iago Glacier by threatening weather.
the wrong side of the Fitzsimmons
weather.

I was concerned not to be caught on
Range in a prolonged

spell

of bad

As the weather still looked dicey the next morning, I took the

lowest level route across the Fitzsimmons Range from the Iago Glacier to
the MacBeth Glacier, followed down the Fitzsimmons Glacier to Fitzsimmons
Creek, and then bushwhacked to the Russet Lake cabin.

As the weather

cleared up beautifully the next day, I spent the weekend mellowing out at
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the cabin with the pleasant company
whlteout on Friday evening.

of two girls who arrived 1n the

Arlene Bradley had also broken her ankle

around Christmas time and H k e myself was cramming 1n a late season ski
trip.

I was grateful for the ride they gave me back to Vancouver.
My trip to Mt. Sir Richard was during the first week of June.

I

returned to a nearby area at the end of June for a three-day hiking trip
which started at Blackcomb Mountain.

After camping the first night In a

patch of meadow free of snow below Decker Mountain, I headed down the side
of the Decker Glacier to Billygoat Lake and then climbed back up to the
bowl below Lesser Wedge Mountain.

I climbed the 8300-foot peak east of

Lesser Wedge the next morning, before heading back to the highway via the
meadows on the south slope of Wedge Mountain and Rethel Creek.

Although

this was the route used by Neal Carter and Charles Townsend for their
first ascents of Wedge Mountain and James Turner in 1923, these days most
people prefer to approach James Turner via the Weart Glacier.
In July I made another three-day trip to the peaks between Mt. Weart
and Mt. Currie.

The peaks I climbed included Mt. Moe and two 8300-foot

peaks at the north end of Hibachi Ridge.

There 1s an impressive icefall

alongside Mt. Moe which descends steeply to a small

lake.

The upper

Mystery Creek Valley has attractive meadows and is dominated by an 8500foot peak on Hibachi Ridge.

My second campsite was at the top end of

these meadows, so on the last morning I had only a short climb up to the
north end of Hibachi Ridge.

I nipped along the ridge to the east a little

way so that I could get good views of the Wedge and James Turner areas.
The bushwhack back from Mystery Creek meadows to the Wedoemount Lake trail
head was through fairly open timber and took about five hours.
Looking across the main Wh1stler-to-Pemberton

Valley from the Mt.

Currie area, the ridge south of Rutherford Creek looked as though it would
provide

a pleasant

Pemberton Icecap.

hiking

route giving

access

to peaks close to the

Appearances from a distance can be deceptive as I was

to find out a short time later.
proved to be quite slow.

Travelling alonq this ridge actually

For example, a short section of the ridae which

was just below tree line is crossed by a number of trenches.
was rather uncooperative too.

The weather

According to the forecast it was supposed

to clear up after a period of unstable weather but somehow

it didn't

manage to clear up before I had got fed up with wandering along in the
mist and getting soaked a couple of times 1n thunderstorms.

Consequently

I packed it 1n after three days and hiked down the logging road in eight
hours, a distance It had taken me three days to travel alona the adjacent
ridge.

The

route did provide

a new and

interesting

perspective

familiar peaks such as Rainbow Mountain and Mts. Callaghan,
Overseer.

on

Ipsoot, and
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Towards the end of July, Peter Talbot, whom I had met on an A.C.C.
triD, asked me if I was interested in joining him on a traverse In the
Sims Creek area.

After getting a glimpse of this area from around Blanca

Lakes, I was hooked on the idea of climbing Mt. Tinnlswood which

Is

located near the head of Sims Creek, a tributary of the Elaho River.
Peter and I approached Tinniswood by way of a ridge system starting from
the Elaho River, near its junction with Sims Creek.
slower

than

anticipated,

and we

just

reached

Again the qolng was

the

Immediate

Tinniswood as our food and the spell of good weather ran out.

area

was rather different from anything I had encountered previously.
predominate rock in the region 1s granite.

of

The terrain
The

The valleys tend to have steep

sides walled by granite and we did lots of hiking and scrambling
granite slabs.

on

Small creeks wind tortuous routes along crevices In the

rock, splashing downwards 1n numerous waterfalls.
profusion where soil can accumulate.

Red heather grows In

One interesting feature of the area

is the presence of small icefields at the astonishingly low elevation of
around 5000 feet, due, I suppose, to their proximity to the coast.

The

closest we got to Mt. Tinniswood was the 6845-foot high point on the
icefield

southeast

of

Mt.

Casement.

We

had

tantalizing

views

of

Tinniswood and neighbouring peaks before doubling back to join the trail
down to the head of Princess Louisa Inlet.

The first leg of my return

trip to Vancouver from Princess Louisa Inlet was made by hitching a ride
with a prawn fisherman who took me all the way down Jervls Inlet to Egmont
on the Sunshine Coast.
We made the Princess Louisa Inlet trip at the beginning of August.
Towards the end of August I was getting Itchy feet again so when Erika
Kellerhals asked me if I would like to go on a trip, I didn't hesitate.

I

had been planning a trip from McGlllivray Pass to Tenquille Lake and had
bought

the map 92 J/9 which covers oart of the route for this trip.

However, the main part of 92 J/9 1s taken up with the Northern Cayoosh
Range.

This area receives hardly a mention 1n Bruce Fairley's guide book

and no peaks in the area are named.

My curiosity was aroused and I

studied the map to try and pick out a possible route through the region.
Although Erika only had four days to spare, I thought 1t would be fun to
give it a try.

Access via the Haylmore Creek trail from Devlne Is really

easy.

are

There

difficulty.

extensive

meadows

and

ridge

systems

of

varying

We waded through masses of lupins In the meadows at the head

of Lost Valley Creek.

As it was fairly late 1n the season we weren't

bothered at all by flies.

We came across a few pocket glaciers which are

omitted on the map and provided a few interesting moments, especially as
Erika had not brought crampons.

To the north the ridges become more

rounded and are basically just piles of scree.

The summit of peak 9450,

Mt. Tinniswood, Sims Creek area. Coast Mountains, B.C.
photo: Peter Stone

Mt. Aragorn, Tenquille Lake area. Coast Mountains, B.C.
photo: Peter Stone
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the highest peak 1n the area, provides an impressive panaramie view, which
Includes the Stein area, Garibaldi Park, and the Lillooet Icecap.

We

descended to Seton Portage by following a game trail down the valley of
Spider Creek.

At its lower end this valley ends 1n a V-notch before

dropping steeply to Seton Portage.

To avoid this the game trail leads

over the ridge to the north of the notch and picks its way down alongside
rock bluffs to the grassy fields below.

The whole way down the valley the

trail keeps splitting but It did not ever seem to matter too much which
branch we took as the splitting is simply Into roughly parallel
which rejoin after a while.

routes

After reaching the bottom of the bluffs we

realized that we had very little time left to catch the train.
like crazy as much as we could, encumbered with heavy

We rushed

packs, and by

hitching a ride for the last quarter of a mile, arrived at the station
just as the train was about to leave.
A couple of days later Francois and I took the train back to Seton
Portage for the start of our McGillivray trip.

After seeing from Peak

9450 how Whltecap Mountain dominates the area, I thought it would be neat
to start our trip by climbing Whitecap.

In his guide book, Bruce Fairley

mentions that 1t might be feasible to approach Whltecap Mountain from
Seton Portage by way of Whitecap Creek.
approach

on the map.

It looks like an

Even the end of the logging

Interesting

road devils club

eventually gives way to slide alder and if you are persistent you can
eventually reach the glacier on the north side of Whltecap Mountain.

We

tried to avoid some of the unpleasant bush by heading for the alpine zone
higher up the side of the valley.

This did not really help matters as we

were then faced with the problem of crossing a number of loose gullies.
Since we were not prepared for any serious mountaineerinq ventures we
made a detour of considerable lenqth to reach a mellow glacier at the head
of Tommy Creek and by ascending this alacier we reached the Connel Creek
Valley and the south slopes of Whitecap Mountain.
made the long slog up Whltecap.

We dumped our packs and

The view from the summit, of layered

ridges and peaks seemingly stretching forever in all directions made all
our efforts in getting there worthwhile.

It. took us three days to reach

and climb Whitecap and we covered the remaining distance to Tenguille Lake
in four days.

The incredibly lush green meadows at McGillivray

Pass

provided a contrast to its snowy appearance on my previous two visits.
The area around Mounts Shadowfax and Aragorn is guite different.

These

are granite peaks and the surrounding alpine terrain consists of granite
slabs strewn with boulders of all
around Princess Louisa Inlet.

sizes.

It reminded me of the area

We hiked up alongside a glacier to the

ridge north of Mt. Aragorn and after a bit. of Investigation found a route
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down the steep rock on the west side, which involved no more than easy
scrambling.
On the fifth night a bit of a weather system came through and dumped
a light covering of snow on the peaks.

Although it was still cloudy and

showery the next day, this did not hinder our progress and we reached the
area of Chipmunk Mountain, not far from Tenquille Lake.

This gave us time

to climb Chipmunk Mountain on our last day and enjoy a view of the terrain
we had covered, stretching to Whitecap Mountain away in the distance.
Peak 9450 in the northern Cayoosh Range was also visible and stood out
because it had a good covering of snow on the last 1000 feet or so.
While

a

large

bunch of rock

climbers

from the Club

headed

for

Leavenworth on the Thanksgiving weekend, Dave Robinson and I headed for
Rethel Creek to climb Wedge Mountain.

After climbing the peak on Sunday

morning, Dave hiked out on Sunday afternoon so that he could spend Monday
with his folks.

I decided to take advantage of the good weather and have

a go at climbing Mt. James Turner.
I followed the route along the south slopes of Wedge Mountain which I
had used in the soring and managed to reach the foot of the Berna Glacier
by Sunday evening.
by 10 a.m.
Glacier.

An early start on Monday morning found me on the peak

I reached the summit ridge via a gully

from the Turner

It was rather steep and loose, and I dislodged numerous rocks

which clattered down to the glacier below.

Apparently the previous two

VOC groups who climbed the peak earlier in the year each found an easier
route on the southeast side.

I reached Rethel Creek meadows by sunset,

hoping to be able to hitchhike back to Vancouver on Tuesday morning.

I

got down to the road by 9 a.m., but because of highway closures it took me
most of the day to get back to Vancouver.
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U.B.C. IHTRAMURALS
Jeff Greenwood
The VOC has been active in Intramural events over the past year.

It

1s encouraging to see this Involvement, particularly In the team events.
Notable achievements have been a first placinq for the VOC women's team In
the Day of the Longboat event and wins 1n the Moon Hour Runs for Muriel
Pacheco and Lisa Moody.

As accurately as memories and records permit,

below are listed the VOC teams participating in Storm the Wall, the Arts
'20 Relay, and the Day of the Longboat.

Storm the Wal1, March 1987
Men

Co-Rec

Brad Nixon

Bill Richards

Andy Pacheco

Theresa Duynstee

Richard Howes

Lisa Moody

Geoff Annlson

Laurie Newell

Jeff Greenwood

Muriel Pacheco

Arts '20 Relay, October 8, 1987
Co-Rec (VOC II)

Men (VOC I)
Richard Howes

David Thackray

Oeff Greenwood

Muriel Pacheco

Brad Nixon

Theresa Duynstee

Peter Celliers

Pam Saunderson

N1ck Folkard

Heather Urquhart

Philip Gunning

Judy Needham

Johan Stroman

Steven Dods

Andy Pacheco

Peter Stone

Overall placing:

27th

Placing in category (Independent Men):

2nd

Day of the Longboat, October 24-2S, 1987
Women

Men

Erika Kellerhals

Richard Howes

Catherine McCammon

Thomas Baumann

Becky Nakamura

Stuart MacDonald

V1v Dentuth

Robert Cameron

Barb McCaffrey

Philip Gunning

Heather Bury

Alexander Kraas

Ileana Paul

Bernd Schultze
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Anita Miettunen

Xavier Olagne

Heather Urquhart

Mike Hayden

one other (last minute addition)

Martin Johnson

Placinn in Women's category:

1st

In addition, a team of VOC members and friends took cart in the
Vancouver Marathon Relay, a community event held over the course of the
Vancouver

International

Marathon, on Sunday, December

participants are listed below:

Stage

Distance (km)

1

6

2

8

Greg Choi

3

7

Kerry Bokenftthr

4

15

5

6.2

Total time:

Richard Howes
Nick Folkard

42.2
2 hours, 52 minutes

Placing within category (Co-rec):
Reserve:

Runner
Caroline Shortman

Raoul Thomas

3rd out of 33 teams.

13, 1987.

The
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A MIDWINTER ASCENT OF MT. RAINIER
Richard Howes
The murk

late December 1985
and inescapable

dampness

of a thick fog seemed to have

descended upon Vancouver for good as Christmas 1985 approached.

Catherine

and I knew that this was just the result of a temperature Inversion, and
that not so far above was crystal clear weather, so while everybody else
was home preoaring for their Christmas celebrations, we headed down to
Mt. Rainier (4393 m./14,410 ft.).

The tales of the mad crowds 1n summer

had turned us off climbing anywhere near the regular route at that time of
the year, so as we skinned un to Camp Mu1r at 3000 m./10,000 ft., we
looked forward to a little solitude.
Snow conditions were excellent, with a nice firm surface
found In Spring.

usually

The low temperatures and the shortness of the day (the

shortest day of the year had been a few days before), however, reminded us
of Winter's presence.
The next day we picked out a likely looking line around Glbralter
Rock

(the Gibralter Ledges

route), and set off.

As we passed under

overhanging walls of volcanic ash we were glad everything was fairly well
frozen, for when fist-sized rocks fall
warning at all.

out of this wall

they give no

Not a route to do 1n summer!

We had timed our departure, 10:00 a.m., so that we would be reaching
the summit just as the full moon rose through the rich oranges and reds
cast by the setting sun.

As 1t happened, we were half an hour behind

schedule, but the view was s t m

indescribable.

The last few hundred

metres up the summit icecap were hard work, as the altitude sanped our
energy.

A frigid wind forced us to huddle briefly at the summit crater

rim as we tried to force a chocolate bar down to our unwilling stomachs,
loss of appetite being another effect of the altitude.
We turned around and headed down to thread our way through crevasses
1n the magic lioht of the moon.

To join the regular

route we took

advantage of a couple of ice-blocks protruding from a steep part of the
glacier to use as zero cost rappel anchors.

At one point, as I passed

over a crevasse, I caught a whiff of sulphurous gases from deep within the
mountain.
We searched the starry heavens for the Pleiades, where Halley's Comet
was then to be found, but our friend the bright moonlight robbed us of
this view.
In the wee hours of the morning we snuggled into our sleeping bags
back in the Camp Muir hut, finding that the other climbing parties who had
religiously set out several hours before us at three a.m. (to avoid soft
afternoon snow, not necessary in the cold of winter!) had all turned back.
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The

next, day

we

descended

into

the

sea

of clouds

which

still

stretched a l l the way to Vancouver.
Participants
Richard Howes

V,

Catherine McCammon
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AND ROW
A WORD
FROM

OOR

SPONSORS

NOBODY MATCHES OUR SELECTION
NOBODY MATCHES OUR PRICES
EXTREME MOUNTAINGEAR
2750 West 6th Ave.. Vancouver, B.C.
Canada V5Z 1A5, (604) 8766720
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JOURNEYS OF .
DISCOVERY r
With ECOSUMMER EXPEDITIONS,
Canada's Finest Wilderness Tour Company.,
• Sea Kayaking • Sailing • Hiking
• Nature Photo/ Art Safaris
• 1 to 3 week expeditions
• Inspirational destinations include:
Queen Charlotte Islands, Canadian
• Arctic, Yukon, Bahamas, Africa,
Patagonia, Antarctica and more...
• Professional Guides, quality equipment,
and gourmet cuisine.
• No experience required.
For information on over 50 expeditions around the
world, send for our free 20 pg. brochure:

ECOSUMMER
EXPEDITIONS
1516 Duranleau St. Vancouver, BC. Canada V6H 3S4

(604) 6697741
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A complete stock of
technical rock climbing equipment
CHOUINARD

SMC

ULTIMATE HELMETS

GR1VEL

FIRE ROCK BOOTS

BEAL ROPES

FRIENDS

NORTH FACE

PATAGONIA

CARLETON RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT
3201 KINGSWAY, VANCOUVER, B.C., 4386371
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"QUANTITY DISCOUNT
ON HOLIDAY FILMS"

2635111



FULLY FLEDGED LAB
SPECIALIZING IN
QUALITY PHOTOFINISHING

• RRISDALE  2064 W. 41 st AV

2632773
MARPOLE 8179 GRANVILLE S T .

COMMERCIAL
ACCOUNTS
RUSH ORDERS
ACCEPTED

MASTER COLOR PHOTOFINISHING (1986) LTD.

WE SELL 1

Kodak
[PRODUCTS]
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We started
at the VOC.

i

By now most of BC's climbers are familiar with Mountain Equipment
Coop, but not everyone knows that the Coop was started 17 years ago by a
small group of VOC members. Their aim was to do something about the
poor selection and high prices of climbing equipment then available in
Vancouver. Their ideas worked and grew. Today our motto is still good gear,
good prices, good people, and the Coop's guarantee behind everything we sell.
If you're already a Coop member, we'll be mailing you the Coop's
Summer '88 Catalogue in early April. If you're not a member or if you've
moved recently, drop us a note or phone (604) 8728247, and we'll send you a
free copy.

MOUNTAIN
EQUIPMENT
COOP
Vancouver Store & Mail Order 428 W. 8th Ave., Vancouver. B.C. V5Y 1N9
Calgary Store 13112th Ave. S.E., Calgary, Alberta T2G 0Z9
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Every 10.5*73 minutes
somewhere in Canada...

a v e r y satisfied customer
b u y s a Coast M o u n t a i n pack.

Coast Mountain
1828 W. 4th Ave..Vancouver 7316181
open 7 days a week 9:306:00.
Thors. and Fri 9:309:00.
24 hoar Outdoor Info Line 7315823

